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Beating The Bashers
words to the old song about racism are also true
about homophobia:
"You have to be carefully
!,
"
taught."
One wonders, then, what twisted strain of miseducation is responsible for the ignorant, macho, brain•
dead scourge of anti-gay and anti-lesbian violence
that seems to rise and rise with every year. Who is teaching these
pinhead teens to hate, and to act out their hatreds in ever more
cowardly attacks on us? Who is sending these gestapo thugs into
Park Slope and onto Christopher Street to attack lesbians and gays
in the few places we thought were safe havens from the sea of
hate that surrounds us?
The answer, sadly, is practically everybody: Congress, the
schools, the media, the advertising industry, the police, the president, the church, the entertainment industry everyone who supports or accepts the insidious blight of homophobia. As our
society careens toward greater expressions of violence and intolerence, the rising generation has learned its lesson well.
Reagan's kids were taught that fags and dykes are fair game.
There's really nothing new in that. But the not so subtle equation
that gays are to, blame for the invention and spread of AIDS has
•
added fuel to the. traditional fires of hatred. Straight teenage boys
often feel that their sex lives have been restricted by the atmosphere
of sexual fear AIDS has generated, and they're looking for scapegOats. Gays and lesbians are the obvious and convenient targets.
There's a dual nature to such victimization. Every time a gay
person is attacked, that person is, of course, the prinµuy target and
the primary victim. But in a. larger sense, there is always a second
target to these outrages: the entire lesbian and gay community.
. With every report of a new bashing incident, each of us has to
think more carefully about whether to wear that SilenceaDeath button, or that earring or some other open expression of who we are .
. At bottom, the goal of the bashers is to frighten us into invisibility again, to drive us back into the collective closet, to force us
to conform. And every time a gay man or lesbian decides not to
wear that button or haircut or article of clothing, the bashers win
a second victory, and a far more powerful one.
Therefore, while it's incumbent on every one of us to support
the legislative effoitS of our community to combat bias crime, we
each have a deeper, more personal responsibility. That is to fight
the bashers by not giving in, by being ourselves, by being proud
and being out.
Men, if you want to wear that earring or that dress, put it 6n .
Women, if you feel good iri Doc Martens, wear them. Every time
you do, the gay and lesbian community gains a little more visibility. The Rebecca. Whites and the James Zappalortis are avenged .
.And we all trimuph over tho$e who would rob us of ourselves ....
1"",
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Strange Bedfellows

Paging Pandora
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full range of the gay and lesObviously the term "outbian community, which conIng' doesn't do justlce to the sists of a social world not
righteous. complex marketlimited to the hlp dub scene,
Ing ploy OutWeek has creat- and a great variety of
ed to sell Itself to the mass activists groups, many of
media. I humbly suggest a which are rarely mentioned,
gayer, more lesblonlc term:
If at all. Instead of being the
Pandora boxingI It gives this TIme and Newsweek of the
concept of shattering priva- lesbian and gay community.
cy a sort of built-In warning you've chosen to be the
label. In my opinion, If any- . VanIty FaIr cum National
one wants to stay In any dos- Enquirer.
et, nail the door shutl
Nor have you ever perBill weaver
mitted a diversityof editorial
Manhattan
views to be expressed
beyond the letterspages.
Rip That Rag
It's 21 years since
What's the difference
Stonewall, and New York Is
NatIve's
between
the
sllilwithout a responsiblegay
Stonewall Jackson (aka
and lesbian paper. and
Leonard.Goldsteln)and Outthat's an ongoing tragedy
Week's Michelangelo Slgno- for our community.
rile?1hereain't none.
Scott Petersen
Manhattan
When OutWeek made
Its debut, hopes were high
that, at last, New York
would have a weekly cov.SrONEWAtt
ering Its lesbian and gay
community In a responsIble, Inclusive manner. Less
than a year later, Out- .
Week has become the mirror Image of the Native.
Both are publications
In
which a single. handpicked commentator has
been given an opinion
column devoted to the
distortion of fact. assasslnat.lon of character and
promotion of bitterness·
within
the gay and lesbian
..
community.
In Signorlle's black/white
view of the world. any disagreement with his royal
smugness Is a treasonable
•
offense. His repetitious
attacks dismissany pretense
of reason In favor of verbal
•
abuse, dished out at an ever
I\~
shrillerpitch.
Making Signorile your
major columnist Is representative of how disappointing
OutWeek Is overall. Sadly,
you have never cove,red the

-

In the controversy
over "outing:
It Is
enlightening to note
that the group with
whose
convictions
about privacy rights
Mr. Signorile et 01
seems most clearly
allied Is the right-to-life
movement.
For right-to-lifers,
privacy
rights (the
basis of Roe v. Wade)
must be sacrificed to
protect the right of
what they perceive as
a human life to exist.
For Mr. Signorlle, privacy rights are subordinated to his right to turn a
sexual orientation Into an
Ideology
and
then
demand public obeisance
to It by homosexual
celebrities. Of the two. I
think that right-to-lifers
make the less capricious
argument.
A person'sright to privacy

R/OrS

•

•

Photo: Patsy Lynch

does not depend
on
whether he or she agreest.
with me or with Mr. Slgnorlle.
As the gay movement
careens toward a mObocracy fueled by the sort of righteous Indignation (what
novelist Denton Welch called
"the cheapest emotion")
that Mr. Signorileand his Ilk
exude, I guess It's too much
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Whoever Is In a posIHon to
to hoP$ that the fUndamental principle of every person's -out: THEREIS NO TIME TO
"
right to privacy will reassert . WASTEI
AJFahn
Itself as a given of gay discourse.
.
Manhaffon
Tim Dlugos
New
Haven, CT
The Voice of Reason
•
You're a Jerkto have such
No nme Uke the Present , a Jack-oss on your stoff. Yes,
Outtrg Is cIeOIIy sorne1hIrO It's Michelangelo and I'm
to be done wtIh
appalled you cannot see
wealthy congressmen and
his approach Is fucked. I'm
congresswomen and other
In motton pictures and I'm
famous statesmen who are goy but It's none of your
closeted while sitting on their fUcking business or anyone
asses when It comes to com- else. You've seen me on TV
plete tp( CI"Id 1esbIal1nckSon.
and stage and 10m
It Isalso ttme fo, whenevshocked you would jeopaer possible, bring out of the dlze my livelihood for a
closet-they'd
probably
quick buck.
WeI, you lost rrr.t busness have
to be dragged
out-famous
actors' and
and many of my friends.
actresses and professional
You've mode being goy ood
athletes, who are reaping
hthe pWIc life a witch hu'lt.
salaries that most people litConcentrate
on -goy
erally would toke ten lives to rights- not -gay exposure:
earn. Hiding their homosexMy permonshlp Is so bod QS
uolltylS Inhumane, a betrayI am livid at that Idiot YO'I;I
al of themselves and their
have on stoff I've watched
on Geroldo.
'4'
contempororles
and Intellectually outrageous and
Yeahll might sign this.
emottonally sterile.
-OuHng- In all these cases
P.S. What I thought was
Is desperately needeQ. . '
going to be a good publico1

tlon Is a worthless piece of
shit •

publlcattons oport from their

COll'lterports from the -malnstream- gay press-such as
Missing the Punk
outWeek.
I was happily surprised,
Homocore and Rock
.
but also quite frustrated, by AQdnst Se*", to men1Ion the
Sarah Schulman's article on ones I'm the most fa'nIIa' wtIt!,
gay fanzJnes (no. 44, May 2). CI9 a-.athIst ood pI.I'Ik as well
Sure, she put out a handy list as tp(. h CJ'l ecttortoI, ~
of nanes ood odctesses, but
core's editor wrote that he
didn't give a shit about goy
cops ex tp( lawyers, because
he didn't give a shit about
cops ex lawyers, period. 1heIe
fanzlnes don't buy Into the
consumerfst, -ossImllatlonlstciecrn the - tp(
press condones. They don't
want gays to be accepted
Into aocJe1y as It Is, they WCJ'lt '
to chCJ'lge society Itself. Sc:hJ.
,mal'S ~
of the pe0ple who make these fcI"atBS
mode them look Rke
I~
ous dtemaIfve types who CI9
able 10 p..rt out their PlbJIco, 1Ions becouse they happen to
have a friend who works In a
~~',o
xerox store. Another aspect
she totally missed Is the rrusIher article was also very
decepflve. She neglected to
col one. Most of these peopJe
analyze th9 content of these ae seIf-cJescrl:)ed pu"Ms. 1h6y
goy fanzlnes, and It's that
feel Isolated ·both from the
content which truly sets these goy caTlI"I'lrlIy ood from 'the
punk one. There Is something
gong on there. J.D. 's ~ out
a -Homocore Top Ten- tope
of songs with a goy conIent ex
by goy cJrtJsts, but Schulman
dct'I't bother to check It out. It
reaIy looks Ike she discovered'
this whole scene a ~
of
months ago, and, In a fit of
enthusiasm, wrote about It
CJ'ld rrissed the whole poItIcd
and cultural contents. It's
good
that
she-and
,
the e1rOrtto
check Into something most
gays CJ'ld IesbIals Iglore, but
she should have done her
hom6wak more seriously.
,

,
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Madam X
Manhaffon
Saah SchlIrnal responds:
You're rlght.

rve Been There
CongratUatloos to KaItvyn
otter for h<M-.g foI.nd her WC1(
out of her old predicament
and Into her present one
rNew York Journal: no. 45,
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May 9). Her sincerity, Is
That Dlnk-Ing feeling
ac:tnIrabIe, but I'd Ike to pose
Politics as usual? In New
her a COl.pIe of ,,
,
York, politics can be not only
sPecuattve qJeSI1ons:
dirty but down right filthy.
. 1) How proud and out will
New York's Mayor David
you be In a few years, when
Dinkins reached out to the
(as Is likely. to Judge from
gay and lesbian Community
your picture) you appearwhen he needed them as
ance IS' unambiguously
part of an electorial coalition
female and you're no Io~ of minorities to push him over
served up dally reminders of the top during his primary
being a freak?
and general election bids.
2) How comfortable will
It's well-known that without
you then be with an openly
the gay and lesbian vote,
'_I~V1rwII

Dinkins wouldn't be mayor
the gay community with his
today. As part of the coaliappoln1ment. above protests
tion that brought Dinkins to from not Just the gay and lasfinal victory, gays and les- , blan communities but civil
bians were promised a num- rights activists as well, of Dr.
ber of things. Put simply, that Woodrow Myers, Jr. as health
After the
Mayor DInkinswould be gen- commissioner.
uinely sympathetic to their
Myers appointment fiasco,
cause. He promised a lot, but DInkinsthen failed to respond
after four months as mayor, to the blaH"elated nuder of
he has failed to follow
a gay Staten Island man, '
through on any of those
using the eX,cuse that he
promises.
wasn't Invited to either the
Dinkins started to turn on funeral or S\.bsequent march

I

gay
~u ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I
recall Identification
the hostility andasmlsunderstand you got from les- .
blans and gay men?
A dozen or more years

',

I

'.

.'"

•

ago Iwas In my early 20s and
going through m\,lch the
same thing as Ms.Otter. I was
constantly reminded that
however comfortable I might
be with winding up as a lesbian, to everyone else I
seemed to be working at
cross-purposes. ThisIncluded
most of the physicians I had
to curry favor wlth-a massive consideration. So wHh a
fierce effort of will I made
myself "straight.•

You can capitalize on what could become a great
growth industry in the 1990's and-make a socially
, responsible investment at the same time. '
And your dollars can work to create a s:leaner
environment and a healthier quality of life.
Forfree information, call us at 212-269-0110
or 800-262-6644 or return the coupon below.

, Or so I told myself. Actually I

was pIay-octtng wHh a series of
decent ald honorable men to
whom ICOlJd actrlt neither my
sexch<rged past nor my loveless present. And roN this seIfdeceiving
ersatz-straight
woman Is belatedly coming
out at fhe age of 35 wHh aI fhe
dfIIdence of a 2Oyea-<>ld.
.
I hope Kathryn Otter will
have an easier ttme of It. (By
the way, K.O.,you write really
well.)
Margot Vliet
Hoboken,NJ
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against anti-gay ~Iolence.
grant equal benefits to gays
Then the mayor failed to
and lesbians) would be
offer a timely reward for Infor- made only after his counsel
motion leading to the killer's ' studied the economic consequences of such action.
arrest, something routinely
done with hate. crimes In When asked If we could only
have cheap justice, If gay
New YorkCHy;,
The mayor proceeded to Justice wasn't worth the
downgrade the Office of the same price as that of other
lesbian and Gay CommunHy minority groups, he said noth(a cHy-wide liaison office for Ing. When asked If similar
gay concerns), putting It considerations should have
under the control of ot.her been applied to Black civil
minority groups and closing rights In the 60s, he again
said nothing. He then failed
off the one direct port for
to Offer any' plan to answer
Input to and from his office
questions concerning houswhich the community had
used during the Koch admin- Ing for people with AIDS. a
strategic promise he had
Istration In Its' efforts to
made to the communHy durempower Itself.
At that meeting In Febru- Ing hiselection campaign.
The latest blow-to the gay
ary, concerning the historic
and lesbian community has
case the New York City
bee", the mayor's failure to
school teachers have In the
appoint any gay or lesbian
State courts requesting equal
members to the city's redlsspousal benefits, the mayor
trlctlng committee which will
said that his decision (he
could simply make on exec- redraw district lines for the
. utlve order which would
upcoming counsel elections.

;::
~

t:":
~

if
It Is now doubtful that gays
and lesbians will be cqnsldered when these districtsare
redrawn, even though the
redistrictingwill be taking Into
consideration the empowerIng of other minority groups.
Gays and lesbians won't be
considered a true minority.
At least not one that matters
or deservesa political voice.
What have local gay and
lesbian 'Political leaders said
to all of this?Surprisinglylittle.
Comments range from, 'He's

the only mayor we've got:
,'We hove to work with who's
there" to 'I stili think It was
the best thing for New Yorkto
elect David Dinkins." The
president of one local gay
political group stated In.an
Interview that If we couldn't
get representation on the
redistricting committee If$elf
,perhaps a gay or lesbian
would be hired for the staffl
What·s wrong with thisstory?
The response of the New
'lork gay communlty:"'-glve
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him another chance, he's,
the only mayor we've got,
we have to work with him-showsdearly what the greatest problem confronting us Is:
We lack self-respect. That's
where we have to start. By
repossElSSlng
ourselves.By not
being afraid to show our ciutrage at outrageous behavior.'
If any other commll'llty were
treated this way by any other
mayor all hell would have
broken lose by now. The only
solution to powerlessness Is
power. Plainand simple.
When we try to decide
what steps to take lets
remember, we don't have to
be satisfied with anything less
than equality, fairness and
Justice. Anything less Is an
outrage that we won't
accept, whether those In
pow~r like It or not. The bigots of this world only kick
arolJ'ld those who they think
they can get away with kickIng. The New Vork gay and
lesbian community needs to
stop groveling and stand up
tor Hse/t, ald for what's right.
Rev. Jan Roche

Brooklyn
Now GLAAD's Mad
Regarding your unsigned
piece (no. 44 May 2) complaining that GLAAD's 1990
Media
Awards
unfairly
Ignored the lesbian and gay
press, we disagree,
as
explained below. But we'll
meet you half way; just let us
know whether you want the
Cheap Shot Award or the
Soli' Grapes Award.
GLAAD's mission Is to
Improve nol1iJOYmedia coverage of our community. We
monitor, protest and educate representatives of the
norliPY preSl!.ThisImportant
effort demands the full
attention of our small staff
and many volunteers. Is It
really surprisingor objectionable that 'our awards would
reflect our expertise and the
focus of, o,ur day-to-day
work?
The Gay and Lesbian
PressAssoCIatIon,the nation-

,

10
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•

1990 GLAAD
MEDIA AWARD~

,

aI trade association based In
Los Angeles, already sponsors an annual competition'
tor the lesbian and gay press.
We respect the GLPA and
believe It woUld be the worst
kind of New Vork-centrlsmfor
us to reinvent their wheel.
In any case, we dlq not
Ignore the lesbian and gay
press,as your piece suggests.
Thisyear, we presented spadal achievement awards to
Goy Cable Nefwork and Out
In the 90s, New Vork'spremier
producers of lesbian and
gay cable television programming, both of which
have a long and Impressive
track record of providing
cable programming to our
community. Next year, who
knows...
Bottom line, your anonymous writer thinks OutWeek
should have gotten an
award. It would have been
more honest to say so, rather
than unfairly denigrate our
entire event.
Craig J. Davidson
Executtve Director
'GlAAD
Features editor Michelangelo Signorile responds: With
all due respect to the Impressive and much-needed work
that GLAAD performs, the
organization must realize
that when It attempts to put
together a major, multimedia event, It takes on a
larger responsibility, one that
concerns lesbian and gay
visibilityald representaffon.
Thegay and lesbian press
are, too, understaffed,

underpaid and work long
hours. And yet, Individuals at
these publications toll endlessly and produce some of
the best
written
and
researched articles' on AIDS
and other Issuespertinent to
this community that journalIsm has ever produced. All
too often, the mainstream
medla-many of whom you
graced with awards-rip off
these people ~sIdeas without
acknowledgment. And yet,
these mainstream media
people C/onot consider us as
part of the media; to them
we have no credlblflty
because we' are the gay
press.
We realize that GLAAD's
mandate Is to educate the
mainstream, straight media.
But when you take on the
responsibility of an awards
ceremony and call It "The
GlAAD Media Awards" and
don't Include the gay and
lesbian media (beyond a
•
couple of obscure "special
achievement" awards) you
Weight Watch
are telling the mainstream
As a person who has
media just what they've
struggled all my life with a
been saying al/ along: that
serious compulsive
eatwe are not part of the
Ing/weight problem, I can
media. The awards were a
only wonder how and why
chance to highlight the gay
you chose the "Personal of
press, to stick us In those
the Week" for your Issue
Idiots' faces and show them
dated May 9 (no. 45). I mean
that we are real and credito say nothing to the man
ble voices. If you really do
who placed the ad, or to
feel, however, that Incluslvity any who respond-I hope
that they have a good time, .
Is a big hassle, perhaps you
should change the name of
and that they continue to
the ceremony
to "The
find partners with whom to
GLAAD Mainstream, Straight
enjoy safe sex.
Media Awards."
However,
I reacted
As for the "anonymity" of strongly and negatively to
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the box In the features section, It many times goes
unsigned because It Is written by a number of people.
Your awards certainly were'
, the topic of many gay journalists' conversationS. We In
the leatures department fill
space with Irreverent, funny,
cute comments. And that's
what I thought It was. Certainly GlAAD has a sense of
humor, doesn't It?
And, regarding
your
claim that the wrffer(s) "thinks
OufWeek should have gotten an award" and Is, therefore, "sour grapes, " I'd like to
say that I-who participated
In the writing
of the
box~tua/Iy
feel theopposite. Since GLAAD has a column In Ou1Week,I think your
presenting us with an awarr;t
wOllld be a major conflict.
We were refiectlng the feelIng that the 'gay press In general was Ignored, based. on
the·many comments that
, reporters from around the
country made to us. And
again, I reiterate, GlAAD Is a
vital organization that. gets
things done and should
always be commended
(and perhaps we're guilt){ of
not doing that enough". I
would just hope that a group
which concerns Itself with
defamation
and fighting
Invisibility would be especldIy sensitive to such Issues
when planning this kind of
event.

•

•

your choice of It as the ad of
the week. Compulsive eating
Is a serious problem-not
only Is the addict's health
endangered. but she or he Is
very Oke/yto be rejected by
mainstream society, IncludIng what you like to refer to
as the gay -community."
Prejudice against overweight
people Is rampant. The message Is clear In every way
that we are not acceptable.
Our weight affects our
chances of getting jobs
(Indeed, It disqualifies us for
those that require a -good
appearance). meeting people, finding lovers, etc. There
Is no aspect In our lives that It
does not touch. Speak to
overweight people and you
will hear that most compulsive eating Is done along, In
secret, and In many cases, Is
accompanied by feelings of
,great shame. The reference
In the ad to -the pig that you
are· Indicates the attitude

that society has towad compulsive eaters and that they
have toward themselves. For
a magazine that screams so
loud about the Importance
of self Image, you showed
total lack of understanding
of what It means. (This Is not .
the first time OutWeek has
made fun of overweight
people. In a cartoon that
appeared several months
ago, a very heavy man was
shown speaking on, a telephone chat line-he was
telling the other person that
he, too, was In shape,
worked out, etc. What Is the
message? Why Is It funny?)
I wonder If you would
consider an ad asking for a
drug addict to -stretch out
his arms, so I could fill you
with crack until you are so
stoned you can't move" suitable as ad of the week. Does
,the editor think that s/he Is on
the cutting edge of a new
acceptance
of a hitherto

oppressed minority? Please.

There, Is a comfortable myth
among gay politicos that
homophobia
Is the last
acceptable prejudice In our
society. Some of us know
better. Get with It, and do
better.
DavId Nadvomey

Manhattan
A Gay In the ute
On the night of AprIl 27th,
Uncle Charlie's (a gay establishment) was plpebombed.
As I live on Long Island, I did
not
know
about
the
plpebomb until the night of
April 28th, when I chanced
upon an ACT UP demonstration. I was In town the night
of the 28th to see a play In
theVlUage.
On the atternoon of the
28th, I drove Into the Village
andporked my car. My car
has ACT UPsflckerson It, as I
am a member of ACT

UP/Long Island. I parked my
car on a block where mrnerous other vehicles were
paked. Atter participating In
the ACT UP demo over the
Uncle Charlie's bombing. I
went to where I had parked
my car. ·It had been towed
away by the city, yet numerous other vehicles were
parked there Including a
vehicle that was parked
where mine had been.
Atter dealing wtfh obnoxious members of the NYC
Police Department,
who
claimed
to be overworked
..
because of the ACT tUP
demo, I was Informed that I
had to bring $150 cash to a
pier (where my car was
taken). The city deliberately
Inflicted substantial damage
to my car when they tow9d .
It, as they fa~ to follow the
most basic procedures for
towing a car. The city
employees
at the pier
refused to take a damage
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report. The city has erected
every conceivable'
legal
obstacle to my fI"ng a claim
for the damage •the city
Inflicted
on my legally
parked car.
I find It hard to believe
that a plpebomb, an ACT UP
demo, ACT UPstickerson my
car and my car being towed
when parked In a gay neighborhood are a" colncldentd.
It appears that due process
and being safe from unreasonable search ar'ld seizure
have no place In a city
where political opposition
groups are subject to harassment.
Gary Konecky
New Hyde Park, NY

the New YorkState Assembly
as the representative from

District 61.
Nan DuBois
Public Information Vice PresIdent
NOW-NYC
You're Either With Us...

It Is a grievance to me
and many other gay males,
that a large number of our
"brothers" stili perpetuate
their own brand of homophobia within the gay community ...In a time when It Is
more Important than ever
before,
that we band
together In order to eradicate (for once and for all)
heterosexual bigotry. This
particular brand of homoNOW Then
phobia (of gay brother
Your article "Two Gay
against gay brother) I coin
"affection-phobia,"
for It
Contenders Vie for Village
Assembly Seat" (no. 44, May arisesnot from fear of male2) omitted reference to 1wo to-male sex, but from fear of
of Deborah Glick's earliest
brotherly affection (which
endorsers.
demands compassion, loyThe New York City Chapalty and mutual respect). It
ter of the National Organlza- . Is obvious that many guys
who claim to be
.'. part of the gay
community,
perceive
"gay"
as
nothing more than a
quick "dick fix" with
another
boy or
man ...wlthout any
dedication whatsoever to the greater
Ideal of gay rights
(whose fulfillment In
the 19905 will benefit
01/. aspects
of
human rights).
As our
rage
against homophobia

i

•

tlon for Women was the first
.organization
to endorse
Glick's candidacy, followed
by NOW-NewYorkState.
We at NOW-NYC are
pleased that one of our longtime activist leaders Is seekIng state office. We believe
that Glick will be an asset to
•
•

12
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5 ~~~et~~~~~~~:
~ brothers who thwart
9
the cause of gay
c
If rightswith their petty,
male-ego
power
games. We wl" soon reach a
crossroad, where the gay
community wl" split be1ween
the "turncoats" and the true
revolutlonarles ...ln order to
fulfill the doctrine so clearly
laid down by our founding
fathers In the Declaration of
Independence. We already

May 23, 1990

see this In Issuessuch
as "outing: and pressuring ou(hesltant
"brothers" to participate In boycotts (such
as the current attack
against
Marlboro
Cigarettes) and elections (at least when
relevant to gay "beratlon). These turncoats
can be Identified by
their discouraging
statements such as:
"There's really no
such thing as gay
rights: "It's dangerous to come out; better to
lay low: "I'm glad I'm over
40; the world can only get
worse" and (I love this one)
"History repeats Itself, here
come
the gas ovens
again:
Turncoats do whatever
they can to deter any
brother who believes (and
actively participates
In )
gay rights; through games
of moc,kery,
Isolation,
reJectlon,and
any other
forms of persecution that
occur to them. Because of
their uncontrollable
jealousy, turncoats also suppress the talents of their
artistic brothers, whose
work, If acknowledged
and encouraged,
could
contribute In a big way to
gay rights. (There are
numerous turncoats In the
"art world" with the money
and power to back these
revolutionary
artists; but
they do not.) I wonder: Just
how many of our d~cent
brothers have committed
suicide-not from the slings
and arrows of hetero brutality-bl.Jt from betrayal
(of the most vicious kind)
from their own gay "brothe.rs"?
In closing, I address the
turncoats:
My so-called
brothers, you have had
ample time to clean up your
act and prove your loyalty.
Step aside or be counted as
the enemy.

Gene catalano

Son Franc/sco, CA

•

Remembering Reality
I have just come back
from the memorial for Keith
Haring, and can't get over
the fact that no one mentioned that he was gayl WI:lo
would have thought that
there were closets In St. John
the DMne? .
One could hardly, fault
th'e beautifully wrought tributes singing Keith's artistic
praises, Including one that
compared him to Michelangelo and Leonardo. But as
the 1wo-hour event evolved,
apprehension
began to
mount In antlclpatl\>n of
something, anything, gayaffirming. To his credit, Mr.
Dinkins mentioned Keith's
contribution to ACT UP.And,
1wo of Keith's friends did a
delightful routine about his
senseof the outrageous.
But, no mention of the
"Go word. Even If Haring's
activism weren't well-known,
you'd
know something
about his orientation just by
looking at his work. If ever
there was an artist/gay
activist, It was Haring.That he
was gay Isan Integral part of
that description, not something Incidental.
Staying OUTfor posterity
shoUd be less of a problem for
Haring than for Michelangelo
or Leonardo. But it may take
some vtgR<J'lC8, and is worth tis
corner of the debates arolnCl
outing. The subject can't be
trusted to art hlstor1ans.
Those of us who experienced conclousness-ralslng

•

•

groups In the 70s know that
Off the List
It's messy and emotionally
1homas Stodddrd, Esq.
wrenching,
but that we
Executive Dl!ector
were forever changed: It
Lambda legal Defense and
was actually possible to
EdJcatIon Fund
feel good about ourselves
Unsure of You
Dear Tom,
being gay or lesbian Is much
In spite of church, state
ThomasB. Stoddad, Exec. Dir. more than that-Ws an open,
I am 10Id you consider L.ary
and cultural bias. SomeLambda Legal Defense ald
Kramer and OutWeek magahonest, balanced life that
how C-R groups became
EducatIon Fund, Inc.
zine to be the biggest probdeserves the same respect
out-of-date,
possibly
Dear Tom:
and attenllon as my non-gay lems In ire gay cormuily. ,
because of the distraction
Please remove our names life. This means Insisting that
Please remove my name
of so many terrible crises
from yoU' mailing list.We can
from Larrtxia's rroIUng list. My
the mainstream ri1ed1a apply
that had to be addre~ed
no longer supPort an organi- the same standards of report- financial contributions to
and stili do. When the dust zation that purports to eduLambda, which have not
ing to both heterosexual and
settles, one effect of outing . cate the American public
been Inconsiderable, hereby
homosexud celebrItIeS.
will have been a stupenabout homosexuality, then
Because the two of us cease. '
dous conclousness-ralslng
sends Hs executive director to have opened up our lives to
It Is Incomprehensible to
process.
appear on na1ional television show the world that gay
me how someone of your
Paul Ramsler
to help Institutionalizecensor- people are more than a sex Intelligence, and In yoU' posit.
Manhattan
S'llpand homophobia.
act-that we are everywhere tlon, can allow friendships
Your recent, comments In and that our existence Is no (and mine Is not ire orvy one),
Up Shoot?
Newsweek and on Geraldo
and
, wtich once
more or less scandalous than
In the article concerning
have only served to reinforce anyone else's your position Is were so strorg and supportive,
the recent plpe-bomblng at the widespread notion that
utterly contrary to what we to be destroyed-so quickly
Uncle Charlie's (no. 46, May
homosexuality Is some dirty, consider our contribution to
and with such ease.
16), Andrew Miller and DunUbeloussecret that Is best left eMl rights for lesbians and gay
I hope you will come to
can Osborne Identified the
lI'lITlerllloned. lmerent In your men.
your senses before too long.
protest organizers as -the
position Is ire Idea that a perMay I suggest you try some
Terry Anderson,
Queer Nation, an offshoot of son Is only homosexual In the
ArmIstead Maupin
therc:fJy?
ACT UP dedicated to gay
. ,Larry Krqmer, Manhattm
bedroom. For many of us,
Sen francisco, CA
and lesbian visibility:
While '-The
Queer
Nation" seems to be a pop.-..
ular moniker for the newlyformed lesbian and gay
.:"If.,"
::::,:,:,"
,';::'
organization, It Is merely a
il.:;.
i
casual reference
to the
L
--','. -:
proud
and angry
gay
women and men In this city
"<wn
,
who have banded together to fight Invisibility and
homophobia. We are not a
formally established organization and, while our polltl,cal Ideologies and tactics
may mirror those of ACT UP,
we are certainly NOT -an
offshoot of ACT UP." Please
keep In mind that ACT UP Is
I
not a lesbian- and gay
.
Sailing off into an orangey blaze of glory this week are Saturday Night Live
organization; It Is a diverse,
veteran Nora Dunn and Irish crooner Sinead O'Connor. Both women put their
, non-partisan group of Indimouths where their money was when they refused to take part in a Saturday
viduals united In anger and
Night Live show that included appearances by comedian vulgaire extraordinaire
committed to direct action
to end the AIDS crisis.
Andrew Dice Clay. Dunn commented, "I don't want to be part of providing an'
As one of the voices for
arena for him to make himself legitimate because I don't think he is." She also
our community, It Is Imporreferred specifically to the "hateful" nature of Clay's humor. Seconding that emotant that OufWeek recognize
tion, O'Connor remarked that it would conflict directly with her beliefS to appear
this distinction, so that we all
on the same bill as such a misogynist creep. Sisters are sure doing it for themknow who's doing what and
selves this week.
why.
.
Earth to David Geffen: Ale you losing money yet? Over and out.
Woody Enolcaras
•
Manhattan
,

Dreamboats of the Week
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Spoke,sman Invites Smoking Gun to Come Forward
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TRUTH IN ADVERnSING?
Hatfield campaign billboard in Port/and; re-done by ACT UP

by Rex Wockner

POR11.AND,
' err uP! Portland, has turned up the heat in, its yearandJ(l-halfcampaign ~.eging that U.S. Sen.
Mark Jiatfield [D-ORl is a closeted
hom~al
who votes against the gay
,and lesbian community in Congress.
Previously, the group had limited
itself to distributing
flyers outside
Hatfield events, claiming that the
senator is gay and charging him with
.~blatant hypocrisy" and "collaboration
in the AIDS genocide."
But in' the early morning of April
25, activists carefully altered a Hatfield
reelection
billboard
on one of
"

•

..
14,

•

'

,
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,
, '

Portland's main thoroughfares so that
the sign read: "Hatfield. Closeted Gay.
Living a Lie ' Voting to Oppress." The
group
also
affixed
a
large
"Silence-Death" logo to die display.
Hatfield is running against only token
opposition in the Republican primary
election slated for May 15.
According to ACT UP, the doctored
billboard "was view:ed by thousands in
the morning commute and by hundreds
of thousands when KATU-lV 'ran the
story on the evening news."
"Hatfield was on notice that ACT
UP would act if he continued to gay
bash with his votes in the Senate," said
" .....' .).~

•
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. ;"Oregon, voters have 'a right to
know that Mark
Hatfield
is a
,
hypocrite," said ACf UP's Lori Kohler.
"He's a closeted gay public official
who ...supports enemies of the gay and
lesbian community like [Sen. Jesse]
Helms
[R-NCl,
[Rep.
William]
Dannemeyer [R-CA]and [Rep. William]
Armstrong [R-CO]."
ACT UP said it took on the
billboard project after Hatfield voted
with Armstrong in March of this year
to change the District of Columbia
Human Rights Ordinance. to allow the
local Big Brothers organizatiop. to bar
gay men from participating
in any
program that "educates, coaches or
trains any minor" or "holds out [a gay
man] as a role model, , mentor or
companion to any minor."
Human Rights Campaign Fund
spokesman Greg King has called the
Armstrong amendment "a legislative
hate crime."
, , "It's contemptible for a closeted
gay man as powerful as Mark Hatfield
to perpetuate the lie that all gay men
are child molesters who prey on
innocent youth," said Schloeder. "We
don't object to Hatfield being in the
closet, but we won't remain silent and
let him gay bash."
Asked about ACT UP's charges,
Hatfield's Washington press spokesman,
Bill Calder, said: "If they have some
evidence, let's see it. I mean, I want to
know. The senator has said publicly
and to others within our office that this
,
is absolutely false. If somebody can
convince me otherwise, bring it,on. Let
me see it. I'll take it to the senator and
say, 'I think you're lying.'"
C~lder also lamented the media's
role in ACf UP's attack on the senator.
"The perpetuation by the media of
these totally unfounded charges ... is
very, very unfortunate .... Senator
Hatfield is personally upset at this
point, and frankly, I am surprised that
we do not have the kind of outrage
that this attack on a decent ,human
being should bring." ..
Calder continued, "This could ruin
somebody's life. It's totally unfounded,
totally unsubstantiatedno basis in
fact, a vicious, vicious lie."
•

-Andrew 'Miller contributed to
this report. Which was filed from
Chtcago and N. Y. T
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Charming, Newly Renovated
Brownstone Conveniently
Located in Chelsea
• All Rooms Have
Washing Facilities
• Share Bath
• Continental Breakfast
Included

Youare inn-vited tll experience our stylt.~of
small-hlltel hospitality. Where strangers.
becnme friends dnd friends become doser.

•

•

ALL TAXES INCLUDED

Includes continental hreakfast :Single m"
dlluhle o«upam'y Add 9.7% tax: Subie(t to
.1>ailability. ~dv<lm:t' reservations suggested.

• Weekly Rates lIpon Request

Advance Reservations Suggested!

318 West 22nd St.. N. V.C. 10011
212,-243-9669

..

DOUBLE

• Single $65 • Double $80 • Studio $100

COLONIAL HOUSE
- INN
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Inn Town Bed & Breakfast

2bCh,mdleral

Berkeley, 80ston. MA02116

,(617)482-3450
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IIE/eet our friends and defeat our enemies. "

•
byR.Sugden
NEW YORK-When
Jane or Joe
Politician is trying to set his or her
political position on an issue, the
inextricable link between money, power
and politics 'creates a labyrinth fraught
with familiar pitfalls: Do the Right Thing
vs. Do the, Smart Thing, for example.
.
In current electoral politics, for
better or worse, a barometer
of
constituent
support
is campaign
donations. And today, with the growth of
both national and local lesbiarl
and gay
,.
political action committees (PACs), a
politician can do both the right and smart
thing, 'and" feeL more, comfortable
supporting queer causes.
,
..
.',
"'Elect our friends"and ,defeat our
enemies;'" says Eric'Rosenthal, political,
director of the Human Rights Campaign
Fund ~C:F]" quoting ,the often-used m;~
son , d'etre of PACs. "[That's'. how] we've

-ELECT OUR FRIENDS, DEFEAT OUR
, ENEMIES· -HRCPs £ric Rosenthal

•

•

•

"self-declared homosexual's issues." This
been able to use PAC money as part of
year MECIA will contribute $125,000 to
our legislative strategy." The largest
national lesbian and gay political organi- various California campaigns.
HRCF's Rosenthal sees a shift to
zation, HRCF recently
announced that it
c,
acceptance of gay and lesbian political
intends to do just that, to the tune of
$500,000 in 1990 federal campaign contri- . ·support. "It used to be if you were going
to support
gay and
butions.
, '".
lesbian issues, it was
That amount of
considered
political
money
currently
suicide. I don't think--this
makes HRCF. one of
is true today. At worst, it's a neutral
the wealthiest PACs in the country, and it
issue," Rosenthal told OutWeek. "People
will probably bypass its 1988 ninthon the Hill started paying attention [to
ranked position. Other high-ranking
HRCF] when. we reached a quarter of a
national PACs are The Congressional
million dollars. Now, we have politicians
Club, which supports Jesse Helms, the
dropping by begging us for our money."
political action committee of the National
PACsare limited by federal and state
Abortion Rights Action League, N~tional
laws as to the amount of money they can
PAC, one of the largest Jewish
contribute to a candidate per election.
community contributors to political
The federal limit is usually $5,000 per
campaigns and those of various labor
campaign, while for New York' state it is
unions. In total, there are some 5,000
$2,000. But PACs are not stopped from
federal PACsacross the country.
contributing in other ways, such as
With all this money being thrown
taking out advertisements in candidates'
around, a concern that has recently
names, or sending out letters suggesting
appeared in ~he national press is that
personal
donations
to a favored
PACs are effectively offering bribes: that
votes are being bought. "I wish it were
politician.
While the growth of the size and
so," jokes Bevin Dufy, co-chair of the Los
power of brge gay PACs like HRCF and
Angeles committee MECLA.Established
MECIA has made them major political
in 1977, it is the nation's oldest
players, the swell in the sheer number of
lesbian/gay political action committee. "If
it buys you anything, it is access. It says
local- and state-level PACs has been
to a politician [that] your issues have
increasingly important in pushing along
support, support than can use to get rethe lesbian and gay agenda, sometimes
elected.
in areas of politics that are neglected.
But this support has not always
Currently, there are over 50 local and
been as appetizing as it is in the 1990s. state PACSthroughout the country, with
Dufy says one of the biggest hurdles in
at least one in most major cities.
creating MECLA was the fear that
"The community is very unplugged
politicians would not accept "gay
with the political process," says Candida
money."
Scott Piel, executive director of New
Dufy tells the story of an early
York's FAIRPAC. "And because of the
group of MECLArepresentatives meeting
committee
structure
[in the state
with a local politician. Afterwards, the
legislaturel, you don't have a clue as to
befuddled council member called his
what is really going on in Albany unless
teenage daughter in to help clarify the
you've got some inside information."
~
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"HOLD YOUR NOSE AND PICK THE ONE THAT snNKS LESS"
FAIRPAC's Candida Scott Piel
Founded in 1984, FAIRPACcame out
of the Greater Gotham Business Council,
a gay chamber of commerce based in
New York City. In its first state assembly
race, it donated a mere $5,000 to
campaigns. While it suffered a fmancial
setback in 1987 when it was without an
executive director, it currently gives out
up to $30,000 in both state and city
elections.
But while national-level PACs focus
their energy, money and the clout that
comes with it on affecting federal
legislation, PACscloser to home can help
the voting population. affect change with
the governing structure. While Piel
admits that when choosing a candidate
to support, "half the time it's hold your
nose and pick the one that stinks the
less," she quickly adds that she believes
"that PACs are an instrument for social
chaqge."
In Chicago, a relatively new
organization, IMPACT, sees political
action committees as just one option in
the political arena. "The world situation
for gays and lesbians is not good and we
are about changing that," says IMPACT's
executive director, Robert ]. Adams.
"While we support and need radical
action like ACT UP, we're not about the
revolution that some gays and lesbians
talk about. In the 20 years since
StonewalI, though, I have seen a
revolution of sorts come through the
halls of Congress and t!u'ough local city
coun~i1s. I guess I'm an incrementalist,"
he adds.

With the realization that money is
not necessarily the sole source of power,
the political scope of PACs on a local,
level is shifting away from their being an
elite money raising organization. Both .
MECLAand FAIRPACtold OutWeek that
they are broadening
their reach to
include the larger community. In Los
Angeles, MECLArecently held a benefit
for Vuginia Uribe, the founder of Project
Ten, a school program for gay-identified
teenagers.
For Piel, FAIRPAC's goals include
building grassroots coalitions. "In this
da} md age, I hope the gay community
will realize that we can't go it alone. Do
we fight only for our rights or for the
rig 5 of all people?" Piel told OutWeek.
"[The fight] isn't just about sodomy or
abortion,
it's about keeping, [the
government's] hands off my body."
This grassroots approach has led
these local and state PACs to sponsor
public forums for candidates and 'Voter
registration drives in the gay community.
IMPACf boasts of having registered over
21,000 people in the Chicago area alone.
The PACs then use this record of voters .
to impress candidates with the power of
lesbian and gay votes or as an inspiration
to Poter .'11 lesbians and gays candidates.
To this .{d, the nationwide GALAPAC,
based in West HolIywood, California,
uses its funds exclusively to support
"out" lesbian' and gay candidates
throughout the country.
But despite the growth of the
S•• CAMPAIGN on page 29

NINE GAY
CRUIS'ES
WITH
SEVEN
AL'L 'NEW
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Call For Information:
The .TravelCompany

800·328·9131
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by Rex Wockner
COLUMBUS, Ohio-Mike
Gelpi, a
candidate for U.S. Congress from Ohio's
12th district, won the Democratic primary
election May 8, defeating two challengers
and capturing 55 percent of the vote. It is
the first time an openly gay candidate
who is not an incumbent has won a
congressional election. '
"I'm exhilarated
and exhausted,·
Gelpi said May 9, speaking from his
campaign headquart~rs
in Columbus.
"Campaigning fries you, mentally and
physically. But the r~ction this morning
has been great., The first call was from
my priest and the second call from a
PWA who wanted to know how he could
help. Those calls gave me nice warm

of ammunition."
Asked what Ohio voters thought of
his homosexual
orientation,
Gelpi
commented: "Well, most people don't
care. They say, 'Well, we've got a gay to
vote for," and then they stop and think
about that because it's new---it's not bad,
It's just different-and
then they say,

'Well, is he a good gay?' and then they
say, 'OK, fine, where is he on the
issues?"
Gelpi is seeking fmancial support from
the gay and lesbilm cooununity nationwide
for the NoveriJber general election.
"Money does come flfSt,· he said. "It
S.. PRIMARlon page 29

•"

•
,.

•
•

fuzzies.·
,
Gelpi faced two opponents, both
by Kathy Hoke
~'
attorney from the state's rural southeast,
anti-gay, ,one of whom was sponsored by
the fundamentalist-based
Christian Civil
said he would seek a nmoff June 5. A few
RALEIGH, N.C. - Arguing a runoff
hours later, Gantt urged him to reconsider.
, primary would hurt Democratic chances
Liberties Union.
Despite the threat of a rU(loff,
The
media,
however,
never
to unseat U.S. Senator Jesse Helms (RGantt's victory was cheered by thousands
sensationalized, Gelpi's homosexuality, so
NC) this fall, Harvey Gantt, the top voteof Democrats. In Gree~boro, a group of
the anti-gay attacks did not go further
getter in the May 8 primary, has urged
Black Baptist ministers raised $3,038 for
than some Christian churches and inside
candidate Mike Easley to call off his bid
Gantt in an impromptu fundraiser the
Democratic circles.
for a runoff.
day after the primary.
Gantt, a businessman and former
In November's
general election"
Carter, whose coalition group was
Gelpi faces conservative
im;umbent
Mayor of Charlotte, led a crowded
Republican
Rep. John Kasich, who
Democratic slate, of primary candidates by
initiated by lesbians and gay men, says the
Gelpi'S campaign literature describes as
political action committee will endorse
winning 37 percent of the vote, followed
"far right-wing.·
Gantt in a runoff. Noting Gantt's strong
by ,Easley with 30 percent. In state
Gelpi is strongly supportive
of
statements about privacy lights and attacks
primaries, a candidate needs at least 40
percent of the vote to avoid a nmoff.
on gay people,
the Human Rights
abortion rights and plans to "go heavily
Supporters of Gantt, who is African·after the women's vote.
Campaign Fund gave $5,000 to the Gantt
American, fear a runoff could divide the , campaign about a Week before the primary .
"Kasich has never had a strong
•
enough challenger to tell women how
Slate Democrats along racial lines.
Unlike Easley, Gantt has encouraged
he's voted against them,· Gelpi said. "My
"There's no way It doesn't come
national attention to the helms race. He
down to skin color,· says Mandy Carter,
strategy is to connect with women and
claims to be the candidate most likely to
seniors and working men and women ....! coordinator of an anti-Helms group, N.C.
generate money and excitement to defeat
Senate Vote '90. "How does the Demohave to raise an obscene
amount of
Helms.
,
money for media and then I have to
cratic Party in North Carolina handle this
Candidates eliminated in the primary.
finely target backyard issues that people
little hot potato? It will be interesting to
were former insurance commissioner
care about.
.
see how this all shakes out, because
John Ingram, who had 17 percent of the
"But I'm' not just going to target
there's not much of a difference in the
vote; former State Senator R.P. "Bo·
women on the choice issue,· Gelpi
Thomas, with 12 percent of the vote; and
candidates on their positions.·
continued, "b\lt on a broad spectrum of
A day after the primary, Easley, a
two minor candidates, lloyd Gamer and
issues and kasich has given me all sorts
moderate white Democrat and district
Bob Hannon. T
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by Rex woclm.,
MONrPEUER, Vt-By a vote of 25 to
5, the Vennont Senate passed the state's
hate crimes bill April 26, making \Uinont
the seventh U.S. state to impose extra
penalties for crimes based on hatred of
homosexuality.
The measure passed the state House
a month earlier by a vote of tK) to 51; Gov.
Madeleine Kunin is expected to sign it into
law shortly.
ActiviSts believe the bill finally moved
in the Senate because of publicity
surrounding a violent Easter Sunday gaybashing. ,
, In that attack, 27-year-old Roger
Macomber of Burlington was severely
beaten about the head.
•
Police arrested 32-year-old Kevin
Murray in connection with the Incident.
Macomber remains hospitalized with
multiple skull fractures and may end up
blind, according to doctors.
Following the attack, Gov. Kuniri
fonnally spoke in favor of the hate aimes
measure at a large public hearing.
..
Six other states impa;e stiffer penalties
on those who commit hate crimes:
Califomla, Iowa, Minnesota, Nevada, New
Hampshire and Oregon. The District of
----==
Columbia also has such a law.
COOnecticut is expected to be the next
state to pass a hate crimes law, with
Individual
Family
washington and Missouri close behind. .
Couple
Group
The new Vermont measure also
increases punishment for Crimes based on
Gotham
bias against age, ancestry, disability,
Psychotherapy
national origin, race, religion or status as a
Associates
member of the U.S. Anned Forces. .
Insurance
Passage came just days after President
Short & Long Term Therapy
George Bush signed the national Hate
N.Y. State Certified
Crimes Statistics Act, which orders law
212/903-4033
enforcement officials to compile separate
tabulations of crimes motivated by hatred
of an individual's ethnicity, race, religion or
sexual orientation •
.
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by Kimberly Smith

,

SAN FRANCISCO - While some
activists are burning the flag, San Francisco
AIDS educators are using it to promote
safer sex. A new campaign created by the
San Francisco AIDS Foundation (SFAF)and
the Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic (HAFC),
and funded in part by the city of San
Francisco, depicts two bare<hested young
men, one Native American-Latino and one
white, holding both a condom and the
American flag.
The text of the ad reads, "Life,liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness," making the
ads the first ever to equate patriotism with
AIDS prevention.
The poster will appear for about two
~
on 31 bus shelters in San Francisco.
Although most of the funds for the ads are
from a private foundation, some city funds
were used to pay for the municipallysanctioned ads, which have already been'
the focus of local media attention.
·Condoms are as American as apple

pie, and gay men are
included in America,"
said Barry Lawlor,
coordinator
of the r. ....
HAFC's HIV-diseaset.;""'.
programs, and one of ,.J
the ad campaign's

,
..

<'

.~;.

organizers.

According
to
Lawlor, the idea for
the posters came out
of a need to target I-~
younger men in a sexpositive way about I~
AIDS prevention. A
recent survey conducted by SFAFshowed evidence
that PURSUING
.HAPPINESS
Photo: Rink
,
younger men who do Boys get S99' ata S.F.party for new safe sex ads.
not identify
with
gay men surveyed reported having anal
previous generations of gay men do not
intercourse without a condom, and 71
feel affected by mv, and therefore do not
percent said they would not bother with
protect themselves from its transmission.
S.. SAFERSE)( on JlllII8 29
, Thirty-six percent of the 401 young

II

~

•
, rOleC
by Rax Wocknar
ClflCAGO-In what may be a first,
the federal government has funded a
Chicago project designed to keep gay men
practicing safer sex.
The Alliance of Services for AIDS
Prevention, or ASAP, a coalition of four
community-based, AIDS organizations, has
received $260,000 from the Centers for
,Disease Control (CDC) to launch the
project. Organizers held a kickoff reception
May 4 at'Ann Sather restaurant.
ASAP will target ·the gay- and nongay-identified men-who-have-sex-with-men
community" with videos, posters, ·palm
cards," coul'lseling, support and prevention
education, according to John Copeland of
,Stop AIDS Chicago.
The Reimer Foundation, one member
'. of ,the coalition,
has expanded
its'

.

distribution of condoms and produced a
series of safer-sex video spots for bars. Stop
AIDS is using the money to fund intensive
discussion groups on risk reduction and
community development.
The Test Positive Aware Network is
offering support groups, weekly forum~
and a monthly newsletter. And Horizons
Community Services has created a new
workshop, "Men, Intimacy and Sex,. which
is directed at m~ who may relapse into
high-risk behavior."
ASAP is receiving technical assistance
from the Illinois Department of Public
Health and the Chicago Department of
Health.
Representatives of the federal 'agencies
were on-hand at the kickoff, along with
IDPH head Dr. Bernard Turnock.
Asked if the new video and print ads

'
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violate various amendments authored by
U.S. Sen. Jesse Helms [R-NC] prohibiting
the expenditure
of public monies to
promote homosexuality,
IDPH's Gary
Monachino said: "lhere was some concern
and the CDC set up a community review
here in Chicago and the ads were
approved. The review panel ruled the ads
were not offensive.·
In fact, the print and video materials are
explicitly gay in flaVor and tone, but never
actually show two men together or direct1y
say, "gay sex.. If necessary, the ads could be
construed as referring to tnen and
"If he's too big to wear one, he's
wrong. He's just too smal1 to care," states
one video spot.
The funding cycle fqr ASAP runs until
December, 1992, when renewal will be
based on the project's performance ....
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Move Spotlights Future of Embattled L.A.-based Firm

BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER?
New Lambda/LA. attorney
Mary Newcombe

by Doug Sadownick
LOS ANGELES-In a move sure
to have major ramifications for the
national agenda of gay and lesbian
legal reform, the New York-based
Lambda
Legal
Defense
and
Education Fund is opening its first
regional office in Los Angeles on
September 1.
.
The plans for expansion come as
the community's only other national
public-interest law firm, National Gay
Rights A-dvocates, is reeling from
recent upheavals
and a tarnished
reputation. The resignation of highprofiled
executive
director Jean
O'Leary, to.gether with the storm of
national protest that followed the
NGRA board's abrupt firing of two
staff attorneys, has eroded public
support for the group and has kept
•

22 '
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treading water, Lambda's making a
NGRA from holding on to a legal
move," she told Out Week. Osborn ,is
director. According to gay leaders in
supportive,
in part, citing lesbian
L.A., there's a sudden vacuum in
civil rights. "You couldn't find a gay
California surrounding
gay legal
rights attorney in the country who
issues that Lambda is apparently
would not giver her the highest
ready to fill-.
marks."
Newcombe
was
1989
But Lambda Legal Director Paula
president
of Lawyers for Human
L. Ettelbrick says there's absolutely "no
, competition in our opening an office
Rights, the lesbian and gay b~r
association of Los Angeles.
in L.A." She denies any strategizing at
According to Jon ,W. Davidson,
the expense of NGRA, although admits
staff attorney for lesbian and gay rights
"there is a gap" in California. "Because
with the ACLU of Southern California,
of our broad base of support, we feel
we're in a position to provide a service . Newcombe turned her organization
from a social group into an activist one.
to the community. We are ovcrl9aded
in New York, and California is.:-the It also seems promising to both Osborn
and Davidson that
largest state in the
'
Lambda is beginning
. country, with L.A. being
humbly. "They are
its largest city. There's a
lot of work to do, and
not renting ~litzy
enough to go fuound."
offices as NGRA did, or objectifying gay
L.A. as a fund-raisin~ money market,
She adds that Lambda is already
a national group, with 50 percent of
which is what NGRAseemed to do, but
its cases outside of New York, and a
are having a strong program first," says
large donor base in L.A. "There has
Osborn.
been talk for the last three years of
But Osborn finds it troubling that
opening an office in L.A.," she says,
few local, gay service and legal groups
adding that Lambda is involved with
were consulted
before Lambda's
m'any California cases, one of the
announcement. "This is exactly what
more significant
being Pruttt vs. Jean
[O'Leary]
was
criticized
Cheney [Secretary of Defense], the
for-having
strong ideas but not
gay military case that L.A. attorney
working· with other groups." (Lambda
Mary Newcombe is working on.
' even approached 'NGRA last fall about
In fact, Newcombe
has been
merging. NGRA didn't accept that offer
hired as Lambda's
fourth staff
at the vulnerable time, says William
attorney. She will work out of the
Pratt, NGRA's newly named director of
new L.A. office, with a salary in the
administration.)
high 30s. According to Ettelbrick, the
Though the ACLUs Davidson says
.new office will in no way try to take
he's "thrilled Lambda's coming," he
the place of NGRA.
adds that "there was no mention of
But local leaders in L.A. aren't so
Lambda's intentions at the last national
convinced. Torie Osborn, executive
meeting." And Osborne said that if she
director of L.A.'s Gay and Lesbian
were running the show, she would
Services
Center, sees Lambda's
encourage annual conference calls and
announcement
as timely. "NGRA's
strategic planning meetings between
•
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national organizations whereinformation wasn't withheld - "if that had
happened NGRAwouldn't be in such
a mess."
It is this lack of coordination that
elicited Osborn's criticism of Lambda
last winter. When the NGRA board
fired attorneys Ben Schatz and
Cynthia Goldstein-the
two staffers
O''Leary had public disagreements
with-leaders
of four leading gay
legal organizations attacked NGRA in
a letter to NGRA board president
Richard White that was leaked to the
press. Lambda's executive director,
'Tom Stoddard, was one of the the
authors of the letter. At the time,
Osborn assailed Stoddard for putting
loyalties to la.wyers over the need to
react in a "unified movement manner
to a national legal crisis."
It was that letter and the storm
of articles in the gay press it elicited,
that finally eroded tolerance for
O'Leary
as well as for the
organization; membership dropped
from 27,000 to 21,000 and NGRAwas
unable to meet its fund-raising goal
, this March of $1.66 million.
Still, both Osborn and Ettelbrick
says that trouble between NGRA and
Lambda is water under the bridge.
Most agree that it was time for
O'Leary to, move on, including
NGRA's Pratt. In fact, Paul A. Di
Donato, NGRA's newly appointed
staff attorney, believes that there is
plenty to learn form Lambda's
ambitiousness.
"It will provide
incentive for us to keep on a clear
track," he says.
,
Di Donato is aware of the
criticism that plagued NGRA under
O'Leary's regime: that a greater
portion of NGRA's yearly budget, was
allocated to nonlegal agendas, placing
more attention on Hollywood fundraising, education and public relation
ploys, and not enough on litigation.
"In a departure from the past,' the
business of NGRA will be law reform
and our job is to convince the public
of that." Even Pratt confeSses that the
annual National Coming Out Day,
one of O'Leary's pet projects, may
not have been terribly successful:
"We are now realizing that it is only
by achieving equal rights that people
will feel comfortable coming out," he
said. ...
'
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Help lis Fiml Them
.,.
alld We Will Pay You a
Yery Gellerous Fillder's Fee!*
.

•

We are looking for 3 very attractive Italian men and 3 very attractive Italian
women to work on a very exciting Italian promotion for an Italian product
being marketed to young trendsetting people,
The people selected
must be able to spend 1 month in Miami and 1 month
.
in Chicago during the late summer and fall of 1990 (exact dates are not yet
finalized). All travel, food and related expenses will be fully paid, including a
fabulous Italian designer wardrobe that's theirs to keep, In addition, each person
will receive a substantial promotional fee.
,

·f

.'

.

To qualify for an interview each person must fulfill the following €onditions:
1. Must be Italian, completely fluent
in Italian and English and have a
natura/Italian accent when
speaking English.
2. Must be at least 25 years old,
youthful in appearance and
attitude.
3. Must be very attractive with a
friendly, outgoing personality.
4. Must be comfortable talking to
strangers in restaurants and clubs.

5. Men must have a valid driver's
license and be able to drive a
standard shift sports car.
6. If th~ are not U.S. Citizens, they
must have current immigration '
documents allowing them to work'
in the United States. If they are
selected, they will be required to
produce their passport, visa, 1-94
card,·etc. if applicable.

•

Please. it doesn't matter how long they have lived in Italy. if they are not Italian
they should not apply.

To schedule an interview, please call Jennifer at

-

•

between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

•

Please bring a brief resume and ph9tograph with you.
-

Please respond as soon as possible.
•

•MAKE SlJRE THE PEOPLE YOlJ SEND GIJ'E lJS YOlJB NAME
SO DeAN
GENEBOlJSU REWABB YOlJFOB FINDING THEil. '
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Awareness Rises Along With Crime Rate
eFollow the local lesbian and gay
press to learn if a particular spot has
become a target for gaybashings.
eIf you feel threatened or unsafe,
trust your instincts and leave! Remove
yourself. from the situation as quickly as
possible;
make noise; run; bang
garbage cans and call 911 for police
assistance as soon as possible .
• Carry a whistle; if you feel
threatened-or
witness a threat to
someone else-blow
it, loudly and
repeatedly, until help arrives.
• Consider taking a self-defense
class. Brooklyn Women's Martial'Arts
has well-established classes for women
:=
,::J and men; other groups offer them from
...J •
•
I-'
tune to time.
..
o
t)
.Try to leave bars, clubs, commuif nity centers or other 'lesbian/gay
identified places with a group of
people, preferably friends. Atta(tkers
sometimes wait outside places where
lesbians and gay men meet.
eWomen: Be especially wary of
taxis that wait, outside lesbian and gay
bars and clubs.
eWomen: Beware
of men in "mixed" bars
who claim to be gay and
invite women to their
homes .
'. If.you leave a bar or club with
someone you've just met, introduce him
or her to a friend, another acquaintance
or even the bartender. Make sure that
person knows you've told other people
that you're leaving together.
eIf you're unsure about leaving
.
with someone, mention that you're not
sure whether your roommate is home
(even if you haven't got one). This may
deter a person intending to rob you
once you. reach your home ..
Potentially dangerous areas where
attacks have occurred in Manhattan,
,

,

YOUR FRIENDLY STAFF AT THE AVP
•

(from left): dir. Matt Foreman; client services; dir. Naomi lichtenstein; outreach and volunteer
coordinator Robert Vazquez; domestic violence program director Alan Zaretzky; and dir. of
finance David Kirschenbaum. Not pictured is Jessica Morris, the administrative asst

by John Voelcker
NEW YORK - "The thing about
gaybashing," says Matt Foreman, "is that
it's completely random, and almost
always unprovoked."
Foreman is executive director of·
. the New York Gay and Lesbian AntiViolence Project, or AVP-a group that's
been in the news a lot recently. One
highly-pu blicized
bashing,
on
Christopher Street, outside Ty's, plus
several other attacks in the last few
weeks, hilve contributed to a huge
increase in reported bias crimes against
gay men and lesbians this spring, and
raised the general awareness
of
gaybashing.,
, But the fears of lesbians and gay
men have also been raised. Out Week
interviewed Foreman to find out how
we can sensibly- protect ourselves

. 24 . OU~WEEK
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without changing social habits or
cutting down on what used to be called
"public displays of
affection."
Foreman pointed
out that no one can
ensure he or she
won't become a target for gaybashers,
and that no victim or survivor is ever to
blame for the crime. But, he said, the
following tips (adapted from Stop the
Violence, the AVP's newsletter) may
prove helpful:
• Most importantly, be alert and
aware of your 'surroundings.
Use
common sense: Where possible, walk
on well-lighted streets with people and
traffic on them.
eIdentify any local "danger zones"
in neighborhoods you frequent, and
aVOid them especially when you're
alone.

Special Report

May23,1990
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S .. AVOIDING BASHING on paga 29

•

,

',.'" powe... thilt be don't like Dr. Fulanr,
crowd. They call UI 'nlgge ...' and 'epic" and
"1990".' BuC I've got IIeWI 'or them. We'...
the only crowd In townr'

WHEN

-Rev. AJ Shetpton
Join New Alliance
Party chairperson
Dr. Lenora Fulani,
the Reverend AI
Sharpton, Pedro
Espada, and all of
us who make up
the real majority in
New York City a
new, grassroots opposition to
corrupt and anti-people businessas-usual politics at the next

YOU'RE
UEER
ENOUGH
TO SEND

,
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CITYWIDE MEETING
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NEW ALLIANCE
PARTY

•

BEST.
NOVELTIES, It"
CARDS AND
T-SHIRTS
,

WHEN: 7 PM FRIDAY, MAY 18
WHERE: JR. HIGH 60,

45 CHRISTOPHER ST.

420 EAST 12TH STREET

(BET. 6lH a 7TH)
(212) 242-0424

(between 1It Ave & Ave. A In Manhattan)

For more Information call
212-996-4700
$2 Donation
•

•
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SHO
'YOUR
POLE

.
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Come find fierce, fresh fashion from the capital
city of Thatcher's riot torn England.
" SWINGING LONDON'

•

•

,

Menswear to la~e away

•

169 Thompson Street. NYC.
(212)475'5330
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Manhattan
DA hires
outllays
NEW YORK-The
Manhattan
District Attorney's office will bring two
gay assistant DAs on staff this summer,
marldng the first time in several years
that the staff will have openly gay
assistants.
Thomas F. Hickey, a 27-year-old
Queens native, and Elizabeth lambert,
a 26-year-old native Texan, will join the
staff of DA Robert Morgenthau this
summer as assistant district attorneys
according to Steven Fishner, the DA's

•

director of hiring. ,

'
"We ~e' very glad to have them
joining us," said Fishner, "We view this
as a recruiting success. We hope to
build on it and bring other openly gay
assistants into the office." The DA's
office has conducted a calculated
recruitment drive in the lesbian and
gay community for several months.
Pursuant to a policy in the DA's
office that does not allow assistants to
talk to the press, infamation on Iambert
and Hickey was supplied by F'1Shner and
the DA's liaiscn to the lesbian and gay
conununity, Katie Doom. '
According to Fishner, Hickey
will join the DA's staff on May 29th.
Hickey's first assignment will be in
the special prosecutions bureau, one
of three bureaus in the investigations

\,
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THOMAS HICKEY

,

Photo:tL Utt

division.
Special
prosecutions
handles ,consumer fraud,economic
crimes and housing issues. Hickey
will also receive assignments from
other areas that will gain him
experience in trial matters. Hickey
will
not
handle
bias
crime
prosecutions.
Fishner stated tl\ese
cases are too serious to be assigned
to entry level assistants.
Hickey, currently a litigation
associate at Kenyon & Kenyon in the
patent and trademark litigation area,
received his B.A. in computer science
and his J.D.
from New York
University
in 1984 and 1988,
respectively.
Hickey was the co-chair of NYU's
Gay and
Lesbian
Union
and
participated in the effort to bar the FBI
and the CIA from recruiting on the
NYU campus due to their hiring
policies that discriminate
against
lesbians and gay men. Hickey has also
been active with the Bar Association
for Human Rights, ACf UP, the Gay ,
and .Lesbian
Alliance
Against·
Defamation and the Family Diversity
Coalition, according to Doran.
Elizabeth Lambert, currently a
student at the University of Texas
law school at Austin, is scheduled to
graduate this month. Lambert will

•
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take the New York bar exam in July
subscribers with phones equipped to
and join the DA's staff on August
send touch-tone type s'ignais would
20th. As lambert will be a member
be able to access the services. The
of the 65-70 person class of new
case,
Fabulous Associates v.
assistants,
no decision has been
Pennsylvania
Public
Uttlity
made on her assignment. Typically,
Comm~sion,was decided Feb. 16.
however, assistants are assigned to
Affirming findings by Judge
one
of four
divisions:
trial,
Clifford Scott Green of the U.S.
investigations, appeals or narcotics.
District Court for the Eastern District
Lambert has been a member of , of Pennsylvania, Judge Sloviter noted
the Students for Gay and Lesbian , that the access code requirement had
Concerns while at UT law school,
three
faults
of constitutional
and she has researched AIDS and
dimensions: the requirement
of a
insurance
issues for the Texas
self-identification
process to the
Human Rights Foundation
and
phone sex company, which would
developed
a pamphlet. for that
foundation on those issues.
.
lambert was an organizer of the
Lesbians and the law section of the
1988 national conference on Women
and the law held at lIT/Austin.
Lambert was also a summer
intern at the lambda Legal Defense
and Education Fund in 1989, where
she dealt with issues involving AIDS
confidentiality laws. She received her
B.A. in humanities from lIT in 1985.

deter subscribers from requesting the
codes; the Imposition of substantial
additional capital and operating costs
on providers of the services, who
would
have
to expand
their
operations to deal with subscriber
requests and alter their equipment to
deal with the codes; and, the
imposition of extra costs on owners
of rotary phones who' would have to
pay more for touch-tone service or
acquire extra equipment to generate
the appropriate signals.
A key factual fl'ndin8 by the
court was that the imposition of such
•

•

o

-Duncan Osborne

Pennsylvania's
phone sex'
law nixed
"

•

PHILADELPHIA- Pennsylvania's
restrictions on access to dial-a-porn
services violate the First Amendment,
according to a recent decision by a
U.S. court.
The opinion by Judge Delores
SlovHer of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Third Circuit for a unanimous
three-judge panel held that to the
extent the access rules applied te
non-obscene, "indecent" speech, the
court must apply strict scrutiny to
the government's justifications for
the rules.
Pennsylvania's
law
required "that adults who wish to
listen to sexually explicit recorded
telephone
messages apply for a
nine-digit access code to receive
such messages."
Under current
technology,
only'
telephone

•
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a system re'duced patronage of the
service practically
to' zero, thus
accomplishing
in effect what the
Supreme Court ruled last year in
Sable Communications v. FCC could
not be accomplished
directly:
outlawing clial-a-porn.
After
acknowledging'
the
compelling state interest in shieldjng
minors from access .to sexuallyexplicit telephone message services,
the court held that less restrictive
alternatives might be available to the
state,
such as requiring
the
telephone company to block off the
general exchange for such services
unless requested by a subscriber to
lift the exchange block for the
subscriber's phone. Without taking a
firm
position
regarding
the
constitutionality
of such blocking
schemes (such as the similar scheme
imposed
by the 1989 Helms
Amendment
to the Communications
,
Act, now under challenge in federal
courts in New York, Texas and
Galifornia), the court found they
would be less restrictive than access
code requirements, thus rendering
the access
code
requirement.
constitutionally defective.
-~urS.Leonard
,

•

I,

,

•

payments to Richard Wendroff,· a
person with AIDS, to settle a lawsuit
in State Supreme Court, New York
County. The April 19 settlement
concludes one of the first lawsuits
over whether HN infection is a "preexisting
condition"
under
an
insurance policy, according to Mark
Scherzer, a Manhattan attorney
representing
Wendroff
who
specializes
in AIDS insurance
litigation.
Wendroff learned he was HIVantibody positive early in 1988, but
had no symptoms or illness at that
time and received
no medical
,treatment for HIV infection that
year. On May 12, Wendroff had an
appointment
with his personal
physician which did not involve
any treatment for IiIV infection.
Wendroff was hired a few months
later, and became' covered by a
disability insurance policy effe<;tive
August 1, 1988. In May 1989,
Wendroff became ill with ARC,
which progressed to AIDS, and had
to stop working. He submitted a
claim under the disability policy in
July, 1989, which was denied by
the insurance company.
Connecticut General clai~ed
that Wendroffs HIV infection was a
"pre-existing
condition" under a
provision
of the policy which
stated that there was no coverage
for any "sickness or injury for
which
you received
medical
treatment,
consultation,
care or
•
services
including
diagnostic
measures, or had prescribed drugs
or medicine in the three months
prior to your effective
date,"
handing its argument on the May
. .. . .:;
, 12 consultation. Wenoroff argued
in his lawsuit that asymptomatic
HIV infection is not a "pre-existing
condition. " ,
Although a settlement does not
result in a binding legal precedent,
Connecticut General's agreement to'
NEW
YORK-Connecticut
settle the case on terms entirely
General Life Insurance Company has favorable to Wendroff may prove
agreed to pay over $25,000 in .back important in other lawsuits over
benefits and $7,500 in legal fees, and this issue.
to n:iake future disability benefit
-Arthur S. Leonard
answer. Is it because of our post office?
Today I was called by the prosecutor of
my region who asked me questions
about our newspaper [Tema] and ILGA.
He promised me that I will have
problems with the KGB. I need your
moral and fmancial support now."
Packages of material were mailed
to MULGMfrom ILGA and from this
reporter three months ago.
Kalinin also told ILGA that,
contrary to more than a year of news
reports, Soviet officials have now
announced that the country's sodomy
law will not be deleted from the
revised Criminal Code.
Article 121.1 of the Code allows
homosexuals to be punished' with up
to five-years banishment to Siberia.
"The inhuman character of this
article is an affront not only against
those who would be accused under
the law, but also against all the
progressive
tr,ends which have
been advertised
in the Soviet press
,
during the reform period," Kalinin
said.
Kalinin appealed to actiy--ists
worldwide
"to organize pro~est
measures against, this infringement of
human rights\ ....Send protest letters
to Gorbetjov,
[sic] from your
organizations,,'\Kalinin
urged. "We
.
.'~'.'"
need your help very much!"'
Protest letters should be sent to:
President
Mikbail
Gorbachev,
Moscow,
USSR. .
,
Copies can,be sent to MULGMat
their new' addres,s, c/o Roman Kaiinin,
Poste Restante, SU-103009 Moskva K9, USSR
,,
~

;-":.

•
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..
"gay
union faces'
KGB threats
,

MOSCOW-The newly-founded
Moscow Union of Lesbians and Gay
Men (MULGM)has
not received any of
,
.
. its mail and is being threatened !>y the
KGB.
"
.'
, The situation became known in
the West via a fax from MULGMto the
.
Intemational Lesbian & Gay Association
information secretariat in Stockholm,
and was confirmed by this rePorter in a
May 3 telephone conversation with
MULGM,
member
Eugenia
Debranskagya.. ,
In the fax, key MULGM activist
you
Roman Kalinixi stated: "I have sent
,
Some letters but have not received any

.'

'

\
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settles
suit
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Foremailsaid;,
incl:ude(but
~r-e not
limited to):
• the largely deserted streets from
West '15th to West 19th Streets near the
Hudson River. Several assaults have
occurred on gay men returning from
such bars as The Spike add'TheEagle.
, • the nearby
piers, which are
unsafe'after dark.
, .Christ~pher Street near the PATH
• - ,
,
f
entrance
arid also at the corner of
Seventh Avenue.,
'
, In Queens,' Foreman identified the
parts of Queens Boulevard tl,lat house
gay bars as areas where' attacks and
antigay harassment have occurred ..
, "Rambles" or other wooded areas
in public parks are also dangerous,
Foreman noted. Wfiile attacks in Central
Park were down 22 percent oyerall last
y!!ar, he said" th~ number of gay-related
attacks reported in the Ramble area rose
, 3'3, percent. And the statistic': "grossly
underrepresents" the problem,:
Foreman
,
said;. .'he feels the actual number
is far
higher. His advice? "Cruising in parks is
dangerous," he sail;!,
, "especially at night,
Wear'a Whistle."
' ,
Women 'are alWays more vulnerable
to attack than men, Foreman said, and
. while sexual assault affects all women '
diSproportionat~ly, itis'espedally
'high
" ,
for women
identified
as lesbians.
Currently .only 25 percent of the bias
crimes reported to the AVP are against
women. That, percentage
is slOWly
.. ,
nsmg.
, Sumining up, Foreman said simply:
"Be aware! 'Don't stop' going out: don't
If you~re
stop .meeting'
people.
perceived to be gay or lesbian: you're'
perceived to be a target. But don't, be
paranoid. Just USf;
your common sense."
,.;.~
.... And buy a whistle. ...
.,
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"( .
an'Q,the results; that we get,' QeCause 1,hav:e
" insiders' ffi6v~t" lack of furiding seems ,, seen w~t w~ hare accomplishep ':With
such
minimal
.funding
from' th~
to be keeping the smaller PACs from
-,
-,.
-Jlavin8 more ofa visible effect on races. 'conununity."'"
This, in tum, keeps thcln unknown, but
SAFER SEX from pa•• '20
'
,
,
not without hopes. '1 think we are doing
,
condoms when having sex'with steady
incredibly ~cientthings with the money,"
.
,
says IMPACf's Adam' whose organization
,•
boyfriends.
'"
Young
men
who
are
~'
sex
With
'~s given out $10,000 so far this year.
,
.
.
.
<>!her young men don't perceive themselves
Continues Adams: "When I think about
as at ~ for AIDS, a~
to 1.a\ylC!' :'. '
what thing we, do with small offices,
The decision not to mention AIDS or '
volunteer time. and borrowed/ office
.,
~."
,mv in the ad came after discuSsions with
supplies; I am amazed. ...[Ilf it were better
many younger,gay men around the city.":,
funded, I know we could dramatically
'
~ftkd fr,oth New fom . increase the 'kind of political action we do,
,
....... ,
,
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is 'the name 'of the garile~ Also, if
somebody
has 'politica1 skills and' they
,
want- to come.to
Columbus for the
sumnier, we'll fmd someplace to dorm
them:and will be very happy. to h~ve
their help."
Gelpi ,silid ius victory in the priI)1ary
"sends a signal to the DemoCratic
leadership in Washington: "Gays and
lesbians are coming through th,e front
door, folks, and other~ are going to ,be
coming
through
.the' front
door
immediately after me!" ...
I
,
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Drug ~dministration (FDA)- also approved interferon as a treatnient for
Kaposi's
sarc9ma (KS); it had previous.'
,
.
tartling claims; preSs reports'
ly been used to treat hairy cell
and rumors have turned a
leukemia, a~g genital warts'. The drug
proposed AIDS treatment into
is norinally given by injection:;,as it is
!the latest "miracle cure."
believed that it would be digel!ted in
Meanwhile, almost all' AIDS the stomach and destroyed if taken
exJ?<!rtswh~ have looked into thiS matorallr, Typical~doses range from hunter are deeply skeptical, and often disdreds of thousands to millions of intertressed, at 40w it has been handled.
national units. ',
This article tells what i~,
happening,
'Most interferon used in the United
and o~tlines some unari~ered quesStates is, prod~.ced by genetically-engitions and reasons for iskeptkism.
'"
neered microorganisms
(the -twb
,
"
brands available are "Roferon-a" and
Histo..,andBackground
,"Intron.
a"). In ~ovewbe.r 1989, the'
On February 7 of 'this year, re-' FDA also approved a "natufal" interfersearchers in Kenya: reported success in . on (produced by cultured human cells
treatin"g AIDS with "KeII?-ron," their
deliberately injected. with a virus) to
name fora treatment consisting of
very lc;>vI.(doses
o~a kind of alpha interferon, held in the mouth but not
I<
GaI\O"
sw~llowed. AIDS Treatment News
publiShed a· short, article' (issue #97;,
' ~\~.,91 .'
February, 16); as far as I know, no
.::
other news outlet in the United
States mention,ed 'the development
iCIi.
,'ed
for 'the next'month
and a, half., The'
,."
'not
.
sileilqe 'w~
'broken this month, after
.
"
Dr. Koech spoke in Japan, with arti~
cles in: the newsletter Biotechnology
Newswqtch (~Oral IFN vS.' AIDS
ScoreS in Kenya: U.S.'Trla:isNext,"
April 2); in 1'be New YO,rk Times
("N~w AIDS Experil!!ents Stir flope,
,
\'
MiXed 'with Wariness,"' April 4);' in'
-, " A ..
,,
7be Associated Press (~Medical Ex--,
perts Skeptical"of
Interferon
Results
. '/
,~
'0
.
in AIDS Patie,nts," April?); and in
the New Yorlz Native' ("The
Cure?"-in two.-inch-high letters on
"
"
"IS Oral, treat".gen.i~aCwarfs.
This preduce
the cover-with
the subtitle,
.
..
-.
.
Alpha Interferon roo~ood
To B,e'" , ~"AlferonvNInjection") contains at least,'
True?"Aprill6)t> (I~
Kenya, a ma~ine
14 variations
of the interferon
called ,7be,Weekly RevfeW published a
molecule, whereas each of the recQmcov~r ,artideFebruary 9, ,titled "KEM--, binant,(genetically engineered) ,prodRON~A'MiracieDrug Against AIDS At
ucts contains oruy one "ThiS natural inLast!"). "
,~,
terferon is the variety approved in the
, ,Interferons, produced by the body ,United Stat<;sthat is closest to the induring vifal infections, hav.e been studterferon used 'in Kenya; the latter is
ied for abOut"3Pyears., Alpha intetfer- ,'prod\lced by Hayashibara Biochemicai
on has been available ~ _a prescription
laboratories in Japari by a different' cell.
drug in:the Utifted States:siflce 1986. In
lin~ and contains at least nine varia" " November of ]988, the U:S. Foocr-and tioris of the interferon molecule. (Al•

.,

...

.<;>.-

KS:aea,

/.,

though approved for prescription use;
Alferon N Inje<;tionis not yet ,generally
available because it is new and suppies are still limited. At this time it has
been made available to physiciaQs who
treat genital' Warts, to' familiariZe them
with the product. The Japanese product is not available in the United
States, apP!lrently not even for a formal clinical trial intended, to replicate
the Kenya Studies.)
Some experts doubt that it makes
any difference whether interferon is
"natural" or recombinant. This issue, is
·an example of the broader fa~t.
that
•
there is much confusion and disagree. ment among 'eXpertS'about interferons
" in general.
,..
' ,,
Treatment Used.s .... 11Doses
" The treatment tested in Kenya
consisted of. ~treinely small doses
of alp~ interferon, about 100.10 150
international units, thousan4$ of
times less than the doses routinely,
'given by injection. The 8featly dilutdrug was held' in the, mouth but
swallow~d. Possibly the drug'
could be absorbed in the mc1uth
(some ,conventional drugs are, given
under the tongue)., but no ,one
knows how so small a dose would
have any effect. (Somewhat larger
doses were found to cause nausea,
im<;lthe experimenters suspect that
the dose must be within a criticaf
range, with too. much of the drug
being ,less . effective than the correct ' amount.) Because the dose is so
small, the cost of the drug is only
pennies per do~e,' even lQ.Qugh
,interferon is very
expensive 'in its nar. ..
. .
mal use.'"
"
\ Where did the idea come from to
.. try using alpha interferon in such an
unusual and s'eemingly implausible
way-less' than a thousandth of the
usual dose, and held in the mouth; not .
injected? The idea came from v:eterinary experiments. Interferon has been
tried for treating vifal diseases of agricultural \ animals and also for feline
leukemia in cats. ,Some veterinarians
have tried administeriflg interferon by
,
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squirting it into the mouth. Dr. Joseph
M. Cummins, a veterinarian and president of Amarillo Cell Culture Co., Inc.
in Amarillo, Texas, is working with the
Kenyan researchers and suggested the
low-dose, oral route, of administration
based on this animal experience.
In Kenya, the leading spokesman
for the treatment is Davy K. Koech,
Ph.D., a well-respected
medical researcher with dozens of published paperS, mostly on tropical diseases such
as malaria and schistosomiasis. The
other principal investigator in Kenya is
Arthur O. Obel, M.D.; he also has published dozens of papers. Very few of
these articles concern AIDS.
.

The Claims
Two claims have most caught the
attention of the AIDS community:
• Every U.S. press report we have
been able to fmd has quoted the claim
that 99 out of 101 (some say 99 out of
100, or 99 out of 99) AIDS patients
treated with Kemron had all their AIDS
symptoms disappear within several
weeks .
• Equally astounding is the claim
that eight out of 40 patients "serodeconverted"
changed from HIV-positive to HIV-negative during four to
six weeks of treatment.
T-helper coµnt increases were also
reported, especially in those who had
low counts to begin with (contrary to
conventional experience with alpha interferon, which usually works best for
those with higher counts).
Dr. Koech announced results of"
the 101 patients in late March at a conference in Okayama, Japan. A scientific
paper about a more detailed study of
the 40 patients mentioned above has
been- accepted for publication in June
in Molecular Btotberapy, a journal published in the U.S. Some of the results
of this 4o-patient study appeared in the
New York Native, April 16. According
to Dr. Koech, the British journal Lancet
rejected the paper because there was
no control group (which in this case
would probably have received a placebo).

•
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WALK THE USSR
Experience glasllost and perestroika
firsthand.
Join hundreds
of
Americans and Soviets walking,
camping, and living together in
the U .s.s.R. Meet people from all
walks of life and visit Soviet
homes. For information, contact
IPW at Box 2958, San Rafael, CA,
94912, 415/453-0792,

Questions and Doubts
• No one, including its advocates,
'knows how the treatment could work.
The dose is tiny compared to what is
used in other interferon treatment. The
drug might be
absorbed under the
,
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International
Peace Walk

"

Bette Davis said It best-protect
yourself In advance. And though
she was talking about a rough ride
on the social scene, lfi good advice
for auto owners too. Thafi why the
safety savvy always buckle up-and
make sure they have Greystone's
comprehensive Insurance protection
to help smooth over any bumps In
the road.
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tongue, or there might be interferon
receptors in the mouth; some kind of
cascade of effects must be produced.
But so far these are only speculations,
not supported by evidence ..
-The scientific study of 40 patients includes a table showing Thelper cell improvemen'ts. When we
examined this table, we found that the
initial T-helper' counts, before treatment, had a median over 500; 33 of
the 40 patients had T-helper counts
over 270, with 18 being over 700. The
mean T-helper count for these 18 patients almost half the total patients in
the study-was
over 1, 000 before
treatment began. Many if not most of
the 40 patients would be expected to
by asymptomatic.
But patients were accepted for the
study if they were HIV-positive and
had certain symptoms which might be
AIDS-related. The symptoms were: appetite loss or weight loss; fatigue or
weakness; mouth sores or ulcers or
candidiasis; fever; diarrhea; respiratory
tract infection; night sweats; lymphadenopathy; and skin rash. (The average patient had 5.2 of these symptoms. Two in this study were
HIV~positive but asymptomatic; the
others did have symptoms.)
It is possible that some of these
symptomatic patients in fact had no
AIDS-related symptoms, but instead .
had ordinary, minor infections which
, caused the fever, diarrhea, appetite.
loss, rash, night sweats, etc. Being
HIV-positive and having symptoms
which can be AIDS-related, they were
included in the study and started on
oral interferon treatment. Then they recovered-just
as they would have if
they had had not reacted at all---and
were counted as having all their AIDS
, symptoms go away after the treatment. '
We called Dr. Koech in Kenya and
asked him about this possib!lity. He
said that the molecular spectrum was·'
not directly relat~d to clinical symptoms, and that he was not trying to relate the U.S. and African diagnostic
systems. He also noted that the disease
itself and the (esults of testing are not
directly comparable between Africa
and the U.S. The scientific report of the
40 patients mentions that "Patients in
Kenya were not staged by CDC or Walter Reed systems as might be expected
.in the USA." But the ,concern we raised
above-that the syrriptoms observed in
,
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author of 25 medical and scientific
publications since 1983. But the only
one we found on AIDS was a single
case report published in 1984.
Jun Minowada, M.D., D.M.S., of
Hayashibara Biochemical Laboratories,
Inc. in Okayarna, Japan, was listed as '
author or co-author of 126 publications
since 1983. We only found two concerning AIDS; both of them are highly
technical studies of blood cells.
Joseph M. Cummins, D.V.M.,
Ph.D., of Amarillo Cell Culture Company, Inc., Amarillo, Texas, was listed as
author or co-author of 26 publications.
Only one concerns AIDS, however: a
1987 letter on low-dose oral interferon
•
•
m
one patient.
The other U.S" author of the 40patient study, Val A. Hutchinson, M.D.,
of Amarillo Vlfology Research, was coauthor with Cummins of the low-dose
interferon letter in 1987. Our search
found one other published article, no,!
involving AIDS.,
The fact that AIDS• was not a
major field of anyone involved in the
study does not• mean that the results
are wrong. But people are making decisions now on the basis of the Kenya
results, which are completely different
from what all other AIDS research
would lead us to expect. The relative
,
I
inexperience in AIDS of everybody involved might reasonably be consid<ied
We used Medline, a computer
in deciding how much practical weight
database main~ined by the U.S. National Library of Medicine, to look for to give these claims ~fore they have
been confirmed by at ,least one other
medical articles published during the
research team.
last seven years (1983 through 1990) by
-There was no control group. In
any of the five authors of the scientific
paper on the results of 40 patients in other contexts this writer has argued
Kenya. Not all articles are included in that good science is possible without
placebos. But in this case a randomthe database, but it is usually complete
ized controlled trial would be very imenough to show the major fields in
portant (for example, to answer our
which a medical scientist has worked.
questions above, about whether these
Davy K. Koech, Ph.D., of the
patients would have improyed anyway
Kenya Medical Research Institute in
Nairobi, was listed as author or co-au- ,without treatment). AIJ.d a placebo
study could be ethical, since many pathor of 52 articles or other scientific
tients had high T-helper counts and
publications. Most concerned tropical
would not be endangered by going
diseases such as malaria and schistosowithout treatment for six to eight
miasis. We found only two which menweeks (the 'time required to see all
tioned AIDS, immunodeficiency or lllV
symptoms vanish in 99 of 101 pa-.
in the title, descriptors or abstract.
tients). Not everyone would have to
These concerned false positives in lllVrisk getting a placebo---only a small
testing in Kenya (published in 1988),
number of volunteers healthy ~nough
and AIDS in Nairobi prostitutes (1986).
Arthur O. abel, M.D., F.R. C.P., to not face serious risk by remaining
also of the Kenya Medical Research in- untreated for a few weeks. Most of the
40 patients had over 500 T-cells, and
stitute, is the only other study author
located in Kenya:. He is author or co- would not receive any AIDS-specific
these patients may not have been
AIDS-related, and that in any case a
group of patients selected only for
being HIV-positive and having nonspecific symptoms would, if followed
for a few weeks, be expected to show
many cases of recovery even without
any treatment-has
not been answered.
• A literature search conducted by
AIDS Treatment News found no evidence that anyone associated with the
Kemron studies, in Kenya or elsewhere, had much experience with
AIDS. Lack of solid AIDS experience
might have allowed errors to remain
uncorrected.

Every U.S. press report has quoted the
claim that 99 out of
101 patients had all
their ,AIDS symptoms
disappear within, ;
several weeks.
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treatment anyway under standard medical care.
-What about the completely unprecedented claim that eight of the 40
patients went from HIV-positive to
negative after a few weeks of oral interferon? The two obvious pOssibilities
are (1) that what Koech has called
"serodeconversion"
did in fact take
place, or (2) that there were errors in
the tests. Dr. Koech has published several papers on immunologic tests; his
expertise in the area gives greater
weight to the test results. ELISA tests
were confirmed by Western blot.
On the other hand, note that if
any errors did occur either false positives letting uninfected patients into
the study, or false negatives when they
left-all the errors would be cumulative, with no tendency to cancel each
other out. Of the 80 tests (40 before
treatment, and 40 after), a total of eight
errors of either kind would be necessary to account for the reported result.
It makes sense to wait for confumation
before accepting the unprecendented
claim that this treatment can cause
some patients to become seronegative.
-A great increase in T-<:ell countsi-averaging over 500 for the 40 patients
during six weeks of treatmen~-was also
reported. Again we would like to see
confirmation by another study. T-cell
counts vary greatly, for many reasons. All
but two of the 40 patients were selected
and entered into the study at a time
when they were ill (showing non-specific
AIDS symptoms). Perhaps the (nonAIDS-related?) illness they had when they "
began the study temporarily depressed
the counts, leading to a spontaneous me
as they recovered.

::Business Arrangements

•

According to its April 2 issue of
Btotecbnology Newswatcb, Dr. Joseph
Cummins holds four U.S. use patents
on alpha interferon, giving Amarillo
Cell Culture exclusive worldwide rightS
to oral use.
On April 4, 1990, Interferon Sciences (which makes Alferon N Injection) announced that it had licensed
co-exclusive rights from Amarillo Cell
Culture to human oral use of low
doses of interferon. Interferon Sciences
obtained worldwide rights except in
Japan, where Hayash.ibara (which
makes the drug used'in Kenya) has ex-

See INTERFERON on page 41
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by Mark Harrington
•

,

IH [National Immutes of
Health]
iSsues center
. around sc1enl'!fic judgments,
and priorities ... FDA battles
focus on known, extsting
treatments; it ~ harder to organize ~
around deaths caused by dmgs which do
n9t exist and perhaps never will, but
should.
-John S.Jamest

,

,

A pervasive pessimism has settled
over the landscape of AIDS.
People are grasping at straws.
There
are rumors of revived interest
in
I
"
discarded drugs from the mid-1980s.
Powerful test tube compounds are
years away from wide-scale human
testing. Mired in scientific dogma, bureaucracy, careerism and corporate
co'nfHcts of interest, the U.S. AIDS
Clinical Trials Group (ACTG) will
begin no Phase I trials of new antiviral
drugS iq 1990. A year from now, the
only new additions to ouranti-HIV arsenal will be more ddl and, possibly,
dqC: .drugs that' work like, AZT, with
different toxiCities.
, Back in 1988, it all seemed so simpie. ,The': drugs were out there.
Aerosolized,:pentamidine
(AP) , ddl,
OHPG, EPC, Fluconazole ... We knew
they worked. The FDA, which.controis
access, to experimental drugs in the
U.S., knew they worked too. Even
though sometimes the data "just wasn't
there." Getting them released was a
simple matter of humiliating the bureilUcrats with evidence of their own
,obtuseness and inhumanity.
It worked. Eighteen months later,
all of the drugs listed above are available either fully:approved for sale (AP,
PHPG, Fluconazole) or on expanded
access (delI, EPO). But what, new treatments are 'in the pipeline, soon to enter
clinical practice? Very few-possibly
Foscarnet for CMV infections, and the
white-cell growth factors G-CSF and
GM-CSF.2And nothing for HIV.
'The current paralysis afflicting
'AIDS research
could have been

•

•
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avoided. It was allowed to happen.
enough to penetrate the blood-brain
The leaders of the ACfG-particularly
, barrier. At least five pharmaceuticals
.Dan Hoth, director of NIAID's Divi- are competing in an intensive search to
sion of AIDS3-recognized
back in fmd the best compound, but the gov1988 that their data analysis center,
ernment has shown no interest in coorResearch Triangle Institute (RTl) of dinating their efforts so far.
North Carolina, was overburdened by
Intravenous byperlcin, developed
all the data produced by the ACfG's by scientists from New York University,
101 clinical trials. Rather than solving offers the chance to deliver hypericin dithe problem then, they let it fester for rectly to the bloodstream, where it might
two more 'years. Data analysis won't block HIV and herpes viruses from causbe transferred to Harvard until June of ' ing damage. While oral hypericin
this year, slowing down new trials to showed no apparent antiviral effects in
a standstill.
, an Arizona study, this new, more conMore seriously, the ACfG and its centrated formulation may enter Phase I
trials at NYUthis summer.
Rihozymes
like trichosanthin
'
'
("Compound Q") seem to target HIV.t'lilfected cells while sparing uninfected
, "
,"
ones.5 The discoverer of Q's activity
waited to announce his fmding for two
','
years until his-patent was secured;' such
delays will continue to disfigure AIDS
'
research as long as there is no scientific
coordination and leadership.
=.::..:;.=., .=::;..;:::;.:.-------New drugs for opportunistic
leaders hav~ no early detection system infections. Reports of many powerful
to plan quick Phase I trials of new com- compounds, often seemingly less toxic
pounds as they emerge from laborato- than existing agents, continue to'filter
ries around the world. Thus, when there out from pharmaceutical
industry
are more potential treatments than ever newsletters and scientific journals.
before, they are unable to translate lab Some of the most intriguing are, mendiscoveries into clinical trials.
tioned below:
'
Once again, the AIDS community
566C80 is a new Burroughs-Wellmust serve as the early detection sys- come antibiotic being tested in imtem. Following are some of the many munosuppressed mice with pneumopotential treatments which deserve
cystis pneumonia (PCP). The drug
rapid testing in Phase I trials:
worked as both prophylaxis and treatAnH-HIV drugs. Several classes of ment. Following treatment, the mice redrugs offer new approaches to the dis- mained immunosuppressed,
but did
ease. Although there are many nucleoside not develop recurrent PCP suggesting
analogues already (AZf, ddI, ddQ, they, that this drug, unlike Bactrim or pendo not penetrate into the macrophage, the tamidine, killed PCP, rather than merely
cells where HIV remains latent for years, suppressing
it.6 Also being tested
and which transport it into the bmin. Pack- against toxoplasm~is and malaria. .
aging these drugs into liposomes-fatty
DIMP is a pentamidine metabolite
molecules which are devoured by discovered at Duke University and limacrophages---<::ouldallow for a broader censed to LyphoMed, which has so far
anti-viral effect, with less toxicity, than been unable to produce enough for
a
. g the drugs alone.4
,
large scale human testing. While penProtease inbtbUors interfere with tamidine can cause nausea and pancreHIV at a later stage of its life cycle than atitis, so far DIMPhas shown no toxicity.
AZT and its cousins. They are small
HPMPC is a new oral anti-CMV,

Several classes of
drugsoffer,new
approaches to the
disease.
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anti-herpes 'agent discovered iI,l,B,eIgu~. Compared with DHPG ~ CMV-'
infected, ,qIice, HPMPC was . 3 times as. "
effective and worked four times faster.
It could be the oral anti~CMV breakthrough dnig. Other candidates for this
are FlAC, now ill Phase I trials in Cali'fornia, and oral DHPG, which, will
soon be tested in New York.
Although the FDA recently approved Fluconazole to treat serious
fungal infections, including thrush (candidial1is), histoplasmc;>sisapd ciyptococcal,mehingitis,Jts cost-$4,OOO a ye~ at
, the dose PWAsneed-makes the dt;vel-'
.opment- of ~lternativ.es imperative.
, Janssen Pharmaceuticals' Itr3co~aZole ..
is one alternative, already available
abroad and at some PWA buyers' clubs.
Another new compound is ScheringPlough's SCH 39304, which entered a
small Phase I ACfG study this year.
,Other
new
antibiotics
like
Azithromycin may have broad-spec-'
tt:u~a~vity against many opportunistic
ipfect!ons, including toxoplasmosis' and
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, For several months, there have
been persistent rumors about a break, through against Kaposi's sarcoma (KS),.
the cancer-like explosion of capillaries
,
that can cause skin .lesions .and pulmonary failure in PWA$.,At least three
groups of scientists, including Robert
Gallo's team at the National Cancer Institute, and others in California and
Britain, believe they have unlocked the
key to the pathogenesis.of KS-involving growth, factors secreted by HN-infected cells.
Everyone is playing these
,
discoveries close to the chest, but they
seem to involve HN's tat (transactivatinlV gene and two human growth factors (:alled fibroblast growth factor ..
(FGF),and transfomiational growth factor)eta (TGF-beta). The San Francis!::o
AIOS'conference in June will offer activists a chance to challenge the scientists to be more forthcoming, and declare whether these discoveries have
therapeutic implications.
.
, Now that we have examined some
of the more mtriguing new approaches
to treating HIV infection and its' many
complications, it is time to demand the
transformation of the U.S. drug testing
system to ensure that 'all these ap~
p~oaches, and others worth pursuing,
are rapidly translated into, c1~ical trials
imd eXpanded access programs for peo-
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•
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special civil rights laws dealing just
,
with the handicapped. These laws de,
,
, ,
fu1ed h~dicaps as significaJlt,physical,'
•
or mental impairmentS, and sought to
protect those who were capable of
•
,
",orking ,or participating in some activi,
ty from which they were peing excl",d,
ed
' "
',
..
,
.
,
'.
"
'
,
• 'i"
Lambd~'s theory, developed In
Arthur,
S. Leonard
.!,., '..
criminated 10 employment.' .
those early cases and explained in a
, "
By the time major media attention
chapter I wrote for the. first AIDS Legal
eferences to AIDS in medical
was focused on AIDS as a result of
Guide, ",as, that the symptoms 'a(!co~~ite'p~~rebegan in 1981, )Vhen Rock Hu,Clson's,illness in tile su~er
panying, AIDS were 'the' sorts of physi- -...
the Centers for Dise,ase Con- 'of 1985, Lam~'sf!aTly efforts, togethcalor, mental, impairme,nts sugges~ed ,
.1'01 published their first reer with the work c;f pro bono attorneys' by 'the disability discrimination .laws,
,
portS 'ori Strange ilifections in gay men. in' f'lew York and. gay rights organiza- and. due to the early but persu~iye ev."
WitI:tiQ."two years, itbecanie _clear that· tions fu,other stat~, had laid the foun- "idenc;e that whatever causc;:dAIDSwas
, therriedicalepidemic'would
spawn an
dation for aJegal theory to protect
not ,casually transmitted, people with
epidemiC 'in the 'law, a:s civil I:ights'~people with' AIDS from-discrimination.
AIDS whose physical or mental impairments 'did QQt prevent them' from
agencies
and' ':'-"
courts, . began' to receive ,.,The theory.:wasH,ased
on: an eJtisting
".
..,.
-',.,
.
cOmplaints aboO,tAIDS-related discrimibody of civil rights ,law dealing with
beix?g able tOrparticipat~-in an· activitY
· -, Vii
.
"
fr
'
"
."
,
'"
(
h '
k')
h uld b "
nation. 0 ~n~~r.att,omeys om. S=>'%Wt~~<Y4%i:f1\~4n@$l¥t\;i\~t<:tt.......- "~"""}:~",?,-5}?J~tAA?i:.:.:~':·~"i.A.:~;X"'\'¥{>:;}
sue as wor . 1~~5 ()
e
The , New
York
Law
Group
kt;$.f$.f:~jffT©+%i}i{}~f{fj··:~f$
", :·~·,.:#i~<11'1*'iY~~·;"'~:'2',~?L/.):::,~.'''~
able
to
do
so,
since
,they
present-·
'
~'''·.~<.w.)imt.~.,."
.
.
·
.
<,
~,..
"'
.',''''
,....
"""~""'N'
..
.
.
,~~,
:itt "':'~l,:!<,,,. ,:'.",. ,~: : .} ,
" '~M.·,.···j.:,."'f {·r·:·······::it'
(which: later be~me the Bar 'As- >;{t1W;;t1ii,~.V;i'A~»"
,'" ')iliifWiij%ii'lltiW ,ed no, appreciable risk of danger
: • .:.'
'. •
:tf!~;;~~¥.·'
:W@i<.
,
;~gf11mm}}%1·Y:"{,:.' ,to others .
",'k.,
,', . U ,,,,.,,,
'
,
,,''',',,''.'
soclatlon
for Human RIghts) , :;.;:,",..,',','
,
"·''<·;;;·W·"w;.
~,~ ~':''''''':;'''
'.
;"v~:::,-::::<·'·.,.,....
:::";:'::;::",,:5:.;:;::::;+., ,., ,':.'
•
"':r:::
\ und,er the' lead~hip of Pro Bono', if§k}1tW;,,~'tft
"'; .'!' ..,
Lam!>da attorneys Suggested
Cd~ttee ~h-;St&'e.9ittleson,," <}'::';,~/Y
,
early in 1983 that AIDS coulq be
be~tJQuncover d~atib,?'
"
,
considered.;l han<iicap,\,ande~cori!plail'ifS early)n .1983, as they
panded that thepry ,as new isprov.i<l~'ll'assistan,ce,to -pets9~s'
sue~ arose to, c()ver HIV-mfected
/ ' with{:AWS,mak~g,wills apdsign-'
~ple
who did not have CDCiDg:~~rs of attqmey.'· ':"
" '.
defined AIDS, and gays' or fan\ily
,
,
menil:>f'!rsof people, ,with AIDS,
, :~~La~Ma, Lega:l qefense & , ,':~'
EducaQ.qp':Fundassisted complamlmts ::'handicapped
persons, an approach
who encountered discrimination due
,at the'New
Y'ork City Human Rights ,sugge&ted by Lambda's legal Coimmt- to fear of the· "disease,
even though
·
.
Co~id'Q
,and ,the ,Office of Federal
te~ Cha,ir Alan K:!Jral,an experienced
they were not..themselves infected. In
Contra¢!: Cpmpliance Programs .duriri.$ employment lawyer, and developed \ October 1983",~ New York st:at,ejudge
,
.thesm;nmer of'·1983, and'went to sta~e with the assistartce of cooperating
validated the, theory by issuing ~n
coµit'~it~' Attofll~y 'General Jl~be,rt' attol1}eysrepresehting individuals with, order barring, Uie co-op board from
Abt~r¢>
'to block
AIDS d.iscriminatton
AIDS.
.
' . evicting Dr. Sonrtabend.- Previoµsly,
"
,-c. .
,.
by.~ cc:K>Poo,ard" :which w,as denying
tIn 1973, Congress passed the Re- th~ City fluman Rights Commission
Dr. Joseph Sonriabend,a lease renewal
habilitation Act, which required the
had announced settlement of Lambda's
on 'his ,office tX;eause of. his , growing
fecle'ralgovemm¢nt and tho~,.who 'do fIrst 'AIDS discriininationcharge, :With
AJtis;Wtj~t'
toSter. 1ambda, contacted :'. busines~
with it to take affiro,.ative
the employer ,agreeing
. .,.,
- .
,-,
.
. to hire a previN;Y;',:Sb*~
Co~ioner
steps 'to hire qualified handicapped
ously rejected
,job applicIDit.with ARC.
.~
... HUmahRight's
,
.
,
Otrl'l.i~l~d;
~n:ange~ ,to c:;onduct people, and imposed a non .
The theory got i~ first legal v~idation
tion requirement on the govel'nment, :from a Florida federal trial court in
tra~ink,>$eSsiqns 'qn ~DS ,discri~n:atiop. for' the agency's investigators.'
its contra<;tors, and any'otl?-,er entity
1985.
"
I.ambda, published a collection o{ arti- which received fedeciJ. f~cial assis'After Latnbda's AIDS Legal Guide
des edited' by Abby Rubenfeld, its
tance, a broad category that includes
was published, I went back to the law
most local govei~ents, schools, hos-library,
t() sµrvey the handicap laws of
managing ~ttorney, as the first AIDS
Legal' Gutde in. 1984. Also in 1984,
pit~i1s'and so.cial service agencies,
all the states and wrote a taw review
Lambda filed tl;te first AIDS discrimina- .whether public or private.,
article ,on AIDS discrimination whid}, /
tion charges with the Office of Civil
. Many $tates followed the federal
was published in the slimmer of 19S5.
Riglits. ~f
t,he 'p~S. Department of
lead by amending their' ciVilrights laws Whentlje Rock Hudson incident stimHealth and tfuinan ,Services, alleging 'to'extend protection to qualified handi- ulated wide interest in the legal com- ,
cappec! people, while other~ passed
munity later,that year, Lambcla's early
, ' , 'that~ North Carolm,a,hospitai had dis-
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focUs on handicap discrimination law
had ,established the framework within
which lawyers began to debate AIDS
issues. At the fIrst major AIDS legal
conference, organized by the New York
Law Journal and held at the Association of the Bar of the City of New York
late in 1985, all the speakers, including
management labor lawyers, agreed that
handicap discrimination law was relevant 'and people with AIDS would be
legally protected from discrimination.
In 1987, the Supreme Court decided for the fIrst time that a person with
a contagious condition could be protected by handicap discrimination law
when it decided School Board v.
Arltne, a case involving an elementary
school teacher with tuberculosis. According to the Court, the critical question was whether the contagious condition presented a substantial risk to
others in the workplace.
Although the Arltne case did not involve AIDS, the Court's careful analysis
of handicap law theory (in an opinion
by Justice William J. Brennan, Jr.) validated Lambda's approach, and directly
invalidated the approach advocated by
the Reagan Administration, which had
argued that employers and others
should be allowed to discriminate if
they were genuinely afraid that AIDS
would spread in their workplace. Since
1987, federal and state courts have in
most instarices followed the Supreme
Court's lead and extended disability law
protection to people with AIDS.
There have been several important
developments since the Arltne case
which contribute to the wide degree of
legal protection against discrimination
now accorded people with IDV infection in most parts of the United States.
First, the federal government
changec;l its tune after Arltne. Congre~
amended the Rehabilitation Act early
in 1988 (over a veto by President Reagan) making the Court's approach in
Arline a permanent part of the statute .
Reagan's AIDS Commission urged a
federal non-discrimination policy in the
spring of 1988 and by that summer, the
federal Office of Personnel Management had issued a strong non-discrimination policy on HIV infection and
AIDS for the federal government. The
Justice Department then issued a memorandum interpreting the Rehabilitation
Act to provide strong protection
against ~iscriIliination by private, em- ,
,

,

ployers subject to the Act.
Second, several cities and states
adopted laws specifIcally protecting
people who are HIV-infected, or liberalized existing handicap law to provide
more protection.
Most of the large
cities in 'California passed such laws, at
least partly motivated by a series of
vetos of state AIDS discrimination laws
by Governor George Deukmejian. The
local laws in California are now of
doubtful validity, since an appeals
court ruled last year that the existing
state handicap discrimination law covers AIDS discrimination, and California

cities do not have authority to legislate
on employment and housing discrimination matters already covered by state
law.
Finally, as indicated above, state
courts have begun to issue some strong
rulings imposing liability for AIDS discrimination. In addition to the California appellate court, the West Virginia
Supreme Court recently, issued a strong
statement on protection for IDV-infected people under state law, and lower
level courts in New York, New Jersey
and other states have been extending
,
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:ry bySusie Day
Dt:arJ~se Helms,

"

I've been hearing quite a lot about
you lately. In the papers, on television,
at museum closings. You, Jesse Helms,
have become a household word, not
unlike "flyswatter." Some people have
attributed your success and power tQ
. your stature as a Deep-South Caucasoid; others to your strategic political
emphasis on wholesome, family values. Me, I think it is because you have
opened your heart to Jesus and let him
into your life.
I respect you for this decision,
Jesse Helms. I bet it took a lot of gutS
for you, a revered leader of the hetero~Xualdefense movement, to admit to
having:a lifelpng,-primary relationship
with ,~ Jewish' carp~tlter wQo~s been'
dead 1?v~r 2,000 year,s. Kinky. Doesn't
anyone.ipyour parish object to the differenciUn your religions?
, Serkn.isly,Jesse,sometiines I talk to
Jesus. Oh, don't get me wrong; we're
not really that· close. But we do, get together from time to time at, the 92nd
Sfreet Y for a little raquetball. We gossip.
For in~tance, did Y04 know that
God is really a p~n-sexual, multi-ethniC, ,racially-mixed, non-hierarchical
collective? Which should prove, once
, and fQr'all, that God is not a God of
Revenge, arid that our ea~ly misfortunes are simply the result of shoddy
processing. .
'
': Jesus also tells me things about
your relationship with him. About your
inability to express vulnerable emotions; your lurid positions on nuclear
weapons and other war-like projectiles;
about that "art incident," when you
made him feel,'"so cheap." You know,
'Jesus really liked it in that little jar of
urine, Jesse., He said he felt liberated,
and whole in -exploring his psycho-sexual"hang-ups"; that it was fun to see
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how long he could hold his breath.
Jesus says that he wishes you would
"loosen up, fer Chrlssakes"; that he feels
he's giving a lot more to this relationship than he's getting back; that-Oh,
dear. Maybe I've said too much.
-';:~i}~H~h,;;,_",_
-,

~;';'

;';) .:\;',,-~<,.: - --,-~.;~-:.
,.;!,;.;::::;}

,-

•

It's just thllt
, Jesus is pretty fed up;
Jesse. So I thought the Truth might set
him free. On my suggestion, he's been
writing his memoirs about his life with

~u.
Pissed Christ or, Even Saviors Get
the,Blues. Warner has offered us a gen-,
erous contract and movie rights, once
it's finished. We got Karen Finley to
write the preface.
Please, Jesse. It's never too late if
you love someone. Jesus doesn't
want to write those painful things.
Won't you give him something nice to
say about you-while
there's still
time? Hurry, Jesse. We're proofing the
galleys.
'
Hoping you two can work things
out,

-A WayfaringStrangerT

protection in various directions. A federal trial court in Pennsylvania, applying
state law, recently awarded compensatory and punitive damages of more
than $150,000 to an attorney who was
fired from his job because he has AIDS.
Important questions still remain to
be settled, however. A recent Texas
appellate decision indicates that some
state laws provide no help for uninfeeted people who encounter discrimination because of their association with
people who are infected (such as family members of mY-infected people, or
volunteers at AIDS organizations).
New York appellate courts are split on
whether doctors and dentists may discriminate against mY-infected people
in their private practices. And a federal
court in Louisiana has broken ranks
with the general run of AIDS discrimi~
nation caselaw by holding that a hospital could fire an employee who refused
to reveal his HIV antibody status; the
ACLUis appealing this ~
to the Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals.
, The biggest discrimination law de. velopment, eagerly awaited, would be
passage of a federal law extending protection from disability-related discrimination throughout the country, without
regard to variations in local law and
practice. This was partially achieved in
1989 when Congress amended t4e Fair
Housing Act to forbid housing discrimination against persons with physical or
mental impairments. '
The next step will be passage of
the Americans With Disabilities Act
(ADA),which cleared the Senate last faJl
and is rapidly advancing in the House .
ADA will extend' protection from discrimination in employment, public aCcortunodations and public transportation
to qualified, people with disabilities, including those with HIV infection and
AIDS, regardless whether they work in
the public or private sectors.
President Bush has called for passage of ADA, which seems to have
overwhelming
bipartisan support.
Wrangling about remedies and procedures has yet to be settled, however.
Also, last minute maneuvering by Jesse
Helms or William Dannemeyer could
delay enactment or weaken the law.
On May 1, Dannemeyer lost a subcommittee vote in an attempt to remove
protection for many mY-infected people, but he vowed to try to amend the

•

law later in the adoption process.
Unfortunately, the employment pr0visions passed by the Senate included a
long phase-in period, with coverage of
workplaces with 25 or more employees
beginning two years after passage, and
extending to workplaces of ftfteen or
more employees after another two years
have gone by. A major advance over
existing federal law will be provision&
explicitly requiring employers to make
accommodations for persons with disabilities, even though accommodations
may generate increased costs.
Disability discrimination law has
its limits, however. Most, significantly,
only those who are qualified to, continue participating in a particular activity
can benefit from its protection.
Although employers are supposed to
make reasonable accommodations to
help disabled people, those whose illness precludes reasonable attendance
and productivity will not be protected,
because the basic concept of disability
law is to protect those who can work
despite their disabilities. In my next
column on AIDS Law, I'll discuss some
of the other federal and state laws that
are being used to assist HN-infected
people with workplace problems ....
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SPEAK OUT AND BE HEARD
...at the 1990 Gay. Lesbian Pride Rally
This year, in keeping with the official theme of New York's 1990 Pride
Events-Family, Friends & Lovers-:-you can have the chance to speak out
at the 22nd Annual Gay~Lesbian Pride Rally.
Five speaking slots will be reserved for five individuals selected ina
COMMUNITYLOTTERY.Each participant will have three minutes to speak
out about any important Gay~Lesbian topic.

•

Here's how it works: Just fill out the entry form below and return to
Heritage of Pride by June 1st. Winners will be selected in a rand2,m
drawing to be held before the June 4th general membership meetinS"'at
the Lesbian and Gay Community Services Center.

I

rrd like to SPEAK OUT at the 1990 Pride Rally! -

I'Address
Name
I Day Phone
,
I I'd like to SPEAK OUT about:
I

_
e

Night Phone:
,

'

"

I
I
I
-.l

IMPOIITANT: ENTRYDEADlINE"lunlt 1. 1990, ENTRYLIMIT, 1 Itntry Pltr Pltrson, Participants will haVlt 3 minutes to
sPltak on the topic of their choice. The time limit will be strictly enforced, Topics can be any Gay"lesblan Issue,
RETURNTO, Community lottery, Heritage of Pride, Inc,. 208 W, 13th Street, New York, NY 10011,

---~~"

"

,-~-~--

POUTICAL SCIENCE from page 35

pie with AIDS. See you at the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) in Bethesda
on Monday, May 21. ...
NOTES:

1. "ACI' UP Cal1s for Nlli Demonstmtion May
21." AIDS Treatment News 101, 4.20.90, p.5:
2. Foscarnet is made by the uncooperative
Swedish pharmaceutical Astmj G-CSF (grany1ocyte.rnacrophage colony stimulating factor) by
Scherlng-Ploogh an:l Sandoz Phanmceulbls.

'-

3. NIAID - National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, one of the Naltonal Institutes of Health (NIH).
4. K.Y. Hostetler, et (:II, "Synthesis and An- ,
tiretroviral Activity of Phospholipid Analogs
of AzIdothymidine and Other Antiviral Nucleoside Analogues." Jour. Etol. Chern. 265
(11):6112-6117, 4.15.90.
.
5. N. SalVer, "Ribosomes as Potential AnltHIV-l Therapeutic
Agents."
Science
247(4947): 1222-1225, 3.9.90.

In
The
90s

/Television That
Matters to the
Lesbian and
Gay Community.

live News • Interviews •AIDS Updates
Tuesday Nights 11pm-12midnite
..
Manhattan & Paragon Cable
Channel C/16
-

,

,

•

,

•

6. W.T. Hughes et al., "Efficacy of a Hydroxynaphthoquinone,
566C80, in Experimental
Pneumocystts carinI{ Pneumonitis." Antlmtcrob. Ag. Chernot. 34(2):225-228, Feb. 1990.

,
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by Henry Yeager
and Karin Schwartz
nly you as an individual
know why you contracted
AIDS.... The point is that you
felt the need to be punished."
The Bible thumpers of the religious
right scream that AIDS is a punishment
from God. Now along comes a New Age
guru, Brenda Hoffman, whose ideas on
the issue are summarized by the above
quote from her "self-help" book, A
Glimpse of Your Future. In effect she is
stating that AIDS is indeed a punishmentnot from God-but from ourselves.
Hoffman, a Midwestern variation
on Louise Haye, also speculates
" "maybe AIDS is a cry of the belief system of many that homosexuality is unnatural or wrong." She bases her statements on a chain of reasoning-no,
make that a chain of gratuitous assertions-that goes something like this: 1)
You cannot contact any disease unless
you wish to, and 2) dise~e was created by humanity as a whole to "move
the planet in a particular direction." Behind the pseudo-science, of course, is a
strong anti-sex, anti-homosexual bias.
If you would like to let Ms. Hoffman know that AIDS is caused by a
virus, that no one willfully contracts the
disease and that homosexuality is neither unnatural nor wrong, write to her
in care of her publisher: Life Tapestry
Press, 1624,Harmon Place, Minneapolis,

cious resource air time as it sees fit.
Never mind that no one ever suggested
that Rooney be silenced, but just be prevented from preaching his bigotry and ignorance from one specific pulpit where it
could doa lot of hann (and remember,
GLAAD appealed to CBS to resolve our
complaints, not the government, which
would have been an attempt at true cep.sorship). Never mind that the gay and
lesbian community's viewpoint is rarely
represented on CBS, or any other network or mainstream media outlet, a silence that is every bit as devastating as
true censorship.
What GLAADwould like to know is,
where is the censorship sensibility hiding
in the current brouhaha involving Newsday columnist Jimmy Breslin? To give a
little background, about two years ago

Breslin used the, word "fag" five times in
two sentences while describing the state
of the New York theater. In a totally separate incident that took place recently, he
referred to a Newsday reporter, ]i-Yeon
Mary Yuh, as a "yellow cur" and "slanteyed cunt," after she challenged him on
sexism in his columns.
According to The New York 'Pimes,··
no less than three Asian-American organizations have asked for ,Breslin's dismissal;
another 51 (as of May 7) Newsday reporters and. photographers have signed a
petition asking Newsday management to
"respond with action." Petitions are being
circulated in the Asian-American community demanding that Breslin be fired. It
should be noted that Ms. Yuh has declined to call for Breslin's dismissal.
It will be interesting to s¥ if the
same journalists
who condemned
. GLAAD for requesting Rooney's suspension (which we did only after our
initial attempts at dialogue with CBS
yielded nothing) will criticize these
groups and individuals, too.
Let there be no mistake: GLAAD
condemns Breslin's racism and sexism,
just as we once condemned his homophobia. But we also believe that the
charges of censorship we experienced
during the Rooney affair were in actuality homophobia masquerading as political correctness. The lack of similar response, so far, to the groups now
demanding Breslin's firing, suggests
that our interpretation was on target.
We encourage you to write to your
favorite daily newspaper
and raise
some of these issues for thought.
Should you wish to raise them with
Newsday, write: Anthony Marro, Editor,
Newsday, 2 Park Ave., New York, NY
10016. 'Y
,~

"
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MN, 55403. Their phone number is
(612) 333-0614.
When Andy Rooney was suspended,
liberal and conservative journalists alike
jumped over each other to yell "censorship" at GLAAD and CBS. Never mind
that CBS has a right to decide what goes
on its airwaves, and to allocate its pre-
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INTERFERON from paga 33

•

elusive rights. (According to the April 4
Interferon
Sciences press' release,
Hayashibara owns 24 percent of the
equity of Amarillo Cell Culture.) Under
the new licensing agreement, Interferon
Sciences acquired three percent of equity of Amarillo Cell Culture.
Interferon Sciences is an 82-percent-controlled subsidiary of National
Patent Development Corp.
Dr. Cummins is president of Amarillo Cell Culture. Dun and Bradstreet
lists this company, incorporated in 1984,
as having seven employees and net
worth of $309, 351. Its current value
would appear to depend heavily on
how the world regards oral interferon.
In the U.S., a small study is planned
at Mount Sinai Medical Center in New
York. Joseph M. Hassett, MD. heard Dr.
Koech in Japan; he told Biotechnology
Newswatch that, "If even one-half of
what Koech reports in his uncontrolled
study is correct, it's important to repeat
the studies. If he is generally correct; we
will know in a matter of weeks." This
study plans to use the U.S. "natural" interferon product (Alferon N Injection). It
would be better to replicate the Kenya
trial with the same medication used
there, but apparently there was some
problem in obtaining it for this study.
The Mount Sinai. trial still needs Institutional Revi!'!WBoard and IDA approvals.
Another trial studied some patients
in Amarillo and Lubbock, Texas, treated
orally with Roferon, one of the recombi-, ,
nanJ interferons available in, the United
.. States. In a preliminary analysis, some,
blood improvements were seen. Now
this study is being ended, and a new one
will begin with a different dosing schedule and with the Alferon natural interfer~
on, which was not previously available.
An informal monitoring study is
being organized in Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida. For information call Lenny at '
the PWA Health Alliance, (305) 763- ,

7723.
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, TUES.THRUSAl
92 THIRD AVE. (BET.12 & 13 ST.) ,
1 FLOOR UP
(212) 529-1616

•

10% OFF WITH
THIS AD
.
,
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MRS. JOYCE DINKINS
Honorary Chairperson'

Invites
you to attend
-

,

The AIDS Center of Queens County's
Second Annual Awards Reception

HONORING
•

NEW YORK STATEASSEMBLYWOMAN

BARBARA CLARK
THE HONORABLE

GERALDINE FERRARO. "
AND
PUBLISHER/PRESIDENT OF NEWSDAY

ROBERT JOHNSON
•

,

,

NEW-YORK HALL OF SCIENCE
Flushing Meadow Park.
Friday, June" 1, 1990
General Reception - Tickets $50 each
, 6:00 - 9:00 PM
General & Champagne/Dessert Reception
Tickets - $125 each
6:00 - 10:00 PM
•

.

Internationally, a number of trials
are being planned or at least discussed, ,
some by the World Health Organi~tion
and some by Amarillo Cell Culture. On
March 28, Tanzania announced that it
was planning a trial, to prevent its citizens from going to Kenya in an attempt
to obtain the drug.
Reprinted from AIDS Treatment
News, #101.T
.

-

FULLSERVICE SALON
NAILS.
WAXING. HAIR

•

A Souv~nir Journal is also being printed
, in conjunction with the event ,
.
Tickets may be purchased for ACQC clients

For additional information
contact ACQC at 718-896-2500
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Photography by Tim Goetz
Hair an
Text by
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Outfitted to be out. To'\Butdo, outlast, outrage, outshine, outsmart,
outspeak,' outstand, outweigh, outwit. The outlaws and outcasts of

FASHION

cMlization:the only true harbingers of personal style and indMdualism.

,

x/:

Pamela Sne~d,
poet/activist/
· " actressldoorperson
I
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-I like unpretentiousness i~ dress.
I don't like things
,

that are so fashionable. Clo~es
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I sense of style as
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opposed to real
fashion which is

about capitalism
and how much
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money you make."

I

! I Black Spandex
body suit. Street
Life; Purple
I I

•

..

cotton/lycra top,
bought on the

.1 I

street on lower
•

-·.tA:'l'
, ...,

"

:co

'
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I Third Ave; Silver

#f~:t
~

.

, sparkle drop 8er-
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rings, Patricia
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Field's.

•

Jeffrey Geiger,
t,

•

crooner.
"I'm
,
happy emulating
Fred Astaire from
his vaudeville

,
"y.

days up to his role
in Funny Face. I
loved his garish
period in the 50s."

"

,
Beige wool QOu-

•

ble-breasted vintage 40s suit and
vintage pin...
>

striped, snap-collar shirt. Antique
Shoes and Things,
lstAvenue
"

and

2nd Street; vintage
silk abstract pattern tie, 26th
Streetflea market

.\:.

,
,

•

,

•

,

•
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Jerry Brandsord,
bartender at The
Bar. "Everything I
get. everyone alse
thinks they can
wear. But they
can't My look is
individual. It's very
'me,' and it's exactIy what I'm feeling
on any given day."
Black rubber
shorts, Patricia
Field's; white cotton
tank top, Dave's
Surplus; black
leather studded
~

vest. Bentata Studios, Barcelona •

•

,
•

,

•
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Christine
Baczewska, vocal
composer and performance artist
"One of my concerns is function. I
can do anything in
my outfits that
anyone else can
do in a pair of

,

jeans. I don't consider myself
dressed up, but
then again, life is a
formal occasion."
Black rayon highwaisted skirt with
built-in cummerbund,109St
Mark's; vintage 50s
white cotton
blouse, Mary's on
1st Avenue; 1985
melon Stephen
Sprouse jacket;
vintage acid green
evening gloves,
upstate thrift store;
hat, Comme des
Garljons; vintage

,

sunglasses from
the 26th Streetflea
market; fan from

Forced into

Madrid; plastic

•

bracelets from

precarious

varioull flea mar-

positions. we

kets.

scream and
,

yell and fight
back. That
scarf! That
belt! That

•

deafeningly
loud hat!
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We create and flaunt what they later adapt and mass pro-

FASHION

duce in huge numbers. We then wait. And wait. And when
they are finished, we re-claim our creations, rummaging
through society's back lots, back alleys and back woods,
re-inventing, re-working and re-wearing.
Michael,
lyricist/designer. "1
can never find anything that I like. I
want things that are
soft yet are cut
masculine. I find
typical men's
clothes boring,
,

plain and awful.
I like to make my
own things and I
I[ke ~ofind pieces
made of lace and
•
silk and fabrics that

Blue levi's; black
organza and velvet
shirt (made him~
sel,f).
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Michael Musto,

Villsge Voice
columnist, author.
"My clothes say,
'Hello, I'm a Sagittarius. Would you
climb into my
sugar walls?' For
summer, my outfits
are designed to
give the sun skin
cancer."
Vintage multicolor polyester
bell-bottom pants,
yard sale in
Atlanta; multicolor cotton/polyblend top from
Andy's CheePee's, St Mark's
Place; 60s brown
suede vest, flea
market in East
Hampton; hat by'
Manolo.

•

•

1
•

:111

Jeffrey Fennelly,

OutWssk production staff member,
AIDS activist "I
get cramps if I
wear anything that
hasn't enjoyed at
least a slight
degree of mutilation-but

I have to

do the mutilating,
,
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I and purposefully .
Perhaps my
favorite fashion
harbinger is the
bike messenger.
On second
thought. make that
an activist bike ~
.messenger: mutila•

tion with a cause,
•

a conscience and
a good butt."
Denim overalls
from Aardvark's
Odd Ark, Sa~Francisco; multicolor,
•

hand-crocheted
skull cap.

The ci~,becomes a lost, hopelessempire'f¥snd we, the archaeologists,
,
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Christine
Baczewska in an
antique wool
pleated shirt
bought off the
street; cotton
white shirt by
Comme des
Gar~on; vest by
Jean-Paul Gaultier; hat, Lola
Millinery, St
Mark's Place; vintage heirloom
gloves; sunglasses, Cutler and

•

Gross; hand-painted celluloid
antique fan.

, ,
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Dinah, deejay at
Quickl "The way to
good dressing:
learn to lipsync ---:
the rest will fol-

I
Vintage silk host•

ess pajamas

•

In

black, white and
fuschia from the
Red, White and

,

Blue Thrift Shop,
New Orleans; hose
from Sockman on
St Mark's Place;

'-:;
,

wig from 14th
Street Korean ven-

ilII

.

dors; Jewelry from

~

m.arket on Orchard
Street

,
•

I
j

,

.
'

We. color our bodies, painting our own personalities against a back,

,FASHION
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drop of their industrial gray nightmare, constantly fighting their
attempts to make ,us fit in.
May 23,1990
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•

Rebecca,
model/performer.
UFashion is a toy
to play with. MostIy, I'm a skin person-llike

to be

bare-but

some-

times you've got to
throw something
on. And you may
as well have fun
n

doing it

Black cotton suit
with white stitching-fitted

hip-

huggers, halter
top and Eisenhower jacket, by Rene

II:

Gerretsen, Amsterdam.

II
1'1

•
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•

Pamela Sneed in black Spandex body suit. Street
Life; hand-made nickel necklace by David
•

S,vitzer.

,

•

•

•
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Michael ini blue, gray, white and
black poncho from a street market in Tijuana; black string necklace with silver ball,
Amalgamated; love bead necklace (made himself);
................. "
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Having come out of our proverbial closets, our literal
closets have become fortresses to house the ammunition: our clothes. We wear our weapons and

•

•

assault our enemies on the street.

,

•
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OF
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HANDS

,

for their chemical origin, I had a quick There's probably a memo somewhere in
my "to be flied" folder,, if not , I'll ask for
bite in the smoking section of the
et me just say, before getting started, Commissary (well, it's really a private lit- a copy tomorrow night after the bonuses
that perhaps I have been a bit tle room that, I believe, used to serve as are distributed,)
too hasty and it bit too skeptical the executive washroom before the sixth
At any rate, 'I'd rather hoped to
in my assessment of the new medication. floor renovations were completed. Truth induce my friend, who asks to remain
Admittedly, I'm still hearing those voices to tell, I'm secretly hoping they'll name it anonymous, to join me in Dining Outl
in my telephone but, on the other hand, for me one day since I seem to be just but he said he had just begun dusting his
last Thursday on my way to lunch in the about the only person who uses it on a refrigerator coils and, as it's a delicate
legendary OutWeek Commissary (and if regular basis, particularly in the wake of operation, he couldn't even· begin to estiyou ever come through on one of the this Phillip Morris boycott) and came mate when he'd be done and, please, to
building tours, I highly recommend the back t6 my office where I put on a tape . go ahead without him. In one of those
Gabriel Rotello chicken soup) I caught of The Berlin Requiem to sustain the freak coincidences too biiarre not to be
myself jauntily whistling the "Corday mood and began planning this week's
true, everybody else in my Rolodex was
Waltz" from Marat/Sade. That surely sig- Dining Out! adventure, A friend who
trying to tal<e care of last minute errands
nifies something though, of course, a knows about such things recently
before flying off, apparently en 1'nI1SSe, to
happy tune is on everybody's
lips infooned me of the opening of a new the Gay Games in VaQcouver.
around here these days, stemming from French-Trojan restaurant, The Judgment
It seemed a shame not to be able
that rumor that management will be sub- of Paris, down in TriBeCa which sOunds to share this newfound
ebullience' with
•
Sidizing health club memberships for all tailor-made for the community. (ErnSt, at ,somebody but the column does come
of us as a first anniversary bonus (why the copy desk, says that, hencefol1h, the first, so I set out for TriBeCa alone, but
else would a meeting of the contributors preferred term is gemelnscbajt, denoting openly gay and proud of it. First, howhave been called for tomorrow night as it does the inclusion of the is6lated ever, I stopped for an aperitif .at the
after working hours?) and the mood is individual within the collective actf6n of ,revolving cocktail lounge of the Marriott
fairly infectious.
' the political people. I guess I was in Marquis Hotel. The pianist was playing
In these high' spirits, no less valid Manitoba when they held that meeting.
"It Only Takes A Moment" and I IJruck
up a conversation with a gentleman
who was visiting here from Munich. We
got to talking about this gemetnschajt
business, about which he had some
novel and provocative opinions, and
before I knew it the bartender was asking us to settle what amounted to a sizable tab. The gentleman, whose name I
forget, joked that the bill looked like
the reparations
demanded
by the
Treaty of Versailles and asked if I knew
of another place where we could continue our discussion .. When he mentioned Versailles I suddenly realized
that i'd entirely forgotten about The
Judgement of Paris. I thanked my new
friend for a stimulating evening-he'd
really given me a lot to think
about!-and
I raced downtown in a•
taxicab only to discover the restaurant
was shut up tighter than a drum. Well, I
think perhaps an establishment with
suchan early closing time isn't tailormade for our gemetnschaft after all. T
.
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By Michelangelo Signorile

I'd ripped New Yom editor and publisher Ed Kosner to pieces and viciously
criticized his magazine 5everal times. But
rather than set me up with a hatchet
job, he seems to have taken my criticisms somewhat seriously. Coverage
of gays at New Yom has increased a
bit in the past month. And Jeanie
Kassindorf's piece about me and "outing" offered me a forum to speak my
point of view through 90 percent of
her story.
But the experiences of the highly
respected Dr. Lawrence Mass lead me
to believe that any improvement at New
'Yom may be short-lived. A while ago,
Mass sent me a lot of correspondence
from a few years back between himself
and Ed Kosner and various other editors, ,writers and columnists at New Yom
regarding homophobia and gay invisibility at the magazine. And it seems that a
band-aid approach was always taken:
People were reprimanded,
<;overage
increased slightly for a little while, and
then it all went back to the same old way.
PROVE US WRONG TInS TIME, ED.
Keep increasing the coverage of gays
, and lesbians
yes, lesbians and not
just in stories regarding nightlife or AIDS
or "outing" but in all facets of life like
dating and having babies and lots of
'other things that homosexuals do. As
your magazine stated in an article a few
weeks ago, we account for alm9st a mil- '
lion people in µUs city. (We're certainly
10 percent or more of your readership.)
Root out the homophobia
there and
realize what is insenstive to this community. Address people like, Dorothy
Rabinowitz and John Simon if they
indeed offend whole groups of people.
There is still a despet;ate need, ten
years into this epidemic, for a mainstream publication to have regular, inci-

sive and feisty reporting on AIDS and all
the political issues surrounding it. As
your magazine also pointed out recently,
when people who run the media feel
they are not affected by AIDS, the coverage dissipates. Prove to us that that kind
of callous insensitivity is not at New
Yqrk. And, if it might be, put people
affected by AIDS in positions on your
magazine that will allow them to' write
about the disease. Have one of your gay
writers or editors become a regular AIDS
sleuth to write about the injustices surrounding the epidemic. Believe me,
there is so much bigotry, mismanagement and corruption surrounding this
crisis that you'd not only be doing a
humane thing, but-if you got the right
person to cover the beat-you'd' also be

It was ten years ago
when the inspiring
Vito Russo was
urging celebrities
to come out

the outside world. The really brave pe0ple are my friends and loved ones and
everyone else who are out of the closet and living and working in heterosexual environments.,It is they who have to
listen to the gay jokes in the office and
who have to fight back daily. It is they
who' have to constantly feel 'outnumbered, under attack and sometimes fearful. And it is they who have to take the
heat
from
homophobic
heterosexuals as well as from closeted and
reactionary gays regarding my "terrible" behavior.
,
Just as fearless are those individuals
in this community 'who pioneered this
way of thinking, for it certainly did not
start here at Out Week. In 1974, two gay
men fro.m England, Andrew Hodges
with
and David Hutter wrote
Downcast Gays, a pamphlet which
was sent to me by James, Woods at
the Unversity of Pennsylvania. i3hese '.
two guys had all of this stuff carefully
thought out and down pat before I
even knew I was gay. And it was ten
years ago when the inspiring Vito
Russo was urging celebrities in person to come out 'of the closet and
was writing letters to people in the
media attacking them for covering for
people they knew to be gay by pairing them off in heterosexual relationwas the one who was'
ships.
saying the "wrong thing at the wrong
time" and being ,chastised and suppressed by our gay leaders.
,San Francisco writer Steve Beery
first took Liz Smith to task years ago
about the hypocrisy of her position, pro-,
fession and very life. And Harvey
'Fierstein gave it to her himself when she
said
it was "distasteful" of him to thank
"
his lover when he won a Tony Award.
They and others were screaming
long before there was the comfort of the
groundswell of support that I now have.
This was all before me, and before the
wonderous author Armistead Maupin
spoke frankly - naming names about famous gay people at his speaking engagements. It was all before Ian
McKell an came out in London and
began speaking out strongly about the
ridiculousness of the closet. It was
all
•••
before ACT UPs across the country
began exposing the hypocrisy of closeted gay politicians who vore antigay.
And it was a long time before I began
writing TIlE TRUfH
in this column. 'Y
,
,

'

He

providing riveting and fascinating reading. Ed, you could become one of our
heroes.
But enough about Ed.
I'd like to make some clarifications
regarding the misconceptions that have
swirled in the media about the outing
issues. For many readers, outing is seen
as something that originated here. And
many have sent notes or called to tell
me that I'm brave for doing it.,The truth
is that I'm not brave at all; for me, all of
this is fairly easy to do,
I have been lucky enough to set up
my life so that I am completely surrounded by gay people. I work in a
completely gay and lesbian environment. And I spend my more active off
hours in gay nightclubs, bars and meetings and my, more quiet times with the
gay friends I love,
The only heterosexuals I deal with
regularly are my landlord, cab drivers
and my mother. Such a life, where one
feels so empowered and surrounded by
one's own; makes it easy to scream at
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Bernhard, takes on issues of racism, it doesn't mean they'll listen.)
At the premiere of Longtime Comsexism, anti-Semitism and homophobia
by asking me one simple questionpanion, a benefit for the Hetrick-Martin
"Do You Wanna Funkr Positing "a low Institute for lesbian and gay youth, Sandown funky beat" as a political mani- dra showed up with a woman-they
festo, 'Without You I'm Nothing is noth- wore matching suits with different ting short of brilliant.
The World shirts--at five minutes before start time
with a sold-out house. She stood directaccording to Sandra is a schizophrenic
conversation between Karl Marx and ly in front of me; looked across the theSammy Davis, Jr. This film proves that ater and simply said "Son of a, bitch."
anyone so compulsively obsessed with She then traipsed up and down the
fame and celebrity as Ms. Bernhard ' aisles looking for seats, and judging from
should understand how she, herself, is the numbers of "Jesus Christl"s coming
considered a role model in the dyke from her direction, I suspect that she
•
had a difficult time getting them .
community.
Later at the party, Robi, the premiere
liz: This was only proved by the
attendance at the premiere (a benefit for TV bartender, shocked a few atten~AR);
largely lesbian (I had the great dees-they had just seen her in the film
good fortune of running into two former, an hour ago. Timothy Hutton won
how shall I say it, liaisons, with their 'young men's hearts by offering a bite of
new interests), almost all of who loved his cake-and, Sandy, whose -outtakes
the film. During the "Do You Wanna were being shown at Quick! that
Funk?" sequence, the audience, well- night-never quite made it there.;
dressed and well-heeled, was cheeriQg
Both Sydney and I would like to
and screaming. Good for me since I has commend Nora Dunn of Saturday
felt conspicuously
under-heeled on Night Live for boycotting the Andrew
arrival.
Dice Clay episode. If more actors had
The party afterward at Time Cafe the strength and courage (let's face it,
was divided by those who ate and those putting your job in jeopardy requires
who drank. The men working the din- both), we might simply have better perner were dressed as harem boys, and the formers come to the forefront, leaving
women in a close approximation of sul- Qay, and David Geffen for that matter,
in the dust.
, tans (or Akbar and JefO. During dinner,
Girls Night Out: Remember Jenny
Sandra go-go danced, was spun around
by Michael Musto (perhaps trying to and Nancy' of the ill-fated Girl Bar
make her come clean about some of the revival? ' They have parted ways, and are
issues which "are no longer to be dis- now doing competing Thursday nights.
cussed with her"?), and then set upon by Jenny's Girl Bar is at Pyramid ( a place
two women who were trying to remove that still has not issued an apology to
her dress. She kept her clothes,on, we those slandered, fired and assaulted in
just kept on.
the Fag Bar/new manager fiasco; and for
At one point, all the lesbians gath- those who think it was hype, there are
ered by accident in the basement dis- people out of work and still trailed by
cotheque, with murals of large-breasted lies who you can ask about it), and
girl-gangs playing pools. It was at this Nancy's Doll Bar is at Limelight (in the
point that aside from the Hot Boys of Chapel).
AmFAR( A,yner, George and John), I
We'll have more on them soon .....
knew none of the people here; a lot of
,
models who couldn't get into Handle
WITHOUT YOU I'M NOTHING
Bar on this Wednesday night. (You can
Sandra Bernhard
tell a model three ttmes not to walk in
Photo: Jake Crain
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On Creating Prelude to a Kiss and,tongtime Companion
•

"ballsily wrote a card to Stephen
Sondheim and he was very encouraging. He had acutely insightful
. things to say about the play I
showed him, character-wise and
structUre-wise. Basically, he told me
that I was an OK performer but a
good writer and that I should stick to

by Otis Stuart

h, no, I don't mind smoke. I
used to smoke. I like
smoke."
Craig Lucas is momentarily
relaXed against a banquette. Dark,
lean, the 38-year-old writer is fresh
out of replacement rehearsals for his
Prelude to a Kiss, ticket of the
moment. Oscar-winner
Timothy
Hutton is taking over Alec Baldwin's
role for a week of performances at
the Circle Repertory Company on
Sheridan Square before the play
heads uptown to the Helen Hayes
Theater, the Broadway house that
gave you Torch Song Trilogy. Prelude
hits Broadway less than two weeks
before Lucas" first film script, for
Longtime Companion" introduces
mainstream American flIm audiences
to a subject that has flooded print and
television but has missed the big
saeen, the AIDSepidemic.
Lucas is understandably distracted, but the reason is extraprofessional. A friend is being hassled by an ,
insurance corttpany. For a writer distinguished among his peers as'the
one who isn't autobiographical,: Lu~,
is also the frontrunner among the
post- Torch Song playwrights who
have no need to explain being gay.
The facts are obvious, making Lucas
and his generation, by definition, a
group for whom the real world can
resist abstraction, even in an interview. The details get too jagged: "I
guess you could say that I'm the flavor of the second. I'm sure that will
change quickly, and I keep looking
up to see if,a building is going to fall
on me. But so many people in my life
right now are either sick or have just
died that I'm almost afraid to feel
happy. If I let that feeling in, then all
of the grief will come, too. Yes, things
•

'i'.

•
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The chance to do that came in
the form of director Norman Rene,
who gave Lucas the most precious
kind of encouragement a stage for
his plays at Rene Production
Company in Chelsea. "Basically,"
Lucas remembers, "the real struggle
for me was just getting to finish anything. I was such a perfectionist that
I couldn't get past a, certain point
without junking the whole thing and
starting a new, one. Norman set
rehearsal dates, and I had to ftnish a
play." Their association continued
'through the 19808 and all of Lucas'
subsequent
work,
including
Longtime Companion
The early circle of admirers did
not necessarily include the press: "~
once watched a critic write in big letters across his notebook-witless.
You have to get angry and be upset
and disappointed. My first play got
creamed. No one would review my
second play. My third play got
creamed again-'a trivial waste of
the actors' time.' It was liberating.
When I started back to work, I
thought, 'Puck it. I'll do whatever I
want.' ~ was forced back on my own
instincts. Short of calling it arrogance, if I wasn't happy_with it, it
wasn't going onstage. That was the
bottom line-to
find what it is I
stand behind."
The emergent voice, obviously,
was sharp, ambitious and acutely
aware of the encroaching edge.
Fantasy 'was never very far away,
and neither were its twin alternatives bliss or chaos. Reckless began
with its heroine on the run from a

CLOSEUP
Playwright/screenwriter Craig Lucas,
,

are wonderful professionally, and I'm
trying to enjoy them. But it's a harq
time to be happy."
, Professionally
speaking,
it
shouldn't be. The runaway success of
Prelude to a Kiss kisses goodbye to
Lucas' apprenticeship as a writer an~
does so in the sweetest terms: his signature at the bottom of :iseven-figure
contract for the flIm rights. It took a
decade to write. In 1980, after five
years in chorus roles of Broadway
musicals from Shenandoah to the first
meat, pie in Sweeney Todd, Lucas
packed in performing for a typewriter.
"I have a big, brash tenor voice," he
explains. "It's not a great voice, but
Broadway choruses just need you to
be loud. I was a closet writer the
whole time."
He'd been encouraged in that
direction from some lofty heights.
Lucas' first mentor was his poetry
teacher at Boston University, Anne
Sexton, who backed up her advice to
give New York a shot with a recommendation to her New York agent.
While in Sweeney Todd, Lucas says, he
,

'
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denly don't see anymore.
Companion underlines the unthink"The film," Lucas says, "focuses
able juxtapositions of the 80s the
on the purely personal aspects of the
communal heat, sexual and othercharacters' experience. It is not, In its
wise, of Fire Island against icy isolacontent, political, although I would
tion of an iron lung, the splendid
hope that it's effect would be political.
superfitiality of party time run smack
"It's also very vulnerable because
Into the fmality of hard facts, the disit is the only movie on the subject.
tance from a Speedo to a soiled diaCaryn James in The New York Ttmes
,I per. The characters are presented with
said that it was a conventional TV
varying degrees of familiarity some
movie-this wasn't a review but a litup close, others' from a distance and
tle slight she decided to give in her,
keep you at the eye of the storm
coverage
of
the,
Sundance,
husband with a contract on her. Blue through the people you know, those
SII WCAS on,pa.1 7Z
, Window shuffled its characters like a you've heard about, those you sud~
deck of cards, dealing an evening at
dinner out of running monologues
that continuously collided into conversation. Sexuality was as ambiguous
as it was objective, a ubiquitous outlet. However heterosexual its format,
FUNNY, TOUCHING, AND VITALI"
•
- PII. T,,,,", ROLLINGSTONEMil".'
Prelude to a Kiss is the play that got
both Alec "Butch" Baldwin and
"BEAUTIFUllY WRITTEN AND DIRECTED, A FIRST-RATE CASTI"
- GuyFlII~y, COSMOPOLITANM"" ••
Timothy "Together" Hutton to kiss
.-.
Barnard Hughes. On the lips.
( WINNER! 1990 AUDIENCE AWARD UNITED STATES FILM FESTIVAL
"If you're at all in touch with
.. '
"
·"''''''0.'\
, ~:<1'
yourself;" Lucas says, "every part of
you has to feed what you write, the
portrait you paint. You make yourself
naked when you put a work out in
public. I would like to be free to write
only about gay people if that's what I
chose. I sort of feel like August
Wilson, who, when asked by Bill
Moyers if he's ever felt hemmed in by
only writing about Black characters---tf'
you can imagine asking August Wilson
that said there is not a human experience that cannot be contained in a
Black context.
"But I would like to write about
everyone, everything. I'm not interested in seeing another play or movie
that says it's OK to be gay. That's
from another generation. Being gay is
riot innately more interesting than
being anything else. Any generalization you make in either direction is
dangerous. Politically, the greatest
place we could aspire to, as gay people, is a place where we could be
•
IHf SAMUfl GOlDWIN COMPAI! ,,' AMfRICAN PlAYHOUSf' IHfAIRICAl fllMs",,,,,"lOIGIIMf
COMPANION",
banal. As banal as anyone else. No
wpm
CAffRfY PAIRICK CASSIDY BRIAI COUSINS BRUCf DAVISON JOHN OOSSflI
one wants to hear that your mother
MARllAMOS
OfRMOI MUlROm
MARY,lOUISf PARlfR MICHAfl SCHOflflllG
CAMPBHl SCOll
made you gay. People are getting sick
•
,,::~W::::IDlY JAlNflll ".,,, IAIHfRINf WfNNING " ,,",," lYDIA Of AN PllCHfR 'ill:::;: liNDSAY lAW ' ,
and dying. There's another problem."
R .;~r;.":'":,,,..:::" ''''''I: SIAN WlOOIOWSl1 ""':: CRAIG lUCAS ''''''I: NOR MAN Rf N( ~,~f;-~,...-,
=
Enter Longtime Companion. The
ftIm traces concentric circles of friends
swept up into the AIDS epidemic in
ANGELIKA FILM CENTER
CINEPlEX ODEON
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENTS
CQRNER OF HOUSTON AND
HALL CINEMA
New York City during the 1980s. A
STARTS FRIDAY, MAY 11TH CARNEGIE
MERCER995,2000
7TH AVE, AT 57TH ST. 265,2520 '
bulletin from the· front, Longttme
,

liTHE BEST AMERICAN MOVIE THIS YEAR!
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knew this. Even if we (shamefully)
missed the off-Broadway smash hit of
Without You, we had seen Bernhard
other places; in Scorcese's King of
Comedy or Roeg's Track 29 or, of
course, on Late Nigbt. Bernhard's brilliance comes out in all of these places
because it's the kind that is not easy
to hide. Unlike her more famous mayhave-been bedmate who so self-consciously (and successfully) constructs
her image and plays off the idea of
the need to do so, Bernhard simply is
(only) her image; one feels she is naturally like this. The genius is in the
awareness that this is "natural' ("real
life") and that it is so bizarre.
All of this comes
out in
Bernhard's film. From its opening shot
we know to expect the unexpected;
an 18th century costumed and wigged
man plays Bach on the, harpsichord,
personifyir.ei' <l strong and oppressive
Euro-centered tradition that the 'rest-of
the film critiques. And yet what we
get is not really so unexpected after
all; or so unknown. Instead, we recognize ourselves all too frequently as
Bernhard explores our desires to
always be what we're not and our
fears of being what we are. The film
unrelentingly and radically explores
issues of race, gender, sexual orientation and ethnocentricity.
For her purposes, Bernhard creates a series of frighteningly familiar
personas, One of the best of these is a
lounge singer dressed in an orange
satin jumpsuit with very, very long fmgernails. In this guise, Bernhard does
a brilliant rendition of Me and Mrs.
Jones, Each persona, in fact, performs
a musical number, allowing Bernhard
to play more explicitly with her role
as performer, as well as with performance roles. (Her Diana Ross is about
drag and very good drag.) From her
"Chane! Lady" to her "Cosmo Girl,'
Bernhard keeps you not so much
laughing as enraptured.
What she does is funny, but not
in any stand-up-comic sense of the
,

CHANEL CROSSING
"/ have one of those amazing faces"

by Monica Dorenkamp

ay too many of us
probably know Sandra
Bernhard first as the
woman
who did it with Madonna
,
(well, who probably did it anyway,
despite the latter's Vanity-let's-be-Fair
denials), and only second as the
genius she is. Though Bernhard
wouldn't say no to an I-did-it-withMadonna-claim-to-fame (would anyone?), the film release of Witbout You
I'm Notbing will show a wider audience that grounds for such a claim
extend far beyond La Ciccone's bedroom, >falls.
Of course, many of us already
,
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term. The scenarios she creates (and
the transition to film has allowed for
much productive play with makeup,
hair and costume) are so bizarre and
so familiar and, in a surreal way, so
beautiful, you just want more and
more. The writing-by Bernhard and
her director, John Boskovich-is,
ultimately, what mesmerizes. A visit
to the 1978 gay bar scene has one of
my favorite lines: "Suddenly someone gives you a tambourine." To cite
it by itself is not so effective; in this
film, context is everything.
Unlike other comedians who
create "characters," Bernhard always
remains herself; that is, she is always -,
Sandra Bernhard playing someone
who is Sandra Bernhard· (something,
she might argue, she always does
anyway). In doing so, she effectively
locates the world within herself,
explicitly pointing to how what is
outside makes what is inside. And in
Bernhard's case that world is specifi- '
cally not the Euro-philed' space of
the ruling elite, but very much one of
America with all its homegroWCl
diversity. Bernhard is a product of
America (specifically of. the electric
mix of Flint, Michigan and Scottsdale,
Arizona, with Los Angeles and New
York city thrown in), exposing how
America has produced her and, by
extension, how it has produced/is
producing all of us. Implicit, and often
explicit, throughout is a rigorous critique of these facts.
1he time of the film is right now;
that is, some time after Bernhard's off~roadway success in her one-woman
show of the same name. Bernhard's
fame has gone to her head, and her
manager (well played by Lu Leonard)
has sent her back to her humble
beginnings in Los Angeles where she
plays to a mostly Black, very unresponsive audience in the "Parisian
Room.' Before her show begins, we
see Bernhard in her dressing room,
getting ready before her mirror. The
See SANDRA on pege 72
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by Karl Soehnlein

n the underfunded
and overlooked world of independent
film, the experimental ftImmaker
stands as a minority within a minority.
Experimental ftIms are often ignored
by high proftle film festivals because
they're too "unprofessional" looking
(Super8 or 16mm), or too short (usually less than 30 minutes). Small (and
equally underfunded) venues like the
Collective for Living' Cinema' and the
Millenium Film Workshop feature
such films regularly, but often not

.• ,GOTHIC tORMENT

,
Crossing The Atlantik by Robin Guarino

until an artist has established' a body
of work-wh1ch
can take ,years.
Conspiracies '90 is a remedy to this
plight, Now in its third year,
Conspiracies brings together about 40
short films linked by their commitment to experimentation in form as
well as content, and their refusal to
be categorized or defined neatly,
High on the list of must-sees this
year is Greta Snider's Futility. This is a
dense film, both visually and emo-

tionally, which bears multiple viewing
to sort through its many connected layers: a laundry list of despair set against
industrial imagery; an account of a
pregnant woman waiting impatiently
and near hysterically for an abortion;
and a "love letter" seeking an emotional
connection in a relationship which
lacks one. Reworking found footage
from industrial ftIms, Snider pulls meaning from the mundane through her
soundtrack's vivid language: "When.
you say, 'I love you too' it feels like
you're scraping me with a fork." She
links the horrors of her social, biological' and psychological realities to examine the futility of it all.
Lesbian
filmmaker
Barbara
Hammer's latest work, Still POint, is
also one of the festival's highlights.
Hammer interacts with her lover on
camera, sharing an apple, putting on
Chapstick and hiking
through rocky terrain.
Their relationship
is
framed by a fragmented,
questioning voiceover
alternating
between
thoughts of "domestic
bliss" and "domestic
boredom." This search
for the relationship's
boundaries is a foil for
the film's other theme,
homelessness. Footage
of beggars on the street,
holding up a cup or
rummaging
through
garbage, runs amidst
voices of documentarians "defining" the plight of the homeless with detachment. Hammer splits
the screen into four images mirroring
and/or contrasting each other. Still
Point finds its focus at the intersecion
'to home and homeless ness by questioning what constitutes "space," both
public and private, inner and outer,
emotional and physical.
Two other lesbian ftIms in this festival center on romantic fantasy rather
than social reality, In Crossing the

At/anttk, Robin Guarino creates a dark
world haunted by both the sacred and
the profane. A beautiful woman
ambles through her Gothic apartment,
tormented by visions brightly colored "home movie,s" of a family on
vacation-that may be fantasies of her
current state of mind or remem- '
brances of a sunnier past. Her lpver,
dressed in butch drag and smoking a
pipe, enters the room unnoticed and
watches as
the first woman descends
,
into madness, her mind filled Y:"ith
visions of the Madonna. Against"the
background of cliched "suspense
music" and exaggerated sound effects,
Crasslng the At/antik shapes UP' as an
unresolved ftlm noir, but a lush journey worth taking nOl'!-etheless.
Ana Maria Simo's How to Kill
Her is a funkier' version Of lesbian
love lost,
more
angry
than
anguished.
Femme fatale Maura
divides her time between sleeping
on park benches, concocting methods to murder her ex and' visiting ,
her skeptical and 'slightly off-balanr;e '
therapist,
Dr. Stern. Ultimately,
Maura gets no satisfaction,
jµst
another night on the bench. The
film's revenge theme begs comparisons with Sarah Schulman's After
Delores, exhibiting a first-hand
knowledge of the violence beneath
passion's surface.
In addition
to these films,
Conspiracies dips heavily into a
growing pool of gay and lesbian
experimental
filmmakers. Other
work showcased
includes Jim
Hubbard's
Elegy in the Streets,
Jennifer
Montgomery's
Home
Avenue, Monica Treut's Annie and
Jerry Tartaglia's Ecce Homo.' Also of
EUt, a
note is Tanya Cipriano's ~
compelling personal documentary
about Brazilian artist and PWA
Wilton Braga. In addition to being an
indIspensable forum for all experimental illmmakers, Conspiracies is a
testament to' the strong and steady
significance of queer ftIm. T
,
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by Linda Yablonskaya
think poets make the best art writers," Eileen Myles was saying. We
were sitting over coffee, talking
about the upcoming premiere of her
new play, Modern An. "We're born to
describe."
Like a lot of what Eileen says,,
that's probably true. But who else
knows it? Though familiar to the gay
community, to listeners and literati in
the general populace, she is still an
obscure poet. The play's opening can
change all that, following closely as it
does the success of her solo effort,
Leaving New York, which she recently
took from New York to San Francisco
andL.A.
She has chosen the theatrici1 arena
first for its access to a wider audience,
but also because it gives a wider audience access to Eileen-an
outrider
negotiating clever turns in the loops of
human interchange.
She declares herself to be a lesbian
, who writes, rather than a lesbian writer.
While acknowledging that ,being gay is
inherently a part of her work, it is, she
says, never the point of the work. In
her play, for instance, what her characters say about art is the art; whether or
not they are gay is anyone's
guess---their own, included.
Eileen'S poetry and stories--or sto-

"
ried poems, as it were are critical
without being confrontational, smart
but not patronizing. Her unusuaHy
direct style of address, in person or on
the page, enables her to plumb depths
of internal conflict not often spoken of
in polite society: It disarms some pe0ple, while completely alarming others.
As she has many times demonstrated, she is unafraid to place herself in
American history. A classic example is
in the opening bit of Leaving New Yo~
first she reminisces about the image of
the Kennedy clan she grew up watching, and then coolly superimposes her
own personality over it, wryly connecting her own screwy life to the undercurrent events of our time.
"I feel like a junk collectof,'~she
says, when I ask her to comment on
her choices. "I think things attract you
and it could be a conversation or a
piece of green glass on the ground, or
it could be a movie you saw. You don't
know why, but all these things seem
charged .... It's like meeting people. You
don't know why you have to meet that
person across the room, but you gotta •
get there. And you do. Your life is an
assemblage of such moments. A poem
is too."
From a working-class background
in Boston, in whose circles making any
kind of art was taken less than seriously-in fact, undervalued-Eileen Came
to New York in 1974 and almost imme- ,
diate1y joined the writing community
inhabiting the St. Mark's Poetry Project,
Some time later, she became the
Project's director. Over the years she
has many times published work in its
newsletter.
As a legatee of the New York
School poets, who included Frank
O'Hara, John Ashberry, James Schulyer
and Barbara Guest, she writes very
fluid, conversational poems: quick,

,
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urban and influenced by modernism
art. Eileen's earliest creative efforts
were, in fact, in drawing and painting,
and today she is a regular contributor
to An in America.
She started performing in 1985,
and in the last couple of years has
published two books with Hanuman
Press Bread and Water and 1969. In
1988 she wrote, directed and starred in
her first play, Feeling Blue, Parts I, n fir
m. In October, Semtotext(e) will bring
out her latest collection, The Real
Drive.

The day we met for this interview,
Eileen arrived late. That made me' a little testy, and she got a little flustered,
but after a few minutes I was reminded
of something of Gertrude Stein's:
"Anything is an autobiography, but this
was a conversation."

Are yoq on time for your
rehearsals?
,
Yes, I'm on time. I have to be. I'm
sorry. I had to go to ~e cash machine
and then make a copy of the script for
you,
You didn't have to do that.
Well, what should I have done? I
figured it was much better to do it
now ...

OK, well now you have to sit
there and look at me whlle I read it.
" No, really? Let me put it in order
for you. Bear in mind it's going to be
rewritten.
.,
It is?
Oh, yeah! Rehearsal is the best
time to rewrite I think ...when you get
the voices there.

How many in the cast?
There's two in the first part,..
Well, how many in the play all
together?
It's either 12 or 13. There's so
many dancers in the second part I
always lose track of how many there

,

•
•

Octavio paz wrote a big biography of
her, a big sexist biography, and she,
for example, did what was the function of poets at that time write little
theater pieces for entertainment
in
court, etc., etc.
A kind of occasional poetry.
,Yeah. Which again, the New York
School poets wrote you know, "for
Joan Mitchell's birthday"-that would
be a Frank O'Hara poem...and incidentally, all those poets wrote plays.
Mayakovsky, one of my heroes, wrote
plays.
,
Is your play in any way politi-

cal?

THOROUGHLY MODERN ...
Eileen Myles

Photo: Dona Ann McAdams

are. Can you accept that answer or do
you really want to know exactly?
No.
'
I don't think it's that important.

,

Oh yeah, yeah. Mostly in terms of
feminism and the art world ...
So do you think of yourself as a
sort of "message poet"?
I think everybody is.

'

Right.
'
But you've been writing poetry

all your life.
Yeah, I think writing plays is just a
normal extension of being a' poet and,
historically, it always has been, Brecht
was a poet, Shakespeare was a poet.. ..
I got very interested in a Mexican
woman, a poet, of the Baroque era,
Sor Juana del la Cruz, she's great,

,

Your work is generally very
personal. but you say this play is
more politically intended. That's
mote than

personal. '

It involves people as a group. It's
not a personal.voice, it's many. I mean
There's two people in the fl!'St parta play is just a poem with many voicIt's divided into two acts?
Three. There's two male charac- es. Like in this dance scene, it's sort of
ters in the first part, and then there's, a sendup, it's a state-funded bad femisay, nine dancers in the second part, nist theater group is what it is, and
so that's 11, and then there's two main they're wearing Roman dress.
This is the situation?
actors, and then there are seven
Yeah. I mean, I had the picture
dancers. '
first. I didn't know what these women
, Seven dancers.
were doing but I knew I wanted a lot
Yeah. I'll check my figures later.
of women in Roman Legionnaire outAD right. Is it a musical?
No, it's ah ...er, yes, I guess it's sort fits-this is how I write and then I
of influenced by musicals. I mean, it'~had to figure out, what could they be
a collaboration, like I'm working with doing? And I thought, well, they're
this choreographer, Ellen Fisher, and making a play!, As it goes along it gets
she comes from a visual art back- to be a kind of "Maedchen in Uniform"
ground, but what she really does is or a Catholic school, which is where I
mean, I'm completely
dance. I sat down and wrote the play grew up-I
": with, you know, spots where dance influenced by that, and 50s 'IV: Your
Show of Shows, Btlko, Jackie Gleason.
could fit in.
You just "sat down and wrote That stuff was great.

the play"?

•
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, You're very open about who
you are and where you're at, sexually, politically, artistically ...etc. po
you think you limit your audience
that way? By exposing so much of
yourself in your work?
No, no, no. At some point along
the way I just felt that I had to look
for where the energy was, anc! often,
to me, it's the place where I'm most
,
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by Catherine Saalfield

pulled sOme scarves out of her pack
sack and tied me-to the Christian
decor."
Another short piece, called "In
Harmony," allows wigs, hair extensions and stretch marks from too many
babies to take center stage. Playing all
five characters in the dressing room,
our hero relates her usually glamorless
experiel?-ce of stripping last year at the '
Harmony
Burlesque
Theater
in
Tribeca. "Sex," she told me, "is the
thread in everything I've done over the
last few years. And stripping has given
me courage to be open and accepting." Initially, she performed as a stripper to explore the sex industry,but
now she enjoys the financial indepe1idence it gives her. Sheuses the money
to create her art, and to bop from NY
to SF and back again with her lover
and collaborator Tracy.
Diviana sees performance--stripping or experimental theater
as a
way to empower herself and other Ies
bians, as well as straight women, gay
boys and, yes, straight boys too. She
says, "The thing that feels best to me is
coming out on stage." Whether
a
straight club, at a gallery, or on a lesbo
stage, she claims, "Ultimately sexuality
is an expression of women's power
and strength." For the girls, she "lets
her guard down, so it's very much like
sex, an idyllic orgy ...It feels so fucking
good." For the mainstream, she's "not
preaching to the converted, but exp0sing lesbian sexuality in an informative
and empowering way." Appearing as a
self-proclaimed "lesbian saint," Diviana
demands and, receives respect and
appreciation from thoSe boys for her
confidence, humor and courage; "I
have my fantasies, they can have
theirs."
Her other two pieces, "Memoirs
Of An Adult Woman," and "Story of
cO," reflect a process of dependency;
of obsession, of struggle and, ultimately, self-acceptance. On the stage for
"Memoirs·
(designed
by Andrea
Stanley), a blow-up plastic sex doll
,

ou will go home wanting to
fuck your girlfriend," promises
Diviana Ingravallo about the
effect of her upcoming performance at
PS 122 called Gone Bad. For the recovering Catholics among us, she, offers in
her most sultry, ltalianate accent, "You'll
want to find the first church, climb
through the windows to do it there."
Hailing from a_small, town in Southern
Italy, and more recently from the sexfriendly coastal haven of San Francisco,
Diviana graces us with succulent niblits
of her past and present lustfulness.
Diviana's
who your mother
warned you about and she puts it all
out there on stage, Combining heavily
accented monologues with slides and
photo murals by Tracy Mostovoy, she
uses sensuous intonations, hints and
obsessions to tease her audience along.
Whether she's making herself cum
while watching a couple of dykes go at
it in the next bathroom stall, or following her girlfriend to the "store" for some
'drugs, she's honest, serious, funny and
sexy as hell. When obvious inquiries to
the autobiographical
quality of her
work arise, she says, "I use my art as a
form of exorcism without having to be
literal." Since, only she knows where
her art and life converge,' she says, "I
want people to take the suggestive
road, not the enquirer road."
In "Hello Fucia" and "Ex-Catholics
Do It aetter," Diviana's erotic communication transcends the usual frill and
flower metaphors in "womyn-lovingwomyn erotic writing," Because she's
tired of linear, predictable and boring
lesbo symbols, you won't find any
water imagery illustrating this girl's
graphic imagination. She likes to talk

,
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La Divina Diviana
about girls' panties and how things taste.
"Hello Fucia" is a sex-callin the dark,
from one woman-who
can see the
other undress, sleep, move about her
apartment-to
another requesting that
she keep her curtain open.
And Diviana's not above self-criticism, or as she calls it, "the self-humorous lesbian thing," where we become
the brunt of our own jokes. "I just might
break my heart open and let you in," the
woman whispers to Fucla, "what a lesbian thing to do."
In "Ex-Catholics,"
she credits
oppressive religion and hours in catechism with her relish for performing
exorcisms beneath the watchful gaze of
a seven-foot Jesus. "Sins, guilt, punishment, saaifice, prohibition, they all have
added a great deal of intrigue and kinkiness to my sex life." Maybe it's the frankincense, the drippy, sputtering candles,
or creeping Catholic guilt, or maybe it's
simply the seductive
Diviana who
inspires: "This time she looked up at
Jesus and driven by a sacrilegious
impulse, instead of falling into a post
orgasmic lazy high, she undressed me,
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the course of the article I do refer to
them as such for the sake of convenience, don't take it literally.)
, I was struck with how' unusual it
felt to hear so many different gay voices
gathered within four walls. The characters you will ftnd inhabiting the Sandy
by Dominique DibbeU Moss Room are as diverse as they come.
They are female, male, Black, white,
latin, vanilla, into bondage, well-to-do,
working class, activists, in the closet,
he Cartoon Sbow at the Lesbian sober, using, bisexual, young, old,
the Gay Community Center is 'urban-professional, earth-worshipping,
proof of the affinity between
you name it!
The beauty and punch of this show
queers and cartoons. It's no wonder, as
historically cartoons have lent them- is in part due to the particularity of each
selves to the musings of the iconoclast, artist's work and credit for this must go to
the introvert, the weirdo, the otherwise- the curatorial vision of Jennifer Camper,
silenced individual. The result of queers Burton Clarke, Howard Cruse and Mark
using the queerest medium is an explo- Johnson. But, it's also because of the cartoon form.
What's so
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Like Henry James with a
dash of romantic socialism
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are as warm and individual as a human
sion of exciting, liberating gay voices. (l body.
, Which is not to say that this show
should note right off the bat that the
show is described <lS presenting "the is only worthy as an endearing example
work of 40 cartoonists who deal in their of humanity or gay unity, which it clearwork with the lesbian and gay ly is. It's also a landmark collection of
experience," which I infer to mean that frne cartoon work I would encourage
some of these cartoonists may not refer anyone, gay or straight, who possesses
to themselves as gar or lesbian. So, if in
s•• DM DR paga 73
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Making Sense of Censorship
by Ernest Hardy'

he issue of censorship is one
that has otherwise sensible pe0ple talking in circles. It's not just
right-wing fanatics who are urging
labeling or outright censorship; from
the confusion and anger of those under
attack come voices saying "well,
maybe ..." And this is what is most
frightening: that artists will now start
voluntarily censoring themselves, that
they won't fight for freedom of expression for other artists if the politics or
beliefs in question don't tow a certain
line, or that they'll get so caught up in
their own double-talk and confusion
that they'll be virtually ineffective when
push comes to shove comes to kick
some ass.
An example is the following
excerpt from an interview with Salt of
the rap group Salt-N-Pepa. A variety of
topics were discussed, but what was
most surprising, and alarming, were her
conflicting and often backward views
on censorship. '

, Did you know Salt-N-Pepa have
been targeted by censorship forces
as one of the groups to label? The
song "Push It" is high on their Hst of
offensive songs.
"Are you serious? That's very igno-

a hard time and I don't think that's fair
because everybody has a right to
express their opinion on whatever or
whomever, you know? This is the
•
United States of America, and we're
supposed to have freedom of speech.
If that's the way they [PE] feel, about
things, then I don't think they
should; ..I don't know if they're trying
to discredit them or what, but the
media is, the media and wherever
there is confusion or controversy, the
media is there, so there's really not too
WHOSE SIDE ARE YOU ON?
much you can say about them."
Female Rappers Salt-N-Pepa
Whoa. Where to begin? FlI'St off,
of those lyrics."
this is not an attempt to either ridicule r
How do you respond, then, to
or slag off Salt. I think she reflects the
the argument that rap contributes to confused and baffled , take
on the
,
society's ills rather than reflecting
whole situation that a lot of people
them?
'
have. What is more
than a little fright•
"Some rap does. Not all rap; you
ening, though, is her not being more
cannot categorize. The rap that g<;>es, informed on the matter, not even
'yeah suck it, feel it, touch it, fuCk me,"
knowing that her group has been tarexcuse my language, [but] I think it's
geted. It's this kind of obliviousness '
detrimental with problems like teen-age
that gives the other side' so much
'pregnancy, AIDS and so on and so
power. The real kicker, though is, it
forth."
depends on what they're censoring..." U
With the rap community under
that doesn't send chills, it should.
attack from conservative forces, is What we all have to realize is that no
there anything they are doing to
idea or thought, no matter how repugprotect themselves? Are they coming
nant we may find it, should be denied
together to form any organi7ations
a forum. This is on principle. If we
or take any initiatives to offset cen- fmd what has been said, shown, (or,
sorship tactics?
yes, even photographed) offensive,
"Well, I think there are mixed views
then we counter with another idea,
on it. You know, everybody in the rap
express an opposing thought. To
induStry is not for censorship and everyallow any narrowly determined and
body is not against censorship either. I defined group who are in favor of
haven't heard about anything like that [a censorship even a sliver of concession,
rap community effort to combat censorsuch as "it deperids," is_to open a
,
ship tactics]. I wouldn't join...It depends
doorway to danger.
on what they're censoring, to me. That
There can be little doubt that the
would be something that would be hard
homophobia or misogyny or racism of
to do because everybody has their own
an Ax! Rose, Big Daddy Kane, Skid
idea of what should be censored, 'cause , Row or Ice-Tis morally and socially
I'm sure there would be some things on
irresponsible-and
reprehensible.
the list, like Salt-N-Pepa, that I don't
What we must all bum into our heads,
agree with. {laughs}Maybe I would join; though, is that even if we as women
I don't know."
and/or gays and/or an ethnic minority
Do you think Public Enemy has find these people and their "art" sickgotten a fair shake from the media?
ening, we have to fight fOr their right to
The media has given Public Enemy
Sn S-N-P 011pell8 73
,'

rant."

[She goes on to inform me,
though, that she wouldn't' make a
record like "Push It" today because
she feels, it is not in the best interests of young fans and isn't a positive statement for those fans, and
then elaborates on rap in general]
'There are so many groups I have
seen and heard that, the things they talk
about, I think, add to the problems we
have with teenagers: the promiscuity,
teen-age pregnancy and the whole nine
'yards. I think it's very disturbing, some
,
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by Madam X
n performance, the three women
who make up Scrawl radiate
warmth and good humor, which is
rare on stage these days. During
their last New York concert
Pyramid,
May 2) bass player Sue Harshe's mike
stubbornly refused to function during the
first couple of son~. Instead of getting
mad something many male musicians
with big, throbbing egos would have
done Sue and guitarist Marcy Mays
joked and pretended to go on a strike.
The three women frequently look at each
other, obviously enjoy playing with each
other and, even better, they smile at each
other. Many female performers, especially
"
ones, look only at the listener/spectator, who is always assumed to be
male. Check out a Bangles video: The
attitude is a big, inviting "come on," and
they never look at each other. Their message could have been inscribed on coffee
cups ("we are here to serve you") and I'm
actually quite surprised their record c0mpany never thought of it. Anyway, my
point, before this tangent (is this sweat I
can see pouring down on the keyboard?)
was how tight-knit Scrawl looked last
Wednesday, and all the previous times I'd
seen them live. They try to be more than
just cute and harmless. Seeing them being
themselves---three friends
is the great~ reward anyone could get from, going
to a concert. On top of that they also
rocked and rolled and laughed and dlsplayed some emotion, all in one Perfect
hour of, er, yes, entertatnment.
,
, Marcy, Sue and Carolyn "devil
drummer" O'leary have been playing
together in Columbus, Ohio since 1985,
Marcy and Sue readily admit they had to
start working on theii instruments after
Carolyn, a better musician, joined. To be
frank, this didn't really show on the
band's debut album, Plus, Also, Too,
which was issued on a small label in
1987 and then coupied with the second
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MIDWESTERN DREAMGIRLS
Marcy Mays, Sue Harshe and Carolyn
Photo: ehas Krider
O'Leary are SCRAWL
one, He's Dtunk, on one ronvenient m
(Rough Trade). These two albums are two
sides of a same coin, the women banging
on their instruments with an enelID' fueled
by their technical limitations (except for
Carolyn, but more on her later). Marcy and
Sue traded harmonies with the guts of
those who don't have anything to lose,
least of all a musical reputation. These first
two albums were critically well-received,
and Scrawl were compared to everybody
from the Slits to early WIre to the Fall. But
mainly, they sound like themselves and,
after hearing them once, you too would
recognize them anywhere.
Marcy rasps like a woman, not like a
little girl pleading for attention. The lyrics
she sin~ may reflect her confusions, insecurities or doubts, but she sure won't let
you forget that she's in a rock band,
Scrawl doesn't feel the need to bury their
Songs under a ton of "meaningful meaning"; they bare their emotions without
frills, and without calling attention to it. For
instance, "Slut," a song from the first
album, has lyrics that begin with self~eprecation ("Sometimes I think I'm turning
into a slut") but end up with defiance and
a' warning ("To look at me would scare
you half to death.'')
Scrawl's
brand
new
album,
SmaJ/mouth (Rough Trade) is produced by
Gary "Mr. Slick" Smith, who also worked
with Throwing Muses, the Pixies and the
Chills, in an avowed attempt to get a better

production and, maybe, a bit more airplay. I'm not sure it'll work, but even if
the album isn't nearly as gripping as the
previous ones, it still has enough anger,
pain and joy to make you respond to it.
Sure, Marcy singing "I Need You" instead
of Eurythmics' Annie Lennox may surprise at first, but think again... Lennox
sin~ this song, with her impeccable technique, as an enormously successful
woman, a woman who could have anything or anybody she wants, but who
says she'd dQ anything for that particular '
person, because, gee, guess what, ~cess isn't everything. When Marcy Mays,
from Ohio, guitarist with a band that sold
4,000 copies of their second album, sings
this song, it's literally about being ready
to lose everything for someone. It's about
being a real life, vulnerable, human being,
not an unattainable ice queen. It comes
from the guts, not an exercise 'itl'Slngmg
technique, and it's a hundred times more
touching than Annie Lennox's flawle$S
voice, But then, I'm the one who finds
k.d. lang boring because she's so perfect,
so rehearsed, that she leaves no room for
real emotion,
When all is said and done, the best
thing about scrawl is their drummer.
Most female drummers belong to the
minimalist tradition established by the
Velvet Underground's Mo Tucker: a simple beat, enough to sustain the band's ,
drive,but no extra frills, Later on, bands
like the Slits, the Blake Babies, 11th
Dream Day, the A-Bones, even the
Carpenters, all had women handling the
drums with economy. But not Carolyn
"Animal" O'leary, The woman is a pleasure to observe during a performance
because she sustains a mean, complex
beat, uses cymbals a lot, stares at the
ceiling and shakes her dark han:, as if
thinking "Metallica here I come!" I love
it, I love it, I love it!
Scrawl: They are the girls-next-door
you knew all your life and who then
started .playing m~sic. They even got
good at it, much to your surprise, and,
maybe, ~eir own. Now is the time to
aitch up with them, while they can sti11
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who organized the Fully Erect! Fully
Aroused! reading series this year. The last
program for In Our Own Write this season, a reading on April 26 by four contributors to the anthology Poets for Life:

byJohn Wing

Seventy-Six

Poets Respond to AIDS

(crown), represented a changing of the
guards, with Martinac humorously telling
the audience, "Andrew takes over effective now." She was clearly looking forward to her new freedom.
This transition was a moment for
Martinac to look back on what the series
had accomplished, and what new directions Mellen will take. It was also a fitting occasion
to remember
the
contributions of Gregory Kolovakos,

participated, it was the first time they
had been paid to read their work.
"Gregory's idea," said Martinac,
"was that our thrust shouldn't be devoted to the stars for the literary world, but
to the emerging stars. The people who
are not known, especially focusing on
women and people of color, whose
voices are often discouraged in many
reading series."
Most importantly, Kolovakos was
Martinac's mentor. "He helped me to
think the series all the way through.
Gregory was a one-man advisory committee." Kolovakos had been the one
to suggest having a program around
Poets for Life, and before the reading
took place, Martinac spoke to the audience about his influence, and finished
off by saying, "I want to express my
deep sadness that Gregory can't be
here tonight." It was in
many ways' symbolic that
Martinac should finish ,off
her tour of duty wi~h a
program so meaDingful to
Kolovakos. "It gives me a
feeling of closure to leave
now since G~gory died,"
she said.

On a fall evening in 1988,
Paula Martinac was apprehensive about the turnout of the
first event in the new literary reading
series In Our Own Write which she was
coordinating. The program---scheduled
to begin at 7:30 pm-was a poetry, fiction and dramatic reading
by members, of Otber
Countries, a Bla,ck gay
mens' writing group. By
7:15, the capacious auditorium at The Center was
embarrassingly empty.
"I was terrified,· said
Martinac recently. "My
reputation
was on the
In Our Own Write
line." It was slightly comalso functions as an obtforting when at 7:30, a
reach program to bring
small group wandered in,
more diverse audiences to
which meant, at least, that
The Center. In the (mt, the
the audience would now
series has advertised in
not only
consist
of
Black and latino newspaMartinac and her staff.
pers to publicize their readJust then, when failure
It is perhaps
ings.
Photo: Morgan Gwenwald
PASSING THE TORCH
seemed evident, a strange
Martinac's greatest legacy
thing began to happen. A Paula Martinac and Andrew Mellen
that bridges have been
steady stream of people started trailing
who conceived of the series, and who
built between various sectors of the gay
in; soon there was even a long line waitdied of AIDS on April 16. The director of
and lesbian comrilunity through the love
,ing to pay. By 8:00, 75 had been seated,
the literature program of the N.Y:S.
of writing.
Council on the Arts, and a translator of
'and In Our Own Write was launched
"In two years this has happened,"
with the first of its many triumphs. It was latin American writing, Kolovakos spent
said Martinac. "We have drawn in so
also the first important
lesson that
his career nurturing poets and fiction
many women and people of color to
Martinac would learn about literary readwriters. His idea was for a series at The
our series-and
young people, too."
ings in New York: They never begin on
Center that would spotlight emerging talThe last reference is to one of the seatime.
'ent
and would have a multicultural person's biggest successes, a performance
After two seasons with the series,
spective.
It was Kolovakos
who
by a group of gay and lesbian students
Martinac-a
writer, editor of a literary
approached Martinac about organizing
from the Harvey Milk High School.
jouma! and staff member of the Feminist the series, and it was he who wrote the
In addition to readings, In Our Own
Press-bas resigned from her volunteer
first grant proposal to the Cultural
Write sponsored two writing workshops,
position in order to concentrate on her
Council Foundation, which has continthis season for the first time, and plans to
own writing projects. Her replacement is ued to support the series to the present
increase the number next season. The
Andrew Mellen, an actor and director,
day. For many of the writers who have
workshops were well-received, since
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many ~ysand lesbians haVe found problems with conventional worltshops.
"Our woIkshops are a safe place to
work on your craft," said Mellen.
, "Sexuality is sometimes, used to invalidate
your work. It's a relief to be with other
gay and lesbian writers, where you are
supported socially and with your craft."
Martinac agreed, and told of Qow,
at some workshops she had attended,
she had been asked why all of her characters were lesbians. "I would reply,
'Why are all your characters straight?' In
our workshops, we can deal explicitly
with every type of relationship."
Since the series' mandate is to showcase the broadest array of writers, it is necessary for Martinac and Mellen to depend
on a committee of volunteer advisors.
Sometimes a writer has submitted work to
Martinac in order to be considered as a
reader, but mainly she has relied on the
committee and her own judgment.
While it would seem that Mellen
has a tough act to follow, he is clearly
more excited than intimidated by what
the future holds for the series. "Paula
has created such a good foundation
for me," Mellen said. "She has handed
me something to work for; the series is
something that has been entrusted to
me. Nothing will be changed in the
serie~, only expanded. I hope I can
open the series up to all voices in the
community. I don't want this to , be my
series. Everyone is going to be included, and I defmitely encourage people
to volunteer and to participate."
"
A committee for the series will meet
once a month under Mellen's coordination, and by the end of June he plans to
have next season's roster of events in
.place. Mellen also plans to have the first
benefit for In Our Own Write.
Though Martinac had said that
she was leaving the series because
"it
,
was time for new energy," her last program found her in high spirits, without
the slightest trace of fatigue.
Michael Klein, a poet and the edithe
tor of Poets for Life,. opened
evening by reading Adrienne Rich's
poem about the loss of a friend to
AIDS, In Memoriam. "...If I could take
the hour/death moved into you undeclared, unnamed!
even if sweet, if I
could take that hour!between my for•
ceps tear at it like a monster."
. Later, Klein spoke about how

~

,

necessary In Our Own Write is for
emerging writers as a way of coming
out. Another poet, Maureen Seaton,
said, , "It's such a relief to be here. At
other readings
my poems to my
lover just wouldn't go over. It's not
that the audience is hostile, it's more
that the subject matter of my poems
is ignored."
And Honor Moore,
whose ftrst book of poems, Memoir
(Chicory Blue Press), was published
last year, said of the series, "It's just a
wonderful
experience
being here
reading in front of my community.

As a poet, 1 have a totally base line
connection with. the audience that 1
never feel anywhere else."
For Martinac,
the evening
ended
with her in her office,
preparing
it for its new tenant,
Andrew Mellen, Most likely, she
will be assisting Mellen for awhile
with the upcoming
series. "I had
been feeling guilty thinking that I
had to stay on as coordinator or the
series when I felt that I should be
moving on. I'm so thankful I got
Andrew!" ...
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LUCAS from Plill 61
Festival-that
takes the position that
AIDS is a gay disease. I say, 'Where'
does this movie say it speaks for ,the
AIDS epidemic?' I carne to feel that the
movie could not take on the burden of
all those responsibilities and remain
honest. It could have been great propaganda and had a Black, a Jew, a
poor person, a hemophiliac
with
AIDS, or it could have been about a
real world I really knew and that really
existed. As far as I'm concerned, the
basis of that kind of criticism is homophobia, as if it is not sufficient to tell
the story of gay men who are dying.
"I decided to tell the truth about a
world that I knew, and part of the .,tory
was that this was hermetically-sealed
community. You think that's changed?
Have you been to Fire Island lately? I
know gay men, who, if they volunteer to
work with AIDS cases, don't want to go
to Harlem Hospital. It's fear, the same
fear that keeps the rest of the country
from wanting to shake your hand or
mine. Gay men have found out what
they have in common with people in
Harlem Hospital, and, if the people
there don't see gay men as their allies,
we're all sunk. Because the truth is that
George l3ush and all the .people who
helped elect him would just as soon w~
all die. George "No New Taxes" Bush,
he of the kinder, gentler America, is still
not spending any money on social services.
"I feel very vulnerable, and, if our
filnl makes people angry, I hope those
people make a movie. Show what has
to be shown, I was angry enough to
say, 'Why the fucl:chasn't there been a
movie about AIDS with gay people at
the center of it?' In the, ten years of this
epidemic, there have been 55 novels
and stories and lV movies about every, one else affected by AIDS. Why hasn't
there been a movie about gay men and
the effect of AIDS on their lives and

a

,

world?
"In the film, Willy taking Sean's
hand after he's died and holding
it-that's
something our generation
would never have known before
AIDS. Some people fmd the film lightening ultimately, and they come away
, feeling less fearful. One of the things
that's happened in the wake of AIDS
is that the word homosexual is on the

,

news every night. That was not true ten
years ago. It is the only consistently
good thing I can find in this whole
mess. If another writer does another
movie dealing with AIDS, I'll be happy.
It's the not talking about it-all of
it-that drives me crazy. Covering your
earS is not a solution to anything." 'Y
SANDRA from plill 62

shot sets the tone for the film as it puts
us in the position of literally watching
Bernhard watch herself. Any voyeuristic
pleasure we may have in doing so is
immediately called into question as she
directly turns to look at us, making her
and 'us self-consciously aware of each
other's, and our own, roles. And when
she addressed us, she eerily (but not
surprisingly) says exactly what we have
been sitting there thinking: "I have one
of those amazing faces."
If the time of the film is right now,
the time in the fIlm--or more specifically,
in ,the show within
the
film-moves
in and out of the past
three decades, a time seemingly determined (like everything else in the film)
by Bernhard's own life. The film is '
political autobiography that shows that
all autobiography
(the personal) is
political. This is all further reinforced,
and complicated, by images and interviews that connect Bernhard's numbers.
These
include
interviews
with
Bernhard's
manager
and
an
actor/friend, Steve Antin, as well as the
"real" star of the Parisian Room,
Shoshanna (Denise Vlasia), a stripper
who looks and moves like (none other
than) Madonna (and this is not the only
allusion to her-even
Warren gets
referred to). Shots of one other character, Roxanne (Cynthia Bailey), connect
different scenes. Never speaking, she
acts as something of an alter ego for
Bernhard, as a bond between them is
established both visually and themati~
cally. All of this helps expose what
Sandra Bernhard is and is not and
might be.
Without You I'm Nothing is all
about looking. It challenges what we
see by exposing all that we might not
be seeing. It also challenges how we
present ourselves as often with' an idea
of who is looking as without When
Bernhard fmally admits to .her audience
"Without you, I'm nothing," she slips
~

,
,
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up; "Without me" she says first, and
both-as she has made clear throughout the film-ate equally true. In the
production notes, Bernhard is quoted:
"My whole career is about creating false
mythology .. .I like the idea of people
thinking things about me that are completely untrue." One of the effects of her
ftlm is to question and confuse ideas of
"true" and "false." It is, like much of the
best visual, film and performance art
being done today, entertaining on a
mass-appeallevel and radical, subversive
and challenging. So go see it. 'Y
MYLES from plill 65
,

embarrassed.
If I say the thing I
shouldn't say ...that's what I'm attracted
to.
Taboo stuff.
Yeah. I think at the core of anything I write there's .always one thing
I'm not talking about, so it looks, like
it's about this but really it's about drat. I
think there's just a sea of repression to
be activated! There' are so many things
you're not supposed to say, and, they
always turn ·me on.
Are you saying your writing is a
form of mischief.
Yeah, I like thatl
You feel an underlying need to
be bad?
Yeah. Yeah. 'Y

GOOD from pilla 66
and a jungle of smaUer dolls on sticks
populate Diviana's surreal field of vision.
As she recalls the exhilaration of lusting
after her older sister, she faces the poison
of homophobia and conformity. "My sister," (who is traditionally married with
children now), "has always had full lips. I
wanted those Iips...never understood if I
wanted them to be on my face or if I
wanted to kiss them." She attends to the
girl, soothing, for example, the pain and
vulnerability of her-secret abortion,
"admiring her fragility because it makes
me feel strong." Her sister, however,
betrays the affections: "She never confesses her own sins but always prays for the
redemption of mine."
, Left to her own resources, having left
Italy and come out simultaneously at 19,
Diviana has fought the relics of her home
life, the need to care for others, "the
search for and loss of a love source."
Involved with this pain, the new piece,

•

~

"Story,of cO," is in some ways her mast
daring yet Posed tall and naked on a six
foot chair, Diviana recounts in fragments
the story of a dependent: needles, drugs,
sex, love and insult "The craving of the
, things you brought into my life. The
absence, abuse, hostility ...Bring me into
your life. I want to be what you crave, I
want to spill out of your veins. I never
,want to be enough." She is turned on:
"The first time you tied up your arm 'with
the phone cord, unplugging it from the
, phone machine, I laughed. I found it
amusing like a child's bravery." Then she
is turned off: "The fourth time I was disgusted and left the room." She ends with a
love letter to a love removed; crying and
jonesing, while actually craving to have
her old (dean) baby back. The piece takes
a minimalist approach, but as with all of
her work, the impact is substantial. Expose
yourself to Diviana at PS 122....
'

D&F from peg_ fi1

style. His delicate lines and dramatic use of
contrast are nicely wedded to his frequently serious and sometimes chilling themes.
An excerpt from his unforgettable
Satyr-in which a long-haired fairy is
chased by doset-ase fag bashers only to
transform himself into an invincible
hooved hunk at the crucial moment-is
happily on exhibit here.
Robert Triptow's work reflects his
knowledge of comic strip history and clev- ,
erly reworks it from a queer perspective.
The hilarious Yag Thlgb; which originally
appeared as the cover for an issue of ,Gay
,O>mb; is a delightful spoof of "The Par.illel
World" from Supennan Cornia;--« bizarre,
planet in which everything runs backwatds.
Marvel's version has an ugly twin of
Superman who speaks in a backward
tongue and is as evil and amoral as
Superman is good. Triptow's version shows
heterosexuals Supennan and Lois Lane in
an embrace, surrounded by those mussyhaired Parallel World inhabitants who taunt
them with questions like, "Hey, honey!
Why not you be feminine bulldyke?"
The traditiOil of erotic comics for gay
men possibly predates any other fonn of
gay cartoon. The curators of this show
made an interesting choice in showing only
one sample of a well-known erotic artist,

even a passing affection for cartoons to
huny and see.
The drawing styles represented are as
diverse as the cultural perspectives.
Howard Cruse is pedtaps one of the most
widely recognized gay artists whose strip,
Wende~ ran in 1be Adwcatefor years. His
"professional" style is a wonderful subver- Sean, while showing several works from a
sion of Arr:bie comics, with its dean-lined,
pamphlet on safe sex, all of which explicitly
wholesome, turned-up nose look, which
depict safe-sex techniques. (This is the very
he uses to eloquently decoristruct institu- painphlet, incidentally, which was cited by
tional homophobia.
anti-sex: homophobe Senator J<:S5e Helms
Alison Bechdel is our foremost les- as evidence of the depravity and 'promobian cartoonist Her Dykes to Watch Out tion of
found in AIDS eduFor books and strip are inunensely popu- , cation Iitemture.) Had the curators wanted,
lar. While there are foremothers from the the show could have contained more samunderground scene, women like Mary pIes from the erotic cartoon tradition, as
Wmgs and Roberta Gregory, Bechdel has there is plenty of it (for men, anyway), and
ushered in a new em of accessible, witty some d it is quite good (though inky bodicommermuy on the post-women's studies ly fluids are exchanged by the bucketful).
I~:lesbian existence. Along with other les- The safe..sex: cartoons were interesting prjbians who've followed this postmodem' marily from a historical and political pertrend, Bechdel unapologetically employs a spe<:tive, while not necessarily from a
popular fonn (the soap opera-style cartoon cartoon history perspective.
Dykes, sadly, are lagging in the area
strip) with an inlplicit lesbian, ~
of erotic cartoons. J.E. Randall, whE>se
feminist, worldview, a maneuver previous
genemtions of gay and women's libbers ~
have appeared in On Our Bocks,
have cons~dered contrad!-ctory ,or simply is one of the few whose work consistently
impossible. Her graphic style is something , includes some erotic element.
I find myself wanting to call "dykey," but
A very wise faiIy once <bietved to me
probably owes much to the utilitarian,
that when a person says, "fm gay," it's like
a rxxm. because of the depths that person
semi-naturalistic lines of Doonesbury. ,
had to plurpb within themselves before
In tenns of craft, the work of Bulton
being able to make the statement. By that
Clarke stands out. Clarke, a self-taught
artist, draws in a realistic and cinematic
token, I find even the mast col1lIIleltially-

oriented of these strips beautiful. U!onanJ
and Larry follows the sitcom-like antics of
an upper middle-class West Hollywood
couple, and is draWn by Tun Barela with a
graphic artist-like polish. While my own
indinations might run more toward the ra~
ical lesbo and
style of Alison
BechdeI, there's still something touching in
U!onanJ and Larry that Apartment 3-G will

never approach.
It should be noted that not all of these
comics are comic. Several of the strips I.
touch on serious themes. Two of the works
are autobiographical sketches by aJtisIs who
are ill with AIDS. Robef1ll Gregory and N.
Leigh Dunlap both have strips which deal
with alcoholism and drug abuse. Ivan
\elez, an artist from the South Broox, deals
with the problems of teenagers, both gay
and straight, in his Tales of the CIoset~. .'
In visiting this thoroughly enjoyable
exhibition, make sure to give yourself a
good hour to read every strip. I guarantee
youll wish you could take home a catalogue....
The cartoon Stv::Jw--isfreeifcharge.1be
.sandy Moss Room is also used for rneetin&S so
it's best to call ahead to make sUre you can
get in (212) 620-7310. Convenient times are
Monday through Friday, 9 am to 5pm, ,and
,
on weekendsfrom 8 am to 12pm.

,

5-N-P'rom peg_ &8

express it-then exert every ounce of
power to ensure that an opposing view is,
given the same amount of exposure and
coverage. We learn from having the work
of people 'like those mentioned above out
in the open: how deeply entrenched bigoily and ignorance is, how much work
there is to be done, who our real &iends
and allies are, based on the reception given
this work (notice the kid glove treatment
given Public Enemy from the so-called
alternative press concerning the horooph<r
hie track "Meet the G That Killed Me" from
their new album Fear of a Black Planet, and
of the nature of hypocrisy....o...()Uf
own as
well as that of others.
What we must remember is that all
art functions as (or at least sets the frame..
work for) dialogue. And we are frightening1ydose to a monologue ....
SCRAWL from

_iii '

peg

find the time to chat with you in front " ,
of the club whe.re they're about to
play ....
,
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For more information or referral8, to
rap, or to volunte8r, call the ,GLSB
daily, noon to midnight, 212-777-1800
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tion Table is at the corner of Hudson &.
Christopher Streets, every SAT and
SUN, noon - 9 pm (weather pennitting)
(thru JUNE 24)
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less time"; directed by Everett Quinton
with a new score by Mark Bennet and
costumes by Susan Young; 1 Sheridan
Square; $25; TUE-FRI at 8, SAT-SUN at
7; tix 691-2271, theater 564-8038, info
989-6524 (thru MAY 20)

10108

,HERITAGE OF PRIDE Jun. 23 Rally: Our
Vllices,
in Union Square
Park
(N,R,4,5,6,L trains); with MCs Knt Clht- THE CENTER NATIONAL MUSEUM OF
ton an,d Everett Quinton; special greetLESBIAN & GAY HIST.oRY Cartoon
ing from Ov. Carlsen and Ivan Larsen, Show, showcasing the work of 40 car'one of the first six gay married couples toonists who deal with the lesbian and
in Denmark; speeches by UlYaslli Vaid , gay experience; with work by Jennifer
(National Gay and Lesbian Task Force); Camper, Howard Cruse, Mark Johnson,
Joseph C. Steffan, gay ex-Naval
Burton Clarke, Jerry Mills, OutWeeKs
GAY MEN'~ HEALTH CRI'SIS May 2,0 Academy Midshipman; Paula Etlelbrick
Bechdel; 208 W 13 St; daily, 4-6 pm; 620AIDS Walk New Yo,*- over 12,000 have (Lambda Legal Defense & Education
7310 (thru MAY 25)
already signed up for th'e 100kilometer
Fund); C... ig Lucas, author, and Nonnan
fund raising ,walkathon,
starting and Ren., director, of Longtime Companion; RAPP ARTS CENTER presents She WIllI
,
ending !!tUncoln Center, B'way & 65 St; Joan N.stle
(Lesbian
Herstory
W.Oncellle Helmet Milker's Be.utisign-in 9 am, 'opening ceremony 9:30 Archives); husband-a nd-wife' performful Wife, with Peter Halasz, who plays his
am, walk begins ,10 am; sponsors and ers Ruby Dee and Olli. Davis" five lot- own grandmother in her final hours; with
walkers call80~-6310
,
tery-selected
members
of, the Agnes Santha, Cora Fisher, Lazlo Nady;
,
community; entertainment by Charles
22D E 4 SI; MAY 17-19 at 8 pm, MAY 20 at
ACT UP/NY Mity 21 Smming lit the Busch, Batacuda Bells, Funny Gay 2:30 & 8 pm; MAY 23-24at 8 pm; MAY 25 at
fUdfJII I"..""". ot .Hedin
Bethesda, Males, vocalist Cathy Curtis, comedian
8 & 1~ pm; 529-5921(thru MAY 25)
MD; to protest federal AIDS treatment
Sara Cytron, Lav.nderLight
Gospel
research: ",let the record show ...ten Choir, Toshi Regan &. her band, Lesbian
PAUL ROBESON THEATRE presents
yaari~oneljjlliiin d~lIar~_.onedrug"; 9B9- .. Gay Big Appl. Corps marching band; G.org. Joshua's Acrllss the Pllnd,
1114for bus InfO
(see MAY 12forteach~in)
2-6 pm; 691-1774
"homosexuality, seduction, & blackmail
,,
,
•
in the Vietnam'War"; 40 Greene Ave,
URBAN SCRAWl Call tor AIDS-related
HERITAGE .oF PRIDE Sunday, Jun. 24 Brooklyn (C train to Lafayette); $15 genstreet alt to displ,ay "in urban locations March down Fifth Avenll., starts 12:30 erill/$10 seniD£s;FRI & SAT at 8 pm, SUN
throughout ~an ,Francisco" during the pm; line-up at Columbus Citcle & lower at3 pm; tix 718{783-97!H'(thru MAY 27)
6th Internatiohal
AIDS Conference in, 60s off Central Park West; 691-1714
,
.' ' ,
June; non-ret'urnable
art solicited
MUSEUM .oFM.oDERNART Paso/ini Retincludes posters, stickers, faxes, sten- GAY GAMES III In Vancouv.r, Aug\.lst 4- rospective, his entire body of work, newly
cils, handbills, booklets, Other "non-tra11, 1990 offers a Free Info/Accommodarestored and r8tii1ed: Attacone, Mamma
ditional'forms
of visual expression"
tions Brochure: 1IOIIIII2JI.-1109
Roma, La Ricottli, G'ospel According to
which will catch the eye Of the 5,000,
MBtlhew, Oedipus Rex. Teorema, Pig Pen,
news media representatives and, 12,000
Oecameron, Arabian Nights, Salo, Canparticipants; anonymous and/or collecterbury Tales; 708-9490 (recording), 708tivework encoura'ged, especially by
!I!iOO (office) (thru MAY 29)
, those who "do not regard themselves
(Also see the daily listings
for
as artists"; to Urban Scrawl, Box 77Z11, showling)s of one or two days.)
THE NEW FESTIVAL 1990 (NY INTERSF, CA 94107; or FAX 415/431-0892 (due
NATIONAL FESTIVAL OF LESBIAN AND
by MAY 30) (Editor's warning: 'FAxing or FILM AT THE PUBUC preserrts Rosa wn
GAY FILM) Opening Party May 31 and
and Phil Zwickl.(s
mailing obsee!!e materials to another ,Praunh.im
Closing Party Jun. 17, with a Jun. 7
state is a federal, offense.)
Silence=De.th
and
PlIsitivtJ; C.nter B.nefit featuring Vito RUllO'S
Silence=Deatir. TUE-SUN at 8 pm; Positve: Im.ges , tram the Eighties, Biograph
.
THE CENTER Jun. 11 Garden Party is TUE-SUN at 10 pm, plus SAT & SUN at 4 Cinema, 225 W fj1 St; box office opens
now a\!ceptingsponsors
($100-$I'iJoo) pm; box office, 598-7150 (after 1 pm); noon ,for each day's screenings; $7 genand advertis.ments
for the Journal
recording. 598-7171(MAY 4thru MAY 17)
eraV$6students and seniors 60+; five
($I50-S8000); PaulJfepworth,
620-7310
weekday passes (for films M-F, noon ,
5pm) for $25; five general passes (any
JUDSON MEMORIAL CHURCH presents
.
""
SAGE announces
Octllb.r'sI5-Day
AI Carmilies' The Jllurney lit Snllw
time except Benefits) for $30; recorded
Medlterran.an
Cruise ($2298, deposit
Mile, a, musical the8ter fairy tale with program info (starting MAY 26) 966'du. JULY 1); 741-2247,
7722; general festival info 966-5656
queens, kings, witches, princes, dwarfs
(E~itor's note: for specific showings of
and animals, exploring the "adult
HERITAGE OF PRIDE Registration Fonns themes of feminism and the Jungian
films, and for special events, see the
now lYailabl.
for Pride March
duality of the female and male"; 55 GOING OUT daily listings)
groupsieontig.nts, v.hicles, floats, bal- Washington Square South; $10; THU-.
loons (to, be held, not released), and SUN at 8 pm; 777-0033 (thru MAY 20)
THE NEW DUPLEX presents Funny Gay,
,
Community Lottery for Five SPeakers
Milles,
Jaffe
Cohen,
Danny
(who get 3 minutes to add'ress any RIDICULOUS THEATRICAL C.oMPANY McWilliams, Bob Smith; 61 Christopher
gay/lesbian topic they wish); 691-1774 revives Charles Ludlam's Der Ring Gott St; FRI and ,SAT at 10 pm; $10 t 2-drink
(all forms due by JUNE 1)
F.rblonjet: • m.stelWllr#t, wh ic h wo n min.; reserva1jons 255-5438 (open run)
, 8n Obie in 1977, a "magnum opus in the
HERITAGE OF PRIDE Sal.s &. Infonnaspirit of Wagner's Ringey.:le, but in far Longtime Companion, a feature film fol,

Items dWSt be ~
by
.Monday to be Included' In the Collowing week's issue. '
,

ADVANCE

I

MONDAY, MAY 14
HERITAGE OF PRIDE G.n .... 1 _bership meeting, at the Center, 208 W 13
St, 8 pm, 691-1774 (also JUNE 11)
ISLANDERS' CLUB sees Aspects lit
Lllve, by Andrew Lloyd Webber; $60
memberS/$70 nonmembers; 633-8898
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SAG E Workshop for M.n and Women:
Reaching Out Reaching In, pit ~ "creative arid fun exercises to help you
relate sp!lntaneously and to develop
, skills for becoming aware of your own
inner experi!,nces"; at the Center, 208
W 13 St; 8'-10 pm; call Phillip, 741-2247,
for last-minute openings ,
,

, May 23, 1990
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TUESDAY, MAY 15
,
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lowing the lives of eight gay men in
New York during the AIDS crisis;
Carnegie Hall Cinema, 7th Ave at fj1 St.
265-2520; Angelika Film Center, Houston
& Mercer Sts, 995-2000

THE NEW SCHOOL li'-Week Am.rican
MusicalTbeatie Course, taught by publisher Andrew Velez; tonight, week 5: TBA;
66 W 12 St; 6-7:30 pm; .$15; New School
741-5600,Mr, Velez (days) !f:9..o169
GAY & LE:>BIAN ALLIANCE AGAINST
DEFAMATI.oN Volunteer Op.n House,
to recruit and encourage new volunteers in GlAAD's struggle to oller come
stereotypes and misinformation about
lesbians and gay men; refreshments
will be served; SO Varick St, Suite 3E;
6:30 pm; 932-3618
LESBIANS UNITED Monthly Meeting of
a coalition of 37 New York lesbian organizations committed to lesbian visibility;
illI, women welcome; at the Center, 208
W 13 St; 6:30-8:00 pm; 719/693-8458

..
GAY MEN'S'HEALTH CRISIS HIV H.. 11b
Seminar: Benefits Information
and
Nutritional Issues; 129 W 20 St; 3rd &
6th Floors; 7 pm; free; 807-6655, TOD
645-7470 (this and every 3rd TUES)
COALITION FDR LESBIAN AND GAY
RIGHTS presents Hon. Dennis ".Leon,
.NYC's new and first openly gay Commissioner of Human Rights, leading a specia I ,Forum: He.ling Divisions in the
AIDS Community; at the Center, 208 W
13 St; 8 pm; $4; 627-1398 (Editor's note: .
CLGR meets the first Tuesday of the
month and holds forums on the third
Tuesday.)

•

..

accepted. getthere at 7:30)
Depth and Uniquene •• of Gay Lo"e,
and -ways of expressing your deepest
self and opening the core of that self to MEN OF ALL COLORS TOGETHER/NY
Sesslo.:
this profound love experience-; at the Consciousness-Ralslag
Center. 208 W 13 St; 8 pm; $8; 255-2813 YOIInr Illy Bolland Chain? A Foen 00
Couple.; at the Center. 208 W 13 St;
(Editor's note: The presenters -deal
with mythology. Jungian dream inter- 7:45 pm sharp; 222-9794.245-6366
GRfATER GOTHAM BUSINESS COUN- pretation. a,~iIlove/sexuality- in their
BODY POSITIVE Frld.y Nlgllt Socl.l:
CIL presents A Preview of Oh SIIppho. lectures and workshops.)
IIIix 'n' IIIatch or Tbe Douil/e-BlIlJd
Oh Wilde .nd S,.,... two Pride Week
"'acello DIJfiIJ, G_e. a safe. fun. volLAVENDER HEIGHTS Lacture Series:
productions of the Village Playwrights;
1
untary. to-minute activity which -has
Vito
Russo.
journalist.
long-time
advowith cash bar and free snacks; at the
been known to lead to ro'mance-; for
cate
for
lesbian/gay
rights
(founding
Center. 2011W,13 Sf, 3rd Floor Network
NY ADVERTISING & COMMUNICAHIV+'s and friends; at Rutgers Church.
member
of
GM
GLAAD
and
ACT
UP).
Room; 6'-9pm; $5; Center 620-7310 (EdiTIONS NETWORK Meeting & Discus236 W 73 St (off B'way); 9 pm - midtor's nOl8: part of the proceeds benefrt AIDS activist. author of The Celluloid
sion: OutWeei's Top Br.ss. with
night; free; info 721-1346 (Editor: Body
the Center; the GGBC. the Chamber of Closet: Homosexuality in the Movies; at
Publisher Kend.1I Morrison. AdvertisCornerstone Center. 178 Bennett Ave Positive has a social event at the
Commerce of gay/lesbian professioning Director lOt Winter. Editor-in-Chief
als. meets third Thursdays. same (one block west of B'way. take A Train church every 1st & 3rd, Friday of the
G.llrlel
Rotella. Features Editor
,
Mlc ......... o Slgaorlle; at the Center. time/place. except no meeting in June.) to 190 St); 8 pm; $7; John Mugge 603- month.) ,
4665 (days). 304~2471(e.ves) (This lec, 208 W 13 St, 3rd Aoor Network Room;
6:30-9'.30 pm; $5 members1$7 non-mem- CONNECTING GROUPS starts a Six- ture caps the spring series.) ,
Week Connecting Group for Transexubers,(first drink free); 517-0380
als. -for men and women who are GAY MEN'S HfALTH ,CRISIS HIY Pre'
ventiv. Healtll Seminar. with informa'UNCIRCUMCISED SOClffi/NYC Rush gender conflicted and/or transexual:
Night; in the East Village; 7:30 pm; $8; pre-op. post-op and non-op-; at the tion on immune system monitoring.
Center. ,208W 13 St; 6:30-8 pm. tonight prevention!treatment of PCP and other
Genem-4208
opportunistic infections. anti-viral and
and fIVe more Thursdays; register/interCONGREGATIONBETH SIMCHAT TORAH view early with Barbara Warren. 620- immune modulating drugs. health insur- WOMEN ABOUT C.bln Trl, to Lake
S.... go. Harriman State plik, NY; hikance. dealing with doctors. other
presents Rims on Video: Too UtIle. Too 7310 (all races. genders and sexual
issues; with L.ura Pinsky .nd Paul ing. communal meals; thru MAY 20; $10;
,.. a story of pain and frustration in car- orientations welcome)
Harding Dougl.s. The Essential AIDS ' Dolores 7111(339-2721
ing for a loved one with AIDS; and I/IIaIIJ,
Fact Book; at GMHC. 129 W 20 St, 3rd
lit; IIrJfhr, a short documentary about a , QUEER NATION Strategy M .. ting. at
young man with AIDS and his estranged the Center. 208 W 13 St; 7:30 pm; info Floor Classroom; 9 pm; 807-6655. TOO WOMEN ABOUT P.litIdes 11'1I1MIl"
Rance & Picnic. to help maintain the trail
mother; a discussi.onfollows. led by Mel from Alan. 995-2440 (Editor's note: The 645-7470
on the shore path; Joya 217J511O-8648
ROlin. former Director of GMHC; 57 name is subfectto change. or there may
\
Bethune St lWestbeth Housing Complex, be no name. or you may be allowed to CHIP DUCKETT presents Homoerotic
up centar courtyard ramp); 8 pm sharp; call this new direct action group what- Art It Quickl. tonight featuring the col- ALL PEOPLE'S CONGRESS Ru..... g.
of Joseph
Dunn;
plus S.le. of clothing. housewares. books.
ever you wish, Whatever their name. lages
free; 929-9498
they responded to the Uncle Charlie's dancing/partying with DJs John Suliga records. toys. games, collectibles; at the
pipe bomb. and visited Greg Louganis at and Dinah; 6 Hubert St (off Hudson. 5 Centar,208W 13St; 10am-5 pm; 741.otm
A DIFFERENT LIGHT Re.ding Series:
blocks below Canal); from 10 pm; $10/$7 ,
Macy*s with their Wheati8s boxes.
Do.gl.s Turnb.agh. I'ri"a". Duncan
with invite; 925-2442'
"METROPOLITAN
COMMUNITY
Next maating is slated for MAY 29,)
Grant's Erotic Art; 548 Hudson (btwn
CHURCH Sidew.lk S.le. of clothing.
Charles/Perry); 8 pm; free but limited
bric-a-brac. household items. records.
JUDITH'S ROOM BOOKSTOREpresents
seating;!I89-485O
books. toys. baked goods; outside the
Andrea DwoItdn, NI1w KtJmail~ Btr1Icen
Center. 208 W 13 St; info/donationS/VolIIetD1.It:e IIIJII Riff, 681Washington St (at
GAY MEN'S HfALTH CRISIS Workshop:
unteers 242-1212(also next SAT)
ErotIc/z/u, Safer Sex. -learn how to Charles St); 7 pm; free. but limited seatTHE NAMES PROJECTQuilt on Displ.y
play safely while meeting other men-; ing; 727-7DJ (wheelchair accessible)
.t Rutgers Gold Dome. Newark. NJ; THE ANSWER IS LOVING Women T.lkno pre-registration
required; at the
ing Wom.n's T.lk: R.newed Wom.a;
thru MAY 20
Center. 208 W 13 St; 8-10:30 pm; 807- ASIANS AND FRIENDS/NY Monthly
-Money matters. Health matters. Ufe
Discussion Group. at a member's home
6655. TOO645-7470
matters. Sex matters. From a place of
in the Village; 7:30-9 pm; George 924- VOYAGERS announces N.w Soci.1
used. abused. confused. refused ...to
Group for Peopl. Who Love AdventurSCRABBLE PLAYERS CLUB G... e 1287(rsvp early)
ous Travel. -come join us as we share the promise of freshness. assertiveNIgbt. newcomers should bring a
ness. self-directed. accepted. - Manboard; at the Center. 208 W 13 St; 8-11 , SHE-BOPS AND SCATS DANCE COM- our experiences and plans for future
hattan location; 9:45 am - 4 pm; $55;
PANY present ThIJf Good Ni,ht, a con- adventures-; 7 pm; info from Jack
pm; 570-9369(also MAY 30)
rsvp 7181998-2305
(beforel0,pm).242-6456
cert jazz dance piece. -an emotional
SPECTRUM presents 3rd Ann •• 1 Spring journey depicting the loss of a loved
~DS Benefit/for Hale House, AmFAR. one-; also. Laari. DeYItO's The Riller(a SAGE Wom.n's !iO+ R.p Group: Alii.", AIDS CENTER OF QUEENS COUNTY
Youtb Grou,; topics (
- How It AlftH:ts Us; at the Center. 208 Gay/Bi/Leslli.n
GOd'sLove We Deliver; with an -all-star ,work in progress); tonight is a b.nefit
include sexuality. making friends. coming lfor Bro.dw.y C.res, the AIDS sup- W 13 St; 7:30 pm; 741-2247
line-up of the finest entertainment-;
out, family issues. AIDSlHrv. safe sell; in
porVresearch organization for the thevolunteers needed; 802 64th Street.
UNCIRCUMCISED SOCIETY/NYCUncut Queens; 11 am - 1 pm; free (and confiBrooklyn (N Train to 8th Ave stop. Bay ater community; at Pace Downtown
•
'Theater. 1 Pace Plaza (below the Man- Only Party; in the East Village; 7:30 pm; dential); 7181896-2500(also JUNE 9)
Ridge); 7181238-8213
,
$8; Gene 777-4208 (Editor's note: This
hattan side of the Brooklyn Bridge,
EAGLE BAR Movie Night: Honey, I lIcross from City Hall); 7:30 pm;,$12; tix could be construed as religious dis- NINTH STREET CENTER ARnu.1 Gal.
,lhNnt the Kids, 142 11th Ave (at 21 St); 628-0425.theater 346-1715(also MAY 18 crimination wefe it not for:the large Rea Mlrket, with clothes. jewelry. appliances. collectibles; books. records.
at 8 pm. MAY 19 $20 Gala Performance number of circumcised Catholics.)
11 pm; 691-8451
-incredible bargainsl-; 319 E9 St; noon at 7:30 pm. MAY20at3 &8 pm)
•
6 pm; for info or to make donations. call
DIXON PLACE presents Dominique
DIXON PLACE presents Bina Sharif: , Dibb.II's The Redhead.in which a -les- 228-5153"
Empty file CltniJfS H You Want No Fire. bian plays a gay man playing a straight
woman wishing she had a dick"; also SAGE Door C.nteen Soci.l. with -livepoetry performance; and Betsy W.lton:
new word. and SIIJC in the cou,..e of the female duo Girls' Ranch, Nancy, music. ilancing.,food, refreshmems, good
BODY POSITIVE Mich •• 1 Hirsch
Aw.rds with appearances by Bobby an,in6, 37 E 1 St (btwn 1st/2nd Aves); 8 , and Emma~Elizabeth from the group friends and company"; at the Gay Synl!gogue. 57 Bethune (at West. Sd. inside the
Lambs Eat Ivy. playing -country west"
Short. B
r. Cook. Dorothy Loudon. pm; $6 or TDF;673-6752
ern from the island of Lesbos-; 37 E 1st Westbeth Complell; 1-5 pm; advance: $6
Roa. AHo
do. Pho.b.
C.t.s.
DR. JOHN-THOMAS ALEXANDER and St (btwn 1st/2nd Aves); 8 pm; $6 or TDF; members/$8 non-members. door: $8
ColI .. n D.whurst. Jlidith Pe.body.
membersJ$10non-members; 741-2247
Kenny Schlrf. Gedile Wlfln.be.
Miss MICHAEL ROSENBERG explore The info 673-6752 (Editor: no reservations
HERITAGEOF PRIOE Inde, __
M.r_I o..... c.. IZ for commmunity volunt .. rs interested in working at ~h..
June 23 R.11y and/or June 24 March;
free refreshments; at the Center. 2011W
13 St; 8 pm; 691-1n4

Y\,onn.; honoring Keitll H.ring, P.ul
K.w.t •• L.rry Kr ... er. Rodger P.ttyjo"n. Joe P.". M.rle St. Cyr; with
awards presentations. hors d!oeuvres.
dancing; at the Limelight, 20 St at 6th
Ave; time?; $65 at the door; 721-1619

WEDNESDAY MAY 16

SATURDAY, MAY 19

,

Armed FarcesDay_
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CENTER KIDS A •••• I Meed ... at the
Center, 208 W 13 St;
, time?; for member
info,leave message with 620-7310

join a Loltor T_ for AIDS Welk New dos' A 0.1. Em/,starring Lonny Price,
York, to benefit AIDS service organize·
with Jordon Matt. Philip Coccioletti,
' Paul Milikin, Rob Gomes; directed by
tions; 923-8890
,
,
,
Tony Giordano, about four Manhattan
CONGREGATION B'NAI JESHURUN
CENTER Wo •• a's Circle, Liai lad
men with AIDS who have lost their jobs
AIDS OUTREACH PROGRAM SeMce ~ , Squre Dlace, with rIVe musicians and and families; 224 Waverly Place; $20Ho,. I.d Co.fort for persons with
an instructor calling the moves; 208 W $23:50; MON·FRI at 8 pm, SAT at 7 &. 10
AIDS and their loved ones;conversa13 St; 2-5 pm; $10; 212/567-2636,
pm, dark SUN; 279-4200 (thru JUNE 111
71817114-2554
"
,,
tion and refreshments follOW; 'J51 W 88
St; 4 pm; 787-7600
HOT PEACHES presents L. ODic.
SAGE Wo.el'l
Dro,·IR Ceater, "to
"••d.,:
Splitt.colo It.,I.bo,
ASIANS AND FRIENDS/NY 3rd Sltllrenjoy coffee and cake, meet new
"cabaret calda e intemationale" featur·
day SocIII: ./#p.... "",. '-tWill, with women, say Hi to old friends"; at the ing a pot pourri of classic Hot Peaches
Japanese food, music, poetry, art,
Center, 208 W 13 St; 2-5 pm; 741-2247 songs, numbers from Concentrated
entertalnmem; at the Center, '208 W 13 (Editor's note: The SAGE Women's
Camp and The Fall of the Wall Revue,
St; 8 pm; for info, or to display your art, Drop·ln is held every third Sunday,
and "their own inimitable versions of
prints, Netsuke, sculpture, bizen, car· including JUNE 17.1
classic Italian cabaret and folk songs";
toons, or dolls, contact Dan, 674-5064
at Don't Tell Mama, 343 W 46 St; 10 pm;
(Editor', note: AFNY explains that
JUDITH'S ROOM BOOKSTOREpresents $10 + 2-drink minimum; rsvp 757-0788
Kodomo No Hi i, an official holiday,
ICete Millett. 1h to., Bi. Trip,Ryi.,
Children's Day, in Japan, which centers
(In e re·llluel; 681 Washington St (at PYRAMID Rick Stiletto crOWDI Se,
around boys; the Doll Festival, aka Charles StI; 3 pm; free, but limited seat·
eab.ret's New o.een, the winner of
Pe.ch Festival. in March, is for girls.1
ing; n7-7330 (wheelchair accessiblel
last week's contest (Hapi Phace has
abdicated and will depart for Province·
DIXON PlACE presents the female duo HERITAGE OF PRIDE Doace IV Tel
townl; 101 Avenue A (btwn 6/7 Stsl; $5;
Girl" Roacb, following "st!lamy st~·
Dlnce, a fundraiser for the Pride Dance 420-1590
ries" performed by David Cal.; 8 pm and Fireworks on June 24; at the Cen·
(see MAY 181
ter, 208 W 13 St; 4-8 pm; $7; 891~1n4
,

.

0.,

NEW YORK CITY GAY MEN'S CHORUS
UpIOWII Exp.... ; 891-7590

NEW YORK IN '94 and HERITAGE OF
PRIDE Goy Ga... IV/25tII AnaivelSlllY
of Stoaewol
CN" yo., FI.,e"
Fadre_
Doliee, to help bring the gay
games til NYC in 1994;'with free buffet
and S2 draft beer; at Ch~s, Xl W 20
St; 5 pm; $111;HOP 891-1n4

MONDAY, MAY 21

St, 3rd Floor; 7 pm; free; 8OHI655, TDD
645-7410 (this and eyery 4th TUESI
lesBIAN AND GAY lABOR NETWORK
For ... :
Do.eltic
Plrta.r
BeDefits-Le.lllltioD
• Collective
Bar,II.ln.,
with speakers from the
NYC Council, NYS Legislature, and an
insurance company that covers domes·
tic partners; at the Center, 208 W 13 St;
8 pm; 923-8690 (LGLN, Box 1159, NYC

10009)
ME Maurice (19871: James Wilby and
Rupert Graves as the aristocrat and the
affectionate gardner; 9 pm - midnight.
repeets at 1 am

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23
ME The Fox:. Keir Dullea tries to steal
Sandy Dennis' girlfriend at her seclud·
ed farmhouse; 4-6:30 pm
ASIANS AND FRIENDS/NY Me.ben
Meet _ben,
a multi·course meal in
a sky·lit private dining room; at Tatany
Village Restaurant, 62 Greenwich Ave
(off 7th Ave, 675-61951;6-8 pm, George
924-1287
~'
,,-.

ACT UP/NY Stonnl tile National Inltl·
tetes of Heallb with I D_outrat'lon
'
and Civil DJIDbedleRce
at 9000 BODY POSITVE/NY for •• :
l
Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD; to R•• ",.pd-lfIV, moderated by David
demand 'immediate tes1ing of all poten- Petersen,PWA,"for
HIV+ people lind
COLUMBIA PEP BOYS PRODUCTION
tial treatments; expanded study of the their loved ones to plan for the financial
....
8et 0...... Dllllee, tonight and NY AVERTISING AND COMMUNICA·
disease, to treat secondary infections
health that is the necessary underpin·
every third Saturday, except JULY &. TIONS NETWORK Supper on tbe
and cancers, and to restore the
ning for physical health: including
AUG, for gay men and lesbians and 8ayo., with jambalaya,
red bean
immune system; opening of meetings
medical insurance, disability insurance,
their friends; OJ Karin Ward; Earl Hall, casserole, Louisiana salads, drinks,
and committees to PWAs and their
other sources of funding; at the Center,
116 St &. B'way (#1/19 trainl; 10 pm -3
ambrosia; 482 Broome St (at Woosterl;
advocates; imm,diate release of test 208 W 13 St; 8-9'.30 pm; donation; 897am; $5; 829-1989 (Editor's note: There 5-8 pm; $2!iIS2O each additional guest; data, as soon as, It becomes available;
2580
•
, will be'an extra Same But Different
517-0380 for Illst minute availability
ending "medical ipartheid~ and provid·
Pride Dance Friday, June 22. in addition
(checks to NYACN, Box 149, 4~ Hud· ing services for all communities affect·
A DIFFERENT UGHT Readla .. Series:
to Saturday, JUNE 16.1
son St, NYC 10011)
,
ed by AIDS; "AZT is no cure ...let the ' Carole MaIO, An Lover. new novel by
record show ...ten years ...one billion
the author of Ghost Danc/1;~ Hudson
SPECTRUM presents Nayo", singing
AIDS CENTEROFQUEENS COUNTY 2nd dollars ...one drug"; for more informa(btwn CharleS/Perryl; 8 pm; free but Om·
Second Chance for Love and Please Sunset CnJ .. , on the Circle Une, with tion on these issues, call Mark Harring·
Ited seating; 989-4850
•
Don't Go; with Toay Moria, singing
music, dancing, refreshments,
and ton or Garance Franke-Rute at ACT UP.
D.nce With Me; 802 64th Street, Brook· views; from Pier 83, 42nd St &. 12th Ave; 989-1114 (Editor's note: ACT UP asks us GAY MALE S/M ACTIVISTS Medicil
Iyn (N Train to 8th Ave stop, Bay Ridge); 5:30 (sharpl • 9'.30pm; S20 (RT bus tick· stay·at-homlll
to call NIH with our Instrmaents, erotic uses for catheters,
7111I238-8213
ets from Rego Park available for $101; demands, 301/496-2283, or fax them to sounds, speculums,
enema bags,
for tix, or to sponsor a ticket, David 301/496-5349, while the demo is taking
Bardexes, forceps, hemostats, and how
718,11I96-2500
place.1
,to have fun with them safely; atthe
,
Center, 208 W 13 St; 8 pm (program at
THE 'STATIONS COLLECTIVE presents
BRONX AIDS TASK FORCE Moatbly
8:301; 53 members/$5 non-members;
C.eryl 80yce· Taylor: Blnh So•• d" Meetln .., with a workshop on social
n7-9878
•
WOMEN ABOUT 8rl'lntiae
Wildlife
Rhyt/tm" e.d Otbe, C".treedo.,; at work issues in pediatric AIDS; presen·
Rafe •• 8lrdla. TrIp, ,7 am departure;
the Center, 208 W 13 St; 6 pm; $10; tations on demographics,
medical
VILLAGE BOWLING LEAGUE S••• er
Joya 212J580-8648
7111/596-4389
issues, family issues, service issues,
Seri .. 1990: 4-Penoll T.... I; at Bowl·
..
case
presentation,
community
mor Lanes, 110 University Place; 8:30
ACT UP/DC "Stone tile NIH" Pre-Actioa
ASIANS AND FRIENDS/NYsee DIII'RI", resources, networking; at Bronx AIDS pm; Gutter George, h>873-0154, w>546MI.dn.
at NY Avenue Presbyterian
Sotl Fet6Itmj. at the Ridiculous Theater CSP. One Fordham Plaza, Suite 800; 2- 2384Church, 1313 New York Avenue NW,' Company (see UVELYARTSI; 7 pm; 674- 4:30 pm; 295-5605
Washington, DC; issues info from Mark 5064 (call now til see if anytix are left)
or Garance, 212/989-1 ~14; action ,info
from Bria,n 212/973-6753, Charlie
DIXON PlACE presents a Benefit for
21~
(see MAY 21)
Cilits Ind Tarts, hosted by Laurie
Uprichard, with performances
by
1:GO PM WBAI·FM This Way Out inter·
GAY MEN'S HEALTH CRISIS AIDS Walk
Meredith Monk and Bob Een, others; :r1 THE NEW SCHOOLS-Week Merica .. national magazine for and about the
N.w York, a 10·kilometer fundraising
E 1st St (btwn lst/2nd Avesl; 8 pm;
MUlical naatre
Courle, taught by lesbian and gay community; 99.5 FM
walkathon, starting and ending at lindonation; info 673-6752 (Editor: get publisher Andrew Velez; tonight. week
(:301
coln Center, 8'way &. 65St; sign·in 9 there by 7:30; Chats and Tans is a cake, 6: Tony win .. r ElII .. StrItch; 66 W 12 1:30 PM WBAI-FM
Breaking the
am, opening ceremony 9:30 am, walk
coffee and company service for PWAs St; 6-7:30 pm; $15; New School 741- Silence: 'local gay and lesbian news
begins 10 am; sponsors and walkers
and their visitors at St Vincent's Hospi· 5600, Mr. Velez (~aysl929-0189
and information with Larry Gutenburg;
call 8OH31 0
tall
99.5 FM (:301
GAY MEN'S HEALTH CRISIS HIV Healtb
LESBIAN AND GAY'lABOR NETWORK THEATER OFF PARK opens Robin Swa·
Seminar: Medical T....... ants; 129W20
STONEWALL DEMOCRATIC CLUB
GIRTH, AND MIRTH and AFFILIATED
BIGMEN'S CLUBS Elltera Re.lonll
eo.r...ceo
.. PIJ1Y;620-7310
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THURSDAY, MAY 24

,

..
Annual
Spring Dlnnar,
honoring'
Assemblyman Richard Gottfried (Chair,
NY Assembly Health Cmte), Ken Dawson (former Exec. Dir. of SAGE), Peter
Smilh (Exec. Dir., Partnership for the
Homeless), Ganga Stone (Exec. Dir"
God's Love We Deliver), lim Sweeney
(Deputy Exec. Dir. of Policy, GMHC);

$50-$150; 969-8854
JUDITH'S ROOM BOOKSTORE presents
Joyce Berlonan, TIle HfllJling Imegl".tion 01 Olin Schreiner. Beyond South
AftiCIIR Co/onleli.m; 681 Washington St
(at Charles St); 7 pm; free, but limited
seating; n7-7330 (wheelchair accessible)
BDDY POSITIVE/NY Forum: HIV Medicellnformet/on;
Howard Grossman,
MD, moderates a discussion of recent
research results and clinical exp'erience by physicians treating HIV; at the
Center, 208 W 13 St; 7:30 pm; donation;
nl-1619
POSITIVE ACTION OF NEW YORK
Forum: Steying Heahhy - Prolpects for
People With HIV Infection WIlD 00 Not
Hen AIDS, with Anlhony Fauci, Director, NIAID; moderated
by Jeffrey
Greene, Infectious Diseases, NYU Medical Center; panel with Kevin Armington
(GMHC), Jim Eigo (ACT UP), Kenneth
Fornataro (CRI), Derek Hodel (PWA
Health Group), Ronald Johnson (Minority Task Force on AIDS), Iris Long (AIDS
Treatment Registry), Miguelina Meldonado (Hispanic AIDS Forum), laura Pin·
sky (Columbia Gay Health Advocacy
Project); one-hour question and answer
period; in the Haft Auditorium of FIT. 227
W 27 S1; 7:30; $5; n7- n68
DIXON
PLACE presents
Shelly
MalT/Kety !Crocodile, on the subject of
fear Ii sex; also Andrew Mellen's solo
perfonnance, My lHrIe. Kim NOVllk, on
gender, fame, and fishnets; '!1 E 1st St
(btwn 1st/2nd Aves); 8 pm; $6 or TDF;
info 673-6752 (Editor. get there by 7:30;
no reservations accepted)

•

Tuning In: A TVJRadio Guide for OutWeek Readers
Information must be received by Monday to be included in the following
week's issue. Send items to Rick X, Tuning In, Box 790, NY, NY 10108.
AloE (Arts IiEntertai\lment, 555 Frfth Ave, 10th FI, NYC 10017;
freaks may like this one)
661-4500)
Midnight RB PROD The Robin Byrd Show. male and female
CCTY (Rick X. Box~, NYC 10108)
strippers; Manhattan and Paragon Cable, CH J/23 (1:00)
1~ AM TNT The Rack (1955): Rod Serling's play about the
,GBS (Gay Broadcasting S~m,
Butch Peaston, 178 7th
Ave, Ste. A-3, NYC 10011,243-1570)
•
court-martial of a young army officer stars Paul NewGCN (Gay Cable Networl<, Lou Maletta, 32 Unton Square
when he was that decade's Tom Cruise (2:10)
man
East, Suite 1217; 4n-4220)
GMHC(Gay Men's Health Crisis, Jean Carlomusto, 129 W 20 TH URSDA Y; MAY 17
St. NYC 10011; 1107-7517)
"
.
HBO (Home Box Office Prods" 1100 Ave/Ams, NYC 10036;
1:05 PM TBS Gold of the Amazon Women (1979TV-mov1e):
512-1000)
Bo Svenson, Anita Ekberg, and descendants of those
RB PROD(Robin Byrd Productions, Box~ NYC 10021;_2973) ,
legendary warriors (2:00)
,
WAlC-TV (7 Uncoln Square, NYC 10023; 456-7777),
4:00 PM WABC-TV Opralr. religious fanatacism; CH 7 (1:00)
WBAI-FM (5058th Ave, 19th FI, NYC 10018; 279-(1707)
9:00 PM WABC-TV Twin Peaks; CH 7 (1:00) (Editor's comWCBB-TV (524 W 57 St. NYC 10019; 975-4321)
,
ment Notice that Michael Ontkean is still working after
WNBC-TV (30 Rockefeller Plaza, NYC 10112; 664-4444)'
'Making Loveto !larry Hamlin in the 1982 film that The
WNET-TV (356 W.58 St, NYC 10019; 560-3000)
New Festival will show June 16.1
9:00 PM WNET-TV Wonts and Music (1948t. CH 13(2:051
MONDAY, MAY 14
!1:311 PM GMHC Living With AIDS, health and politics; Man4:00 PM WNBC-TV ';;Ph;-;i1;-;D;;-o-n~ah;:-u~e:-;U-;-'
p~syn-:-:c-;:-ha-,-;;C:;-ha-rTle-s-hattan Cable, CH J/23 (:30)
Busch, others; CH 4 (1:00)
10:30 PM GCN Pride & Progress: news, health, spor*:
9:00 PM WNBC-TV People Uke Us (conclusion): a richManhattan Cable, CH J/'l3 (:30)
bashing TV movie, in which the privileged end up in jail
1UIO PM GCN The Right Stuff. media, entertainment,
or contract AIDS; CH 4 (2:00)
advice; Manhattan Cable, CH J/23 (:30)
10:00 PM GCN Be My Guest Longtime Companion party at
11:30 PM RB PROD Men For Merr. Robin Byrd presents gay
Quickl with Steve Broadway's art, Sandra Bernhard's
male porno stars; Manhattan Cable, CH J(l:J (:30)
hot clips; Manhattan Cable, CH J(l:J (:30)
11:30 PM GMHC Living With AIDS, health and politics;
11:311PM Tomorrow's TV Tonight entertainment; Manhattan
Paragon Cable, CH J(l:J (:30)
and Paragon Cable, CH D/17 (1:001
3:00 AM Talk to Go: The Wigstock Special. Manhattan
Midnight CCTV The Closet Case Show. Club Warsl With
Cable, CH C/16 (1:00) (see TUES)
go-go boys at Roxy, strippers at Mars, terrorists and
firemen at Quickl, Jack Lofton at The Break; Manhattan
FRIDAY, MAY 18
Cable, CH C/16 (:30)
2:30 PM WBAI-FM Rompiendo el Si/enciu. todos los
1:00 AM Gay w. gay male porno clips; Paragon Cable, CH
viernes, Gonzalo A~urto con temas y noticias para la
J(l:J (:30)
comunidad latina gay y lesbiana; 99.5 FM (:15)
7:30 PM The Gay Dating Game Show; Manhattan Cable, CH
TUESDAY, MAY 15
'
J/23 (:30)
10:00 AM WASC-TV SallyJessy Raphael tabloids; CH 7 (1:00)
11:00 PM Gay W. male porno clips; Manhattan Cable, CH
J/23 (:30)
11:00 AM WABrrTV Homsfooddel'MllYseM:es1DPWAs;CH7(11111
4:00 PM WABrrTV OpnIh reIa1ionshipswilhsex&)'lTlbols;CH7 (1111) 12:45 AM WCBS-TV The Littfest Victims (1989 TV-movie):
kids with AIDS and lim Matheson as an immunologist;
4:00 PM WCBS-TV Geraldu. exorcism; CH 2 (1:00)
CH 2 (2:05) ,
10:00 PM WNET-TV Frontline: ·Seven Days in Benson1:00 AM RB PROD Robin Byrd Show. male and female striphurst," highlighting the way media and politicians
pers; Manhattan and Paragon Cable, CH J/23 (1:00)
exploited the Yusuf Hawkins murder; CH 13 (1:00)
1:50 AM TBS Rock 'n' Roll High School (1979): the Ramones ,
11:00 PM GBS Out in the 90's: community news, discussion,
help P.J"Soles get even with the new fascist principal, '
interviews; 1Dnight Part 2 of 3 segments with a closeted
MaryWoronow (2:00)
gay priest (with his back to the camera) discussing
Catholic theology, politics, safer sex, his own sex life
SATURDAY, MAY 19
and why he remains in the closet; ManhattarVParagon
11:30 AM Stephen Holt Show/Onstage Americal: see
Cable, CH C/16 (1:00)
WED; Paragon/Manhattan
Cable, CH C/16 (:301
2:00 AM WPIX-TV Shark's Paradise (1986 TV-movie): extor11:00 PM RB PROD The Early Byrd: Robin Byrd pretionists threaten to turn a bunch of sharks loose on an
sents male/female strippers; Manhattan Cable, CH
Australian beach resort; CH 11 (2:00) (Editor's rationale:
J/'l3 (1:00)
Even if the movie is dumb, there'lI have to be those Australian bathing suits.1
3:00 AM Talk to Go: 171eWigstock Special highlights from the
SUNDA~~M=A~Y~2~O
_
, 5th Annual Labor Day spectacular in Tompkins Square
Park. with hosts Ivan, Glenda, and Brenda Sexual; Man. 10:311AM My Craft Show with Mark Heskirr.,Mark talks
hattan Cable, CH D/17 (1:00) (repeats THURS on et16)
about boys who play with dolls and how parents
should be supportive, plus comments on bad child
,WEDNESDAY, MAY 16
actors, soap stars, and what happens to old.Mrs.
9:30 AM WBAI-FM Ghosts in the Machine: women in pop,
Fields cookies; Manhattan and Paragon Cable, CH
with Victoria Sta rr; 99,5 FM (2:30)
, Dm (:301
9:00 PM Stephen Holt Show/Onstage America I: tonight
continues Holt's "Hunk Month" with Peter Phelps
7:311PM WB!I-FM OutLooks: P,riscilla Ehly and Lisa Winof Baywatch; Manhattan Cable, CH D/17 (:30) (for _
ters host a labor month special: women In non-tradiParagon, see SAT)
tional work; 99.5 FM (1:00)
10:00 PM AliE Living Dangerously: Transatlantic Diary. "a
,
group of teens fight against fear and the elements ...on a 11:311PM GCN Men & Films: male erotica; Manhattan
Cable, CH J/23 (:30)
treacherous journey from Quebec to Uverpool in a historic tall ship" (1:00, repeats at 2 am) (Editor's note: wet
,

RAPP ARTS THEATER starts previewing Thomes M. Disch's black
comedy
one-act,
The Cerdinel
Detoxe., starring George McGrath;
"a c;hilling look inside the hierarchy
of Jhe modern Catholic
Church
exploring
such issues as AIDS,
abortion, ties to organized
crime,
and homosexuality";
also Disch's
"hair-raising"
curtain-raiser,
The
Audition;
official
opening is MAY
31; THU Ii FRI at 8 pm, SAT at 8 Ii 10
pm; $10; 529-5921 (open run)
VILLAGE BOWLING LEAGUE Summer Series 1990: Singles; at Bowlmor Lanes, 110 University
Pla'ce;
8:30 pm; Gutter George, h>P73-0154,
w>546-2384

MORE LISTINGS
NEXT WEEK
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EVERY

WEEK

ON MANHATTAN

CABLE

J (23)

CHANNEL

THURSDAYS

10:30 pm

•
•
•
•
•

11:00 pm

The Right Stuff
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Gay Week in Review
Act-Up
GCN Close-Up
Sports
Lavender Health
Naming Names '
All About Women
Media Watch
Staying Out
Around the Country
Razor Sharp

,

A New Step in Gay History; Is it forward or
backward? An interview with Robert
Brading, Exec. Dir. Fund for Human Dignity.
Hosted by Andy Humm.
•

SUNDAYS

11:30 pm,

Reviews of male erotica along with
interviews behind the scenes with film
stars

Interview with Joey Stefano; Shows
it All: Clips from "Snowbound,"
"Best of Blacks" and "Obsession."

•

,
,

MONDAYS

,

10:00 pm

Sybil Bruncheon hosts a panel
game show with surprise guests.
Secret Passions An original gay
soap opera.

,

A Night at The Roxy

,

Gay Cable Network
32 Union Square East, Suite 1217
New York, NY 10003
(212) 477-4220
•

,Ce/eblalln, DUI Blh ,eat.

,

.,

,

Monday

'.

.

Private Eyes (fJlarc Berkley's Kool Komrads; male strippers) 12 W 21 St,
club 200-7772

TUesday

"

*Love Machine at Underground, 860 Bway, near 17th St; 254-4005

Wednesday

,

,

*Better Days (primarily gay men of color) 316 W 49 St (8/9 Aves); 245-8925
Private Eyes (Jeffrey Sanker & Dallas's Club Bad) 12 W 21 St, btwn
5th/6th Aves; 206-7772
Silver Uning (2-4-1 drinks, also open Tues-Sun, women SAT) 175 Cherry
La., Roral Pk, LI; 516/354-9641
Stutz (2-4-1 drinks, also open dafly) 202 Westchester Ave, White Plains;
914/761-3100

Thursday

,

*Boybar (has a new wave drag show) 151/2 St Marks Place, btwn
2nd/3rd Aves; 674-7959
*Copacabana (last Thu. ofthe month Susanne Bartsch party, next is May
31; iffy door) 10 E 60 St, at Fifth Ave; 755-6010
Excalibur ($1 drinks, also open Tues-Sun, women WED) corner 10th/Jefferson behind fOotball stadium, Hoboken, NJ; 201-795-1161
Grand Central (2-4-1 drinks, also open Wed-Sun) 210 Merrick Road,
Rockville Centre, LI; 516/536-4800
HIllfI8Id's (2-4-1 drinks, female impersonators; also open nightly, women on
TUE & FRII 126-10 Queens Blvd, Kew Gardens, Queens; 718/261-8484 ,
*Mars (mixed gay/straight; OJ Patrick's Wonderland, 3rd Floor) Westside
Highway and 13th St; 691-6262
4IQuick1 (e. DuckettTIllndays) 6 Hubert St(Hudson, 5 blocks below Canal);~2442

Friday

"

*Boybar 15'"1/2 St Marks PI., btwn 2nd/3rd Aves; 674-7959
Columbia Dances (1st Friday of every month) 116th St & Bway; 854-3574days
419419 N. Highway, Southampton, LI; 516/283-5001
*La Palace de Beaute Larry Tee at Underground (starts 5/18),860 Bway,
near 17th St; 254-4005
PriwII Eves(preppies and~ngprofessionals) 12W21 St. bMm OOVBhA~ 'JJ.J}TT72
*Quickl (mixed gay/straight/TVs; Scott Currie/ Panty Girdles) 6 Hubert St
(on Hudson, 5 blocks below Canal); 925-2442

Saturday

,

Berafool Boogie (Smoke & alcohol free) 434 6th Ave (btwn Qll0 Sts); 832-6759
*Boybar 151/2 St Marks Place, btwn 2nd/3rd Aves; 674-7959
1118CenIer Dances (2nd and 4th Saturdays) are on hiatus until nextfall; 620-7310
Columbia Dances (3rd Saturdays, Same But Different Dance, through
June 16) 116 & B'way, 10 pm - 3 am; info 629-1989
419419 N. Highway, Southampton, LI; 516/283-5001
Girtbllnd Mirtbtlub atthe Center (3rd Saturdays, heavy men & their
admirers) 208 W 13 St; 620-7310
*La Palace de Beaute (Larry Tee at Underground, started 5/12) 860
Bway, near 17th St; 254-4005
Private Eyes (Jeffrey Slinker & Dallas's Club Bad) 12 W 21 St, btwn
5th/6th Aves; 206-7772
'
.... xy(mixed gay/straightllVslclub kids) 515W 18St(btwn llVll Aves); 645-5156
Sound Facto" (mixed gay/straight, Acid House, no alcohol) 530 W 27 St
(btwn 10th/11th Aves); 643-0728
'
.
,

Sunday

,

*Better Days fprimarily gay'men of color) 316 W 49 St (8/9 Aves); 245-8925
*La Palace de Beaute Larry Tee at Underground (started 5/13), 860
Bway, near 17th St; 254-4005
(Chip Duckett's Mars Needs Mem Westside Higl'Nvayand 131hSt; 001~
."...(JlriJ(s
T Dance6-10,GayCaball1taftar) 101Ave.A, blwWl Slreels;4<D- 1!m
"Roxy (Sunday at Roxy) 5.15W 18 St (btwn 10/11 Aves); 645-5156

"rs

Every Night (or almostl

'

*Club 43 (promises John laFleur, TVs, Rock & itoll Fag Bar, It Twins,

K",oki; call for opening info) 108 W 43 St; 354-7348
Monster (West Village) 80 Grove St at Sheridan Sq.; 924-3557
Spectrum (closed Mon & Tue, WED free, THU free & 2-4-1 drinks, FRI
nv'fstrippers, SAT guest star show, SUN live show & free 9-10 pm)
80264th St@8thAve, Bay Ridge, Bklyn; 718/238-8213

DANCING OUT for Women
Tuesday

•

Hatfield's 126-1'11,
Queens Blvd., Kew Gardens; 718/261-8484
Grand Central (women's night, also open Wed-Sun) 210 Merrick Road,
Rockville Centre, LI; 516/536-4800

Wednesday
Bedrock 121 Woodfiela Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 516/486-9516
Excalibur (Ladies Night, $1 drinks) corner 10th/Jefferson behind football
, stadium, Hoboken, NJ; 201-795-1161
"

Thursday

Bedrock 121 Woodfield Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 516/486-9516
Big Hunt Club (Her Planet, 8 pm - 2 am) 804 Washington St, 4 blocks
below 14 St; info 727-7616
Mike Todd Room (Nancy's Doll Bar, started May 10; 8pm - 2 am) 123 E
13 St; club (Palladium) 473-7171
Pyramid (Jenny's Girl Bar, started May 3; 8 pm - 2 am) 101 Avenue A
(btwn 6!7 Sts); $5; 475-3538

Friday

,

,

'

,

Bedrock lfi Woodfield Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 516/486-9516
0IapeI8I ~(Shescape
party, started May l1)49W31 St at6lh Ave;
645-6479
Cheeks 2000 Long Beach Road, Island Park, LI; 516/431-5700
Hatfield's 126-10 Queens Blvd., Kew Gardens; 718/261-8484
Visions 56-01 Queens Blvd, Woodside; info 7181846-7131, club 7181899-!Kl31

Saturday

,

'

Bedrock 121 Woodfield Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 516/486-9516
0IapeI8I ~(Shescape
party,
started May 12)49W31St at6lh Ave;
645-6479
Reds (women's party, buffet, burlesque show) 6096 Jericho Tpke, Commack, LI; 516/543-4740
Silver Uning 175 Cherry Lane, Floral Park, LI; 516/354-9641
Starz 836 Grand Boulevard, Deer Park, LI; 516/242-3857

Sunday

,

'

Bedrock 121 QVoodfield Rd, W. Hempstead, LI; 516/486-951Q
Cave Canem (Sandwich Sister Sundays) 241st Ave at 1st St; 529-9665

Every Night (or almostl

Cubby Hor. (tiny dance floor) 438 Hudson St @ ~orton St; 243-9079
Duchess IISheridan Sq. & 7th Ave South; 242-1408
Spectrum (closed Mon & Tues; good gay/lesbian mix, ~ee Every Night,
above, for details) 802 64th St, Bklyn.; 718/238-8213

Editor's tips for tourists:

The NYC club scene is volatile. Call first to confinn parties. ,Recent
openings have dates noted, and can be blasts or busts.
Admissions range from $5 to $15. Invites offer discounts.
A (*) denotes a club that attracts TVs.·
Some clubs, such asCopacabana (the most notorious), Roxy, Quickl,
Mars, and Underground have door policies in which ,you are admitted by being· chosen: The humiliation is part ofthe mystique.
Arriving before midnight helps, Dress erotic, exotic or rich. Look
fun. IDs are a must. Mixed gay/straig~t parties tendto have the nastiest doors. These parties often getgayedater.
,
Special one-time parties are listed in the day-by-day calendar.
Send additions, corrections and dish to Rick X, Box 790, NYC 10108.
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A.C.Q.c.
AIDS CENlER OF QUEENS COUNTY
SOCIAL SERVICES. EDUCATION. BUDDIES
COUNSEUNG.SUPPORT~ROUPS
Volunteer Opportunities
(718188&-25OO(voicel (7181 88&-2985(TDDI

, BISEXUAL YO!ll1l
..
Informal social & support group for Bisexual
kidstyou1h. Monthly meetinwpo!luck lunch held
1:00pm on fourth Sunday of1he month at members
homes. Call NYABN for 1his month~ location. This
group is psrt of 1he New '(orlt Area Bisexual Network.

,

ACJ UP (AIDS Coali1ion ID Unl_h Po_rI
488A Hudson Street, Suite G4 NYC 10014
(2121989-1114
A diverse, non-partisan group of individuals united in
Inger and committed to direct action to end 1he AIDS
criai •• Gan. meatings Mon. nights 7:30,
at 1ha Community Center 208 W.I3th.
ALOEClAPI.lH4Y
(Asian Lesbians of 1he Eest CoasV
Asian Pacific Lesbian Networlt-New '(orltl
Wa are a political, social and supportive networlt of
Asiln Pacific lesbians. Planning !!'Ieeting. on 1he 1st
Sunday and social eventa on 1he last Friday of each
month. Call (2121517-55118 for more information.
ARCS (AlDS-R.I ... d Community S.mc .. 1
for Dutche88, Orange, Putnam, Rockland, Sullivan,
Ulster and Westchester counties. AIDS education,
client seMces, crisis intervention, support groups,
case management, buddy end hospital visitor program.
214Can1ra1fJw.. WiIB Plans. NYllm1(914111HD1
838Broa6Nay ,Newburgh, NY 12250(9141582-!mi
AlDSli... 1114'IlIWIOl

ATII (AlD$ TREATMENT REGlmy.INC.1
Publishes a bi-mon1hly Directory of clinical triala of
experimental AIDS/HIY treatmenta in NY/NJ, and has
educational materials/seminars for trial participants.
ATR also advocates for improvementa in 1he trial system. P.O. Box 30234, NY,NY 1011-0102. (2121268-4196,
Publications' free/donation raquested.
BAR ASSOCIATION FOR IRJMAN RIGHTS
Lawyers Referral
SeMce for 1he Lesbian and Gay Community
Full Range of Legal SeMces (2121459-4873
•

BAR ASSOCIATION FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
Free Walk-in Legal Clinic. Tuesday &-8pm
Lesbian & Gay Community Cantr. Ground Roor
BIDS IBISEXUAL DOMINANCE.
SUBMISSION GROUPI
Share SIM experiences and fantasies wi1h othera in '
a positive, non-judgementalatmosphere.
First Sunday of1he mon1h, 4:45pm at 1he Community Centar
Z08 W. 13 Street, NYC . This group is part of 1he New
Yorlt Area Bisexual Networlt.
BISEXUAL PRIDE DISCUSSION GROUP
Topioal diacu .. ions on iaaues of interest to 1he community in a congenial atmosphere, followed by an informal
dinner It a friendly local restaurant Every Sunday, 3:00
- 4:30pm It 1ha Community Center Z08 W, 13,Street,
NYC.Part of 1he New YorltArea Bisexual Network.
BIWAYS NEW YORK
Mon1hly socialaventa for 1he Bisexual community
and frienda. Call NYABN for details of upcoming
eventa, (7181353-8245
BIMC IBISEXUAL POUTICAL
ACTION COMMrnEEI
Political action on iaaues of importance to 1he Bisexull/l.esbia.vGay community. Mon1hly meetinwpoduck
held 8:00pm on fourth Thuraday of 1he mon1h at membere homes. Call NYABN for 1his mon1h'slocation.
11181353-8245

•

BROOKLYN'S LESBIAN AND GAYPOUTICAL CUlB
lAMBDA INDEPENDENT DEMOCRATS
Ll.D. andorses and worlts for cindidalas in local,
state and national elections, lobbies for legislation,
and conducts community outreach 1hrough street
fairs and meetings on special topics. Join us.
338 Nin1h St., Suite 135
Brooklyn, NY 11215
(7181985-8482,
CIRCLEOF MORE UGtrr
,
Spiritual support and sharing in a gayllesbian affir- ,
mative group. West-Parlt Presbyterian Church
~
185 West 88th Street
Wed: worship seMce 8:30 pm, program 7:30.
, Mareha (2121304-4373 CharlieI2121891-7118.
COMMUNITY HEALTHPROJECJ
208 West 13th Street, NYC, New Yorlt 10011
For Appointments and Information
12121875-3559 ITIYNoicel
PROVIDING CARING, SENSITIVE AND LOW COST
HEALTHCARE SERVICES TO THE LESBIAN AND GAY
COMMUNITY
COMMUNITY RESEARCH INITIATIVE
PWAa, PWARCs & 1heir physicians taking 1he initiative to seek promising intervention against AIDS in a
resp, manner. For more info or to volunteer ple88e
call 12121481-1050.
CONGREGAnON BETH SIMCHAT TORAH
NY's Gay and Lesbian Synagogue SeMces
Friday at 8:30pm'
57 Be1hune Street
For info. call: (212182&-9498.

'

RlONT RUNNERS
A running club for I"bian and gay a1hletes
of all abilities. Fun Runs of 1-8 maea held every Sat at
lOam and W.ds. at 7pm in Central Parlt
and every Tues. at7pm in Proapect Park.
For information: call 12121n4-9700.
THE RIND FOR HUMAN DIGNITY
National Gay and Lesbian Crisis Line
'AIDS 800'--1-8IJO.S08-GAYS
Educational Resource Canter; Poaitivelmages
Media Center; NY State Arts Program
888 B'way SuitB410 NYC,NY1111121212152&-111I0
THE GAYARlICAN AMERICANS
OFWESTCHESTER{Tha G.A.A.I
is a community bilsed support group formed in
Westchester County. Vlrious activities are plannad
for 1he coming mon1hs.. .
Please call 914-378-0727formor8 info.

GLAAD
"
Against DeI_tiDn
80 Varick Street, NYC 10013 1212198&-1700
GI.AAD combats homophobia in 1he media and elaewhere by prom01ing visibility of 1helesbian and gay
community and organizing gre88roots responae to
anti-gay bigotry.

,

Do you have 30 minutes a month
to fight homophobia?
Join 1he GLAAD PhoneTreel
Call (212)-98&-1700 for information.

,

GIY. Latlli.n AlIi_

•

GUB
Gay and Lesbian Independent Broadcastere invite.
you to tune into OunOOKS on WBAI-NY, 99.5 FM
every o1her Sunday, 7;30-8:3Opm and join u. every
o1her Tuesday at 7:3CJ11mto bacome a member of
GUB. No experience needed.
505 Eigh1h Avenue, 19th floor. 12121748-0405.
GAY. LESBIAN HEALTHCONCERNS
An office of 1h6 NYC Dept of Heal1h, provides linkages betwn NYC Health & Human Svcs, and 1he Le...
bian & Gay community, focusing in ALl heal1h
concerns; resource information for health .. MCII
consumers and providers. 125 Worth Streat, Box WI,
New Yorlt, NY 10013., For info call 1212158&-4995.
GAY. LESBIAN PSYCHOTHERAPY
Sliding acale fees • Insurance accepted.
Institute for Human tdentity.
12121799-8432

DIGNITY NEW YORK
lesbian and gay Ca1holics and friends
AIDS Ministry, Spiritual Development
The Ca1hedral Project
Wor.hip SeMces & Social-Sun, Eves. 7:30pm-St.
John's Episcopal Church 218 West 111h Street 0
Waverly-875-2178

GAY MALE 11M ACJMSTS
Dedicated to 8afa and responsible S/M since 1981.
Open meetings w/programi on SIM techniques,
lifestyle issues, political and social concerns. Also
specialeventa, 8peakers bureau, worltshops, demos,
affinity groups, newsletter, more. GMSMA -Dept 0,
488A Hudson Street, Suita D23 ,NYC 10014.
,
(2121727-9678.

•
,

,

FEMIE SUPPORT GROUP
For lesbians who .. 1f identify as Femme. For info and
meeting ti/l188call Li.. atI212182&-8817. No man pies ...

DIGNITYIBIG APPLE
A community of Lesbian and Gay Catholics. Activities
include Liturgies and socials every Sat, 8:00 pm, at
1he Center, Z08 W. 13 Street, NYC.
Can (212181&-1309,

,

,

•

BODY POSITIVE
If you Dr your lover has tested HIY+, we offer support
groups, seminars, public forums, raferencelibrsry,
referrals, social activities and up-to-data nations I
mon1hly, 'THE BODY POSITIVF l$2!Wearl.
{2121nl-1348,
208 W. 13th St, NYC, NY 10011
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BLUS-BRONX LESBIANS
UNITED IN SISTERHOOD
Social, political and support netwooong group for
women and, 1heir friends. Regular social events and
meetings on 1he first and 1hird Fridays of every mon1h.
At The Community Centar, 208 W. 13 Street, from 8;308pm. For more info call Lisa at 1212182&-9617. '

mGE
Edilcation inl Di.. blad Gay ERviN_lit
For 1he phyiically disabled Lesbian and Gay
Community.
12121889-1821
PoD, Box 305 Village Station, NewYorlt, , NY 10014
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lfSBlANAND GAY WOK NETWORK
An DrganizatiDn of lesbians and Gays who are a,ct!ve ,
in 1I1eirlabDr unions working on domestic partnership
benefits and AIDS issu .. " For more information call,
"
",
(2121923-8690. :'
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HISPANIC UNrrm GAYS &l£SBlANS
Educationals8rvices,
political action; cDunseling and
~cial activiti .. in Spanish and English by and for1l1e
'." "
latinO' bsbian ind Gay Community. '
, Generlll meetings 8:00 pm 4111Thursday Df eilel'{
'mDnth at208Wast,l3th
Street Call (212)691-4181
Dr write H.U.G.L, P.O. BDX226 Canal Street StatiDn,
,
'New YDrl<,NY 10019.'
-

•

,

,
, ,IDENTITY HOUSE
, Nciw in' our 20th year, we proyide
peer cDunseling,1I1erapY
referrals
ard groups
.
~.
for 1I1elesbian, gay and biSexual community,
Call us at(212) 243-8181. Visit us at ~ 8th Ave.,
between 14111-15111Streets, Manhattan.
,

,
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,

I

>

,

-
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lAMBDA lEGAL DEFENSE
, AND mUCATION
RIND
"
.
, Precedent-setting
litigatiDn natiqnWide for
I.. bians, gay mari and paoplawith AIDS. Mamber, ship ($35 and up) inc. newsletter 'and invitatiDns to
special events. Volunteer night on 'Thursdays. Intake
/,calls: 2-4pmMon
1I1ru Fri (21~199S-8585
,
•

.

"

.~

•

'. ,
LAVA(I;E$BlANS ABOUT VlSU~AIIT)
.-'Call for slides for lesbian Artists' Exhibition, Gay &
lesbian CDmmunity Cel!ter,' NYC. For more informatiDn, send SASE to: Miriam Fougere, 118 Fort Greene
Place, Br!lDkIyn, NY,11217.
,

..

•
"

THE liSlllAN AND ~Y BIG APPlE CORPS
Get YDur instrument DUtDf1I1i1closet and come,play
wi1l1 u8.'Symphonic, Marching, Jazz, Dixialand, Rock,
Rute Ensembles' and WDDdwinds.
123 West 44th St Suite 12l New YDrk, NY 10036
(212)86&-2922.
.
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COMMU~~=='CENTER
208 West 13th Street New YDrk, NY 10011
1212)820-7310
'9am-llpm evel'{day.
A place fDr cDmmunity Drganlzing and networking,
sDcial'services, cultural programs, and social events
sponsored by1l1e Center and more 1I1an 150 CDmmunity orga nizatiDn8.
'

NORTH AMERICAN MMlBOY "
," ,
l~
ASSOClATiON,(NAtoIIlAI
'"
Dedicated to sexual freedom and especially iOtere~d
in gay intergenerstional
relationshiP.. Mciiltlily Bul;
letin and 'regular chapter meetings on 1I1e-first SaM'day ohach mon1l1. Yea~ l'(Iembershjp i~$2O; wiita'
NAMBlA PO BDX 174, Midtown Station"New,YDI'ki
NY 10018 Dr call (212)807-8578 for infDrmation.

,

,

U:SBIANS AND GAYS OF R.\TBUSH
BroDkIyn's !lDcial Drganization for bD1I1gay men and
lasbians. P.O. Box 108, Midwood Station
Brooklyn, NY 11230' (718)85&-9437
lESBIAN HERSTORY AIICHIVES
P.O. Box 1258,
,New Yorl<,New York 10118
"
. 211/874-7232,
, '
Since 1974,1I1e Archives has inspired, shaped anif
reflected Lesbian lives everyW(Jare.,Call to arrange a
visit or to' volunteer fDr Thursday worknights. '

NYC GAY &l£SBIAN
",
ANIl-VlOLENCE PROJECT . ,.',
.
,.
CDunseling, aWDcacy, and infDrmation fDr lIurvivDri
Df anti-gay and anti-lesbian viQlence, sexval iilaault"
domestic viDlence, and D1I1er'ty(l8s of victimization.
, All sarvic .. free and cDi1fidential.
24 hDur hDtline(212)807-0197
'
- ,

,

.

c

.
MEJROPOUTAN TEN,.IS GROUPIMTG)
Our 2(Xl'member lesbian and gaytannis club includes
playsrs from beginning ~ tournamel1lleval. Mon1l11y
tennis psrties. Win~r indpor league. Come play with u~1 '
For infurmation: MTG, Suits K83,498-A Hudson St, NeW
York, NY l0iJ2S. (718)852-8582.
MOCA (Man .it CoI~r AIDS 'Praveiltion 1'nIg11lm.)
PrOvides safer sex and AIDS edu.catiDn informatiDn
to' gay and bisexual Men of CDIDr;,coordinates a netWDrk Df peer-suppDrt groups fDr gay and bisexual
Men of Color in all 5 bDrDughs ,pt New YDrk City.
303 Nin1l1'Ave, New Yorl<,Ny 10001
Dr call (212)239-1790,
,

NATIONAl. GAY AND l£S1I1AN TASK FORCE
."
is 1I1enational grassrciqts political organizatiDn for
lestHans and gay men, Membership is $3IVyear,
Issue-oriented projectS add",ss violence, sDdDmy
, laws, AIDS, gay rights ordinances, families, media,
etc. 1I1rough lobbying, education, organizing and
direct action,
•
NGlTF 1517 U Stre9t NW, Washington, DC 20009.
(202)332-6483.-

NEW YORK ADVERTI,SING
AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
NYACN is 111&community',slargest
gay and IQJbian
profassiDnal grDup, welcoming all in c"mmunicatiDns--and their, friends, MDnthly mee6ng8,
3rd Wed
_.
6:30pm at 1I1e Community Center, ~embers' newslettar, jDb hotline, annual directol'{. PhDne (212)517038!1 fDr mDre infO', MentiDn OutW8ok fDr one free
newsletter.
,
-

•
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•
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MEN OF AU. COLORS TOGETHER NY
A multi-racial group of gay men against racism. Meetings eyel'{ Friday night-a~ 7:4!i at 1I1eLesbian and Gay
Community Services Centar, 2118W. 13th Street For
more info. call: (,212)245-6368 or (212) 222-9794.

.

-

PEOelE WITH ArOS CO~ON
(212) 532-029CV1-800-828-328CVHotIine(2121'532-1J588
Monday 1I1ru Friday 10a"!n
'
Meal programs, support grDUps, educationil and
referral' services fDr PWA's and PWArc's.

LONG ISlAND lCT-UP,
P,O. Box 291, New Hyde Park, NY 11040
Support us for change on long Isl,nd,
\ (516)338-48!I2(516)99H238N~sssu
(518)928-~
Suffolk ,
,

,

-.

NORTHERN UGHTS ALTERNATIVES
Improving Quality of Ufe,for ,People' with AlDS/HIV. ,
THE AIDS MA~
WORKSHOP:' ExpIDring 1I1e possibaitie8 of a powerful and creativ.lifii in 1I1efac. of
AIDS. Cell (212)255-8554,
.
,
,"

-

N.V. WOMEN'S SOFTBAU., GUILD
.
Forexparienced,
serious Softball Players, Coachea
and Managers. We play mod/fast pitch weekends in
Manhattan and Queens. TI'{-Duts'begin Feb. ll111ru
April- oruntil fille'd. (212)255-1379 Janet

=-

,

.

,

,

,

,

'

l£SBIANAND GAY RIGHTS PROJECT
of the AmaiiC8n Civil Liberti.. Union
ICNO't'J{YOURRlGHTS/WE'llE-ElCPAI'tVWGlHEM
. (212) 944-9800" ,ext 545

,

HEAL (.... 111I Education AIDS U.i_)
Weekly in",. and support group for treatments fDr
AIDS which dO'not cDmprDmise1l1e immune system
further, including alternative and holistic approaches,
Wed 8pm. ' 208 W. 13th St (212)674-HOPE.
,
, HEfRlCK-MARTlN lNSTII'urE
for lasbian and gay youth: CDuns8ling~ drDp-in center (M-F; 3-6pm); rapgrDlips, Harvey Milk High
,- S'chool, AIDS and safer sex informatiDn, '
" , 'referrals,
professiDnaleducatiDn.
..
(2l2) 633-892OIvDice)
.
''(212)633-8926 TTY fDr deaf

.

-

GIRTH & MIRTH,CWB OF NEW YORK
SDcial club fDr heavy, chubby gay man & 1I1air admire'rs. MDnthly sDcials at 1I1e'Cente(, waekly bar
nights Thursdays at 1I1e'Chelsea Transfer', mDn1l11y
Fat Apple Review, !Ii-mon1l1ly FAR. penpals. For mDre
infDrmatiDn call Ernie at 914-069&-7735 Dr write:
G&M/NY, Dapt 0, P.O. BDX10,
Pelham, NY
10803.
.
,

,I

,

,

GAY MEN'S'HEALTHCRISIS HOTUNE
FOR INFORMATION ON $AFER SEX AND HIV-RELATED HEALTH SERVICES, AND FOR INFORMATION ON
ONE-TIME, WALK-IN AIDS COUNSalNG SERVICES
212-8117__ ' .
212~7470
roD (For the H.. rinllimpairad)
, , MDn~-Fri. 111'.30a.m. to' 9 p.m. Sal 12:00 to' 3:00 '

\

..

'

, " ~rjll .. ng and tpe ~evelopment of 11111.
Lellblanand Gay
:'Comniuni!¥. GMAD ia in~lusive'Df,African,AfricinJ'i;(~eric"n,
C~ribbean8~d HiapanicJµtin6",en
of
, colDr. Meetings are, held, weekly, on Fridays. For
mDre irifDrmatiDn, call 718-802-«1162.

,

,

"

"13.'

I ,

,

••

'1\ 'sO,V~rick ~et; NYC'10013 a suppOrtto' cD~.ciDusnessgrDup Df Gay
.~ ",~n,O!tNrica!1liesc8n(dedicated
•

-

,

t

~

GMAD(GAYMEN OF MRlCAN,DESCENT)

. "Ii",:.

'

----,

" NINTH S11IEET CENTER
Since 1973, a community dedicat8'd to' demonstrating
1I1ata homosexuallifastyle
is a rational, desirable
choice for individuals dissatisfied with 1I1erewards of
conventionallivingi PsycholDgically- focussed rap
grDups, tues" Sat, 8 to 10 pm. paer cDunselling avail, able, 319 E. 9 Street, New YDrk, NY 10003, fDr info call
(212)228-5153,

PEOPLE WITH AIDS HEALTH GRIIlIP
Underground buyer's club importing not-Yat~approved
me,dications and nytritionalsupplemants.~1
Weat28th
" St 4th,RDor (212)532-O28!l ' "

.

•

,

•

SAGE: (SeniOr Action in • Sa, Emrin.nm.it)
'.
SDcial Sarvice Agani:~ providing care, activiti .. , &
educationalservicas
for gay &'18Ibian senior citizelll.
Also servas avar 1811homebound .laniors & older PWA's. ,
208 Wast 13th St. NYC.10011, (21~)741-2247

,

,

SETHIAN GAYS,l£SBIANS AND BlSEXUAJ.S '
For all. of us interested in reaching Dut to' each other
,with exuberahi:e to SpDnta,neDualy,expiDra and
ilxpanCl upon the ,~tI1fJane !\Ober1li "philosOph.,.'.s
it relates to' Dur InIes, perSDnally; saxually and politically. Call AI (212) 919-5104,
.

•

,

1HEO!fTIIEACH,
,
USING COMMUNAl. HEAUNG (lqUCH)
,
Comnunityvoluntears providing a weakly bUffetauppar
for the Brooklyn AIDS community .•TOUCH /RiI81II Mond.y
evos, Spin to 6:3op.... st downtown BroOklyOFrienda
,Meeting House (110 Schermemom ,St near BoeIllR
Place~ United tralllportltion msy be arranged. Info: (718)
622-2756.TOU~H welcQ11188 cO(ltributiona of,funds, food
,
and voIunteers.;,
'
·'f

.

Ul$TER COUNTY GAY AND lfSBlAN AWANCE
Meets first and 1I1ird Monday Df each monjh
at 7:30 p.m. at1l1,e Unitarian Churc~ on SiwkUl RDad '
in KingstOn: . For infDrmation, call j1i14) 628-3203. ,
UPPER MANHATTAN TASK FORCE
ON AIDS
,
EducatiDn, Hotline, SuppDrtiye I=ase Ma_nagel!ll!nt,
and VDlunteer Recruitment and Referral.
'
,
212-870-3352
"
,
,

,

WHAMI(WIN ... n'..... Ith Action MobiliZlllion)
A nDn-partisan cDalition cDmmitted to' demanding,
securing and defending absDlute reproductive f!'aedom and quality heal1l1 care for all Women,We
evel'{ Wed. at ",.30 pm at 1I1eVillage Independent
Democrats, 224 Wast Fourth Street (off SileridaR Sq.).
We are not affiliated wi1l1VID. (212) 713-5966. ¥aaing'
, address: WHAMI, P.O. BDX73$, NYC 10009 ' '

""et

•

-

,

WOMEN'S ALTERNATIVE .. '
• COMMUI'(ITY CENTER (WACC),
A non-profit, Lesbian community center serving:
Queens, Nassau and Suffolk cDunties. Thurs night
weekly discussion grps. 8:30pm, for Dther activitiea
please cDntect •us at (516)483-2050,
'
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CHELSEA
- - ."

Duchess II, 70 6roye St 17thAve.),242-1408 '

Sally's Hideaway, 264 't(43.. St., 221-9152 :
.
Town & Country, 9th Ave at 46th St., 307-1503

,'

.
Barbaly COast, 64 7th Ave. (14th St.), 67~03:85
"

..

,

,

,

,

J's, 675 Hudson S( 242-9292

.,

,

,

"

The Brea~, 2,32,8th Ave. (22nd Stl627-OIin.
,

Julius,,159 W. 10th St., 92s:.9672
"

,

,

t

',

•

Trix, 246 W. 48 St.,(bet. 8lfwy ~ 8th Ave), 664-8331

Keller's, 384 West St. (at Chris~opher), 243-1907

Chelsea Transfer,1318th Ave. (bet: 16th & 17th),
, , 'gz9- 7183' "
',
.
.
.
'Eagle's ~est, 142 11th Ave (21st St.). 691-8451

The Works, 428 'Columbus,
799-7365, -

,!

,

._

,

.,'

The locker. Room, 400'W. 14th St'. (9th Ave),
459-4299

_

,

5th & 6th),
'

Private Eyes: 12 W.' 21 st SL(bet.
, 206-7770
'"

Ave (~t81 st), '
,

,

,

~

t'

I

Kelly's Village West, 46 Bedford St., ~9322

,,

EASTSIDE
,

'

,

'

Marie's Crisis, 59 Grove St. .. (7th Ave), 243-9323

,

Rawhide, 21'2 8th Ave.., (21stSt.1. unlisted. '

,

The r-Aonster, 80 Grolle St: 17th Avel924-3558

'.

•

"

'

'Spike, 120 11th Ave., 243-9688, : ..

Ninth Circle, 139 W. 10th St., 243;920~

WEST VILLAG E "

Ramrod, 185 Christopher St., unlisted."
,

,

.

Sneakers, 392 West St., 242-9830.
The'Annex (tp Cellblock'28), 673 Hudson St. (bet.
, Two Potato, 145 Christopher" St., 242-9340,
- -:,
.
. 13thl!t14th),im-1140,'
;,:"
-"
.
Ty's"l14 Christri!ilier;,741-9641.
Badlands, Christopher & West St.', 741-9236_:
..
",
"'.
.
Uncle Charlie's, 56 Gr~enwich Ave,; 255~8787
Bo,ots,'"& Saddle:)6
Chri.stopher,'. "'"St.,_. 929-~684
,
-.:-.
,
.,....'
. I
WEST
S,IDE'
,
,
CellblOCk 28,,28 9tti Ave, 733~3144 ' "
,

,

1'
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Cubbyhole,
243-,9079 , '

,

.....

".>.

1I•.• '

"

~

..,. "'.... •

',i.

•

438 Hudson (Morton,St).'
"','
"
,
-

D.l's FiltCat,
281
,
,

-

.

w nth

,

,

,

Candle Bar, 309
, Amsterdam Ave., 874-9155 ..
,

St., 243-9041

>7

Cat's,, 730 8th Ave., 221~7559

.

EAST VILLAGE ' ,

Don't Tell r-Aama, 343 W. 46th'St., 757-0788'

-,
•

The Bar, 68 2nd Ave. (at 4th St.),. 674-9¥14
..

,

,

..

,

'

eoy~ar, 15 Sf. Mark's PI., 674-7959

.".

•

,

,

.,

,

'. ~

The Pyramid, 101 Avenue
A;,420-,1590'
..
,

,

Tunnel Bar, 116 1st Aye

,

..,

,

'<

.---

,

"«

',.

,

17th St.); Tl7 -9232

"

•

•

,

'

BROOKLYN (718)c:; .

...
•

,

."

.(

:','-

-

,

After FIVe Plus,S Front St., 852-0139
I'

• -"

Spectrum, 802.~th St (at 8th Ave). 74~9611

'

,

•

"

,

,

Sweet Sensations,
6322 20th , St.. 43~2580
-

"QUEENS (718)

-

....

~

,

,

,
.

I

•

,Breadstix. 113-24 Queens·BII/Ii. Forest Hills, '
236-0300
.

,

Hatfieid's, 126-10 Queens- Blvd., Kew Gardens"
,
261-8484
•
,

•

-I

•

•

- Hideaway; 87-36 Parsons Blvd., Jamaica, 657-4585 ,
,

,

,

Love Boat; 77-02 Broadway. ElmhurSt, 429-8670
_

·l,

'

,

•

MaQic To~ch,
,429-8605,

'

i3~13 37th R~, Jackson ~gts,
,

'"
"

STATEN ISLAND" ,
.

'.

,82.

,

,

Sandcastle. 86 Mills Ave" (718)447-9365 '

..
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WESTCHESTER (914)

•

,

Playroom, 590 Nepperhan Ave., Yonkers,
965-6900

Stutz, 202 Westchester Ave, White Plains,
761-3100

LONG ISLAND

NASSAU (516)

Bedrock, 121 Woodfield Rd., West Hempstead,
486-9516
,
,

,

Blanche, 47-2 Boundary Ave., Fanningdale, "
694-6906
Cheeks, 2000 long Beach Rd, Island Park,
431-5700
Grand Central, 210 Merrick Rd, Rockville Centre,

536-4800

'

Pal Joey's, 2457 Jerusalem Ave., North Bellmore,
785-5031
Silver Lining, 175 Cherry lane, New Hyde Park,
354-9641

LONG ISLAND

SUFFOLK(516)

419, 419,North Highway (At. 27), Southampton,
, 283-5001
Bunkhouse, 192 N, Main St. Sayville, 567-9834
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Women's Health '
Benefit

A Dance for Women

Sat. May 19, 1990
9PMto2AM
421 Fifth Avenue

Sponsored by
,

1IS Productions
,

,

JENNY PRESENTS: '
.$

Mr:s, 608 Sunrise Hwy., W. Babylon., 661-9580

d.it'mer Mon.-Sat.

$5.00 Admission

Club Swamp, Sizes, 8 E. Main St., Bay Shore,
665-5175
Kiss, 161 Fannardie Dr., lake Ronkonkoma,
467-9273

lunch Mon.-Fri.

21 W. 17th St.
NYC 10011
(212)645-2160

,

Brooklyn, NY

'.'

.

,

··:.~r:T
.:t'
:.:;..

'

'::" .....
:....::; :{

Starz. 836 Grand Boulevard, Deer Park, 242-3857
,

,

Thunders, 894 W. Jericho Tpke., Smithtown,
864-1410

II.,:

,

NEW JERSEY (201)

II

"
"

"

Charlie's West,
678-5002

536 Main St., E. Orange,

feather's, nKinderkamack
" 342-6410

Rd., River Edge,

~~::.

... ..

'::''';':::::'''
. :.:...
••••
;:' ':,
\", ':,.!

Friendly's Bar, 6310 Park Ave., West New York,
~9895
'
,

Excalibur, 10th & Jefferson, Hoboken, NJ,
795-1023

•

ERVi
THURSDAY
8pm

2am"

•

AT
PYRAMID CLUB
'101 Avenue A
•

,

(Between 6th and 7th Streets)
,

ADMISSION

$5

,

•

May23,1990
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THE SPIRIT OF
FRANCIS.oF ASSISl...serving
our brolhers and sisters affected by
AIDS
St. F~ancis AIDS Ministty
135 W, 31st Street Manhattan 10001
695,1500

DR. CHARLES FRANCHINO

KEITH HARING
BSPECIAUST

305Avenue, New York, NY 10011,callfor
info (212)673-4331.

lARGEST SELECTION
BI,IY-SellTrade-:-Locate
Warhol, Wesselman, Lichtenstein, Crash,
Hockney, Kostabi and others
DanielAcosta
ARTSOURCE,lnc.
212.255.6680 FAX212.255.6680

FORESKIN WYERS
The NewYorkCitychapterofthe
Uncircumcised SocietyofAmerica (NYCUSA) seeks new male members (with or
withoutforeskin)to join its swelling
ranks. Call for more club infonnation orto
make reservations forthe newmembelJ,
, party.(212)m-4208
'

,

,

APARTMENTSHARE '
,

, NYC's fiNEST .-.

~

, " cAuFORWARD'
" ~SWER ING SERVICE
, '~'!S
. "GAY-OWNED,
'
.
.
.

Friendlymalewantedtoshare
a large 1BR in Pk Slope Bkln w/same. Quiet, sunny,
all gay brownstone. Clean, working FP,
high ceilings.$350 per month plus utilities.
Call David at718-398-61t8

CO-OPSICONDOS
Helping
Our Community
Buyand Sell Real Estate
Since 1980

,

-

,

,

PROTO'COL "

,

AndrewWeiser (212) 721-4480
The Corcoran Group
,

,", ' '(212)645-3535

ISTHISAMISTAKE7?7
,
Fabulous 1BR condo plus terrace below
$180KI Sunny S&W exposures new
&
kitchen + bath/bleachedwoodflrs
terrific layout Terrific W-Village loc. &.
very low monthly. Contact lARRY
CAVENDISH 924-9316. THESILVERMAN
GROUP212-260-3900.

, APARTMENTWANTED
Apartmentwantedfor
June 1st (share or
subletOK)bygaymalenonsmoker.
Call Joe 633-1730.

,
"

,

CAf1:LECARE INC
Apartment&offi,ce cleaning
Gayowned Reliable
We are available 7 days
caU(212) 475-2955.

ACLEANERCLEANING
WITH A M lOWEST FlAIR
DONEBYAGUY
, WITH ,BRIGHT RED HAIR
,WEEKLY AND BIWEEKLYLEGITONLY
RATES$40.00ANDUP
CAll PAUL94HI603

ANTHONYSANTONI
ATTORNEYATIAW '
REAL ESTATE; COOP/CONDO CLOSINGS
BANKRUPTCY;INCORPORAlIONS;
WILLS
~ E.28TH STREET, SUITE700, NYC
(212)-447-0&36

,

,
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THE MALE-STOP
J,

A computer BBS.
Use fOUl modem.
{212} 121-41BO FREEl
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MEN'S MASSAGE GROUP
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ACE •Contractor & Crew
All ja' •• all.,
...
t - Eleclrical - -.
Lalla -Slit ...
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°eDW
EATING
AWARENESS
TRAINING

(2121 zn. 7SU

11It IimpIe,

IIIIUIII

wrt til

**'*,aur'"
pnIIiIem
bMt MeIIInID ,our IIIhnI

I/IIjII YIhIIOUI dieting, pills,

pcMdtII,

Gettogetherwith a group ofmento give
and receive massages. TaughtbyTerry
Weisser, Licensed Masseurandteacher
et the Swedish Institute. Sundays, 71Opm,$20.00, call (212)463-9152.

or depttva1lon.

Be • lreedom 11111I
(212) mo661.

RAZOR SHARP CUTSI
Haircutsformen

PERSONAL T'RAWER
, QUAUTYPERSONALDENTlST1lY

Color/Hilighting Free Consultation

One-to-One Weight Training
B 0 dys cui pti n 9

, William De Bonis DDS. Suite 704,200
West 57 Street, New York, NY 10019,
Office h~urs byappointmentonlycall
212-333-2650.

Byappointmentonly
Clrtter212-7~8O

PaulSimpson (212m2-_ By
Appointment

THEKARATESCHOOLFORWOMEN
ROBERTASCHINE,DIRECTOR
-IN THEVILLAGESINCE1976_
_ Aserious, non-intimidating
approach. Also Yoga, Self-DBfense, Kids
:
Karate.
Come
watch a class I
,
For more infQnnation, call: 98Z-4739

AFFORDABLE ELECTROLYSIS

HOUSEPERSON-PWES
AURALGRATlFlCATION
Important gay and lesbian leaders talk '
about critical issues on audio cassettes
, recordedbyOU1WEEKreporterJohnZeh
make greet listening. Commuting, jogging,
relaxing, or completing chore,Sbecome
educationall Greatgiftsforannchair
activists and in-depth coverage for avid
OU1WEEKreaders.Forcatalo9isendS2
(appliedtofirstorder), address, & phone
to Capital Coverage Cassettes, 1455
Chapin St. NW, Washington, DC200094510.

B PERMANENrHAIRREMOVALNEW
,

,

,

AlRFLOWTECHNIQUEWITH

I.B. PROBE

COMPUMENTARVCONSUlTATION
, PROFESSIONALLY OPERATED
, . GREENWlCHVILLAGE
QUIET,PRIVATEOFACE
BKennetl'lHay
226West4th Street
" NewYork,NY 10014 .
Lower level, By Appointment Only.
B (212)727-1850
Certffied Electrologist
Member I.G.P.E.

,

RNANCIAl.
CIISIS
Concerned about, your caah flow. life
and health Inaurance. credit management, employee beneflte. InCome tax,
eatate and pereoncare planning. predeath llfe-lnaurance aettlementa? We're
experienced In HIV dIee_ co_Rng.
Call for flee c:on8UItatIon& fee eatinNII8.
(212) 697-2580
MIdtown NYC.

,

fIMIIIII

c.t.r

REG. NURSE
neededfordynamic mixed/gayambul.
rectal surg. practice.ldrshp and expoa
must.212-517-2850 Deby/Paul

.
UMODRIVER
Exp. nec. Busygaycompany.legit.
'-

..

,

517-

5386."

STOCKBROKER
Growning 10yearoldgayowned and
operated broker/dealer, Wall St.location
seeksfinancia Iprofessionahivith sales
ability to service existing accounts and
build clientbase.Exceptionalopportunity
for right person. Please contact Bob
Casaletta 80 Wall St., Suite 1214,NY

10005.
,

•

,

Queens TraveVPublishing Co. is looking
for a college studentto assist~
clerical work. Knowledge of Macintosh
computers, graphic layouts, and
command of English ate pluses. Rexible
hours. Send resuineto Odysseus
Enterprises,l TO, P.O. Box 7605, Rushing,
NY 11352.

,

HIV+GROUPFORMING
Being HIV+ affects our lives in manyways,
~utdoes nothaveto define ourtotal bei~g.
Thistherapygroupwilladdress
howwe
live our lives, including but not confinedto
howwe live with being HIV+.ltwill '
support you and challenge you to be y~ur
best.11I2hoursonTues.nights,$14.0per
session. One requirad consultis$50.
Therapistfemiliarwith emotional and
spiritual issues. Call Trinity Counseling
Centerat212-285-0029,leave message for
David Bailey.
'

,

•

,

TRAVElJPUBUSHINGCO.

ZEN ARTS GROUP

YIIt

May23,1990

Summer house in Fire Island Pines
looking for responsible, organized person
to clean, cook and maintain housa in
exchange for room/board, additional
salary negotiable. Send resume and
additional infonnationto Outweek Box
2467

Gay male Zen arts groupfonning in West
Village. Zazen and art practice. Weekly
meetings. Serious rasponses only. Call for
mora infonnation, Days 212-572-6084.
Evenings 212-727-7316.

, ,
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PLEASESENDMEt\l 1 YEAR(5IluUC$) $59.95. Save $41.95 a 41~ savingsl
\7' 2 YEARS(1M Issues) $9 .. 95. Save $103.82. 51~ savingsl
"V:mIAL OFFER(15 Issues) $28.95 (pl,us,1 FREEluue mailed Immcd,atcly)
,
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Name;,
Address:
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/ Cify/State/Zip:"
,
Charge my V Visa V Mastercard. Acct. #:
V Check or mo'ney order enc!osed
..
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V Please do not make my name available to other inajlings.
V PI.easemail.iny Out~eek
in ,aconfid~ntial envelope.
Please allow 2 to 3 weeks for delivery of first paid issue. •
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: ,M:ail,to: 159West 25th Street • 7th Floor" New Yo.r~Ci~:1~1
• ., For immediate service call TolI-F'ree 1-800,;,OUT~'WEEK.
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" FllM& T;V. "

HOTPHONEJo

,

produCtioncompanyseeksgayand
lesbian production p,e~onnel; (gaffers,
etectricians, grips, etc.), writers, actors, '.
and'productionnianagersforupcoming
'I,' projects. Send resumesto OUT IN FILM
, c/o Sc;a!U!IO
Norfolk
St, #1. NY NY 10002.
.
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STOPAIDS
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"PIANO INSTRUCTION
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MALE MODBSWANTED
Top creative prophOtographei'islooking
for cool'guyswith hard bOdie'sto pose for
hot art & male magazines. Man, 1'1'0 for '
real. Send photQ phone infoto: CityboyB '-"P.O. Box 1978,
NYC 10013-1978
'
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CHP7COMMUNIlYHEALTHPROJEcT'

'.

2OS.w;13 Street, NewYo~k, NY'101111,for:
"
'info "M caU (212)67,5~35511.
'
.'
'-',
..

,-

WORK.

,

ANAlWARTS,RSSURES.HEMOR, '"
. RHOIDS:',
,.
.

,

.'

treated iri minutes With lase'ts. callfor a '
free'ConsiJltation.l:aserMedic,aIAssbc.;
,
JeffreyLavigne M.p., call1-800-MD0.
,
ruSCH.,"

(212) 337 -1200

,
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-
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,
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Try Brownstone Brothers instead.
Profe ssional and Reliable.
Serving the GayCommunity 15years.
Sensitive;fun people who getthe job '
done rightwith no bullshit.
IJcensed DOT 10166.Insured.
,,'
Reasonable storage rates.
",
Piano~-Art-Antique'
Packing. Moving Supplies. 426 E91
,
Call289-1511.
Mention OUTWEEKforSpecial Discount.
Free Estimates,
' .

88" QUTfflEEK

•

(212) 319-2270

,

-
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TIREDOFHOMOPHOBICMOVERS?

.

Billed to You'r Phon& or Credit Card •
'Talk to Other Men 'from NY..'
Safe, Fun,' Anonymous
No Huge Phone Bill '
,Free Information

.

•

•

,

,

Licdrised massag'e,bybandsomewell
'.
""
' '
,
,
tiung6'-l·200lb.miiscutarhunk.
Call for. .. ': 'I ...! SPACEAVAI,4'~LE,..
'appointment21Z-494:-0020athomeor
'Nori~lm)fitiesbiar\organizationbasspace
avail. to share. Semi-privat!! office & .
beeperI212-616-2352 enter your phone #
c,
and press #button.
'common space. Services avail. Rent$225.
,
Call ASTRAEAFDN.666 BroadwaySTE
520 NYC 10012,212-529-8021.
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, IMPROVE'YOURVoicE':).
!

(212) saiHli24

Bernard Granvilre

,

/,

"

.'
'In Chelsea ,,., • : ,'0
Professionalteacherand,author
f
Excellentpiariist,!':
"'-,"
, ~eam newsongsf(Jr'lluditiQns;,
. Beginners learn self-confidence
I'
Call Jerry564-4691
. -"
'
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•

"

,
ofeiterykind
•

\

"

,

,

IrSNEVERTOOLATEI
" "
All levels taught by patient, e1Qle'rienced
" professional. Beginner§welcome>
,
ConvenientWest End Avenue location.
, Reasonable rates."
.: '
",",;;,
'(212)799-3747'
' :,
promjl~ly.)
..,'(~I!SS'ag8
.
.. !In!lwered'
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INSURANCE._ ' .,.; .

•

"

•
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,

YES Pianos. ArtwOrk. Antiques

"

,

'

.

,

"

, ,,',
, (~12) 44'7-55$5
'(718)-251-5151
"
• ",ServinQthe.Gay
CO.!'1munity ,
. \
,
-., , ,., ...,..,.
, .'

plementmaQualonAIDS~reletedviolenc~.30 h(S/Wk;$18-$20/hr.F~nded
through 3/91. r~search, education expo
req'd.KnowledgeofAIDS&gaycom-"
ml,lnltYhelpfµ1. Resume, wOting sample
to: AVp;'2OSW.13th St; NYC lOlll1.
.
. '
J
J

-

" ,
NO Extra For Box De/ivety. '
YES.LocaI & Long Distance,

, I''NYC
Gay Mesbian Ami-Violence Project
:.1'.
seeks Writllrll:~ucatorto
davelop & im'I',

.• •

,-

'

AlD5-RElATEDVlOLENcEREDUCTION
' ' , PROJECT
' .,

",

•'.-

'NO, Extra ForTravei Time'

'"

HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN FUND is
buil~inggrassroots pressure on '
Congress via SPEAK OUTto Save lives.(
Needs confident, asser:tive peop\eto join
newcanvassstilff.
Make$15-25an hour'
while improving our Chances forvi~ory.
, . Call914-693-70180rcontactHRCF
Canvass Unit, P.O,Box 1723,Washington,
QC201113or call 202-628-:4160.

"

, With horse-hungstud-athletewhotalks
aboutgiltting in your pants, mounted,'
invaded & spenned by his huge rod. No,
" time limits or recordings. M C/Visa. CaII
"
(213)453-3939 Mike
,
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.""

,

•

'

"

,

,
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•

,

12"DONKEYDICK
If you like em huge you'll love -Gary
Griffin's confid reparton penis enlargementmathods. - Discover50 hOl'Sehung
celebs (ch4),the world's 5 largest cocks
(p27),how3doctol'Senlargedtheircocks
(p71),the shocking Tibetan Monk cock
enlargement ritual (p64), how Sudanese
Arabs -grow" 10' penises (p59), howyou • ,
can gain 1"in4mo&much much more.
Full ofpixofhugelyhung men. Send 14.95
to -Added Dimensions- 4216 Beverly
Blvd. Suite 262, Los Angeles, CA 9OQ()4. 7
day money back guarantee. Clip this ad
w/orderforfree photo of Mr. 1'r.
HELPADOLESCENTS
achieve responsive, fitirsctiooling. New
studydiscloses25waysgayandlesbian
teens can gatbattertreatmentfrom
peel'S and adults atschooJ. Send$5to
Students, 1455Chapin StreetNW,
Washington, DC20009-451O.

,
DISTlNCT1VE DECOAPARTMENI'S
Fullyrenovated apartments in the art
decodistrict of Miami Beach. Perfect
full-time residimces orthe best in
liffordablesecond homes.
VlNTAGEpraperties;1520Euclid
Avenue, Miami Beach,FL33139.
(305) 534-1424

•

RREISLAND PINES
Rentals/Sales
TAUSSIG REALESTATEAGENCY
212-355-6739
..

,

U.S.~STRlPGRAMS '

24costumestochoosefroml
Free gift ..
and card with pel'Sonalmessagel Home/
office/restaurant/odd and interesting
places- THEONLYGIFTTHATUNWRAPS
ITSELFI(212)689-5618
..
,

SUPPORT
OU

EEK

ADVERTISERS

,

,A little reminder from, the Environmental Defense Fund
that if you're not recycling, you're throwing away a lot more
than just your trash. ,
.
, You and your community can recycle. Write the Environmental Defense Fund at: EDF-Recycling, 257 Park Avenue
South, New York, NY10010,for a free brochure that wiiltell
you virtually everything you
need to know about recycling.-

,

to 1988 F.DF
,

May 23, 1990
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RRE ISLAND PINES
3full shares IIvaiiable in east-end bayside beach house. 3 Bdrms 2 Baths 3
Decks Frplc. 6 person spacious house.
We are diverse &eclectic seeking
mature responsible gay men of any age
race persuasionto share unpretentious
island summer(212)873-2386 or(516)597, 9253

RRE ISlAND PINES
2 BR house, secluded, 4 beds, deck, 3
mim. from ferry, is available forone or
moreweeksJunethru Labor Day. Share
also possible. (212)255-2636.

',:' s",SUPPORTIVE GAY
THERAPIST
"
Michael A. Pantaleo
CSW-CAC
Indlvldual,Couple/Group

Therapy

,

·Alcohollsm and Substance Abuse
·ACOA and Co-dependency Issues
·Posltlve Gay Male IdentIty
••Relatlonshlps
·AIDS
.Anxlety
.Depresslon

GAY SONS/STRAIGHT FATHERS,
a workshop for gay men to explore
wI their fathers
their relationships
whether living or dead. Sat. May
12 or Sat. June 9., 10am-3pm
(reduced fee available>.315
CPW.
$40. For brochure, more info, and
reservations
call Ari Fridkis, CSW
(212) 724-7205

.Experlenced ·Llcensed
·Insurance Re/mburslble
,

'

Chelsea Office

212~691·2312
,..,

,~,_,.~\,-,/"... ,._

.is

CITY IMAGES TANNINGGRAMERCY PARK

'Ma,.,ntimacy 'Dep ...sslon
'AmlJety and S1ress.SaN Esteem
.ea r and Crud" Blocks
_

Iia YourPofllntl.1

~

",";
~(M1"
1

"

Gay & Lesbian Psychotherapy The
Institute For Human Identity.sliding
scale. insurance accepted.
call (212)799-9432.

SHORTT~HYPNOTHERAPV

,

Oevelopnewhabits
Tum obstacles into creativity, selfestee m. motivation. Stress-reduction.
Certified hypnotist
MasterpractitionerofNLP.
Stephen
Dym.212-475-1517.

INDMDUAJ.S--aJUPLES
'sensitive andsupportivetherapy
to help you enhance your self
and yourintimate relationships.
, 15years experience helping Gay
men become more fully themselves
Call David Rickey212/242-2983

90 OUT'YVVEEK

:.~

~

V I I I 1\ , community With style.

-

Since /y7S
tej,/V, brU( hUfr upun rf"quMti

•

•

• Individuals I Couples
Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
• ACOA and CODA Issues
• Career and Professional Blocks
• Sexual Compulsion

Fees based on the ability to pay
Liscensedl Insurance Reimbursable
(212) 582-1881

Y1CTORIASOLIWODAMSW.CSW
Lesbian FeministPsychotherapist
Forthe Lesbian. Gayand Bisexual
Community
(skip a line) Supportive/Ethical/Professional
Approach
Uscensed (212)353-2407

GAY AfRRMATIVE
experienced psychotherapists
licenced and board certified for
individuals and couples '
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
Village location-lns. accepted
, 212-353-2888

,

•

,

•

Gay Affirmative Therapy

May 23, 1990

,

I:A"

~~ ,," tZ,;'\.

Getawayfor a day and meet other gay
men and women into adventure. Join us
forwhite water rafting down the Lehigh
River. We have othertrips also. Call Great
Escapes718-622-4471.
,

David Lindsey Grifrm,
C.S.W., C.A.C.

,

•

01 unCOi:'"H"'O~'

hospi!allty . Wr,l'fl'
high e'peck11lons are
qUietly me:
Proudly serving OUf

ESCAPE FORA DAY

Blllrd C.ttified Diplonntt Soko/Vill ... loctItiol
/"

Supportive individual & couple'
therapybyinstitute-trained
licensed psychotherapist. Help
with relationships, gay identity.
dealing with yourfamily. and lifa
in the age of AIDS. Sliding fees.
NY and NJ offices: (212)724-7205 (201)
567-2445.
ARI FRIOKIS,C.S.W.

() resort

52.') WArm S.lJld.. O,i\l('
P.llm Sprin~s, CA tJl1h4
(800) 127-14HS· (bPI) T17-541] CA.

Ildlvld.. l. Orolp .Id eolpl ..
11.llIlcalleimblnabl.

(212) 941-9830

-\.,,\

-

Walter J. Alvar.r. CSW '

COMPASSIONATE.CARINGTHERAPIST

,r

Sl'I Near The Hl'art Of
PALM SPRINGS

Lice.... d. Eperi,nced Therapilt IIIftn
EmpathIc Approach ReIOI". Probl_
ReI
...

(212) 529-1191
284 3RD AVENUE (AT 22ND)

'. :\".

DISCOVER' OUR·M4GJC

IDENTITY pOSmVE
PSYCHOTHERAPY

'·GET THAT HEALTHY, SEXY GLOW ... -

,-,n,"'"

e'
S65

I

SINGLE
Tax Incl.

DOUBLE
Tax Incl.

Newly Renovated Brownstone. All RoomsHave
WashingFacilities. Share Bath. Breakfast Incl.·
Studio $100 (tax inel,). Advance Reservations
Suggested. 212,243,9669

Colonial House Inn
CHELSEA 318 W, 22nd, St .. NYC 10011

BRIGHTON, ENGLAND
luxery,flatfor rent in Gr.Britains liveiest
gay community. 4 season resort. 1hr. to
London/l/2 hr. to Gatwick.2 blocks from
the sea and exciting nightlife. Elegant
Regencyresidence datingto 1820w/
private terraced garden-accommodates
up to five. Fully equipped for single person
orgroup.$loo-$150/dayor$575-$675/wk.
For info & brochure contact Marc Paige at
212-228-8152.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
-

REWARD YOURSELF. ..
ESCAPE TO SOUTH PADRE ISLAND,
1M Warld.. Long.., Sand
'-/and
ENJOY Ou, FHndIy ~,..
;t3ourme, Rat.".", .. ."d a Day
01 Shopping in Old Me,,;co
Convenient Ar Connectlon8 ilia Amsrlcan
and Continental AIrlIn//6

Ba,.,

•

"\~'rf" or Call For Brochu,.:
':1\ "'""
p.o, 801/2326
.~
South Padre ,
,

,IMend, TX 78SQ7
51:z..711·LYIE

COUNTRYCOUSINSBED&BREAKFAST
1824Graek Revivel House, music room,
with Cathedral ceilings, Runford
fireplace, outdoor hottub. A truly
traditional B&B. Weeklyandwkday
specials. Contact Rt 10 Box212 Shaftsbury, VT05262 or call 802-375-6985.

Call for entries

,

Exhibit your work at Inter]am '90,
Sharing Creativity:
Send sketches, drawings, etc. for display at InterJam '90.

KEYWEST -REDISCOVER
A MAN'S RESORT
, Island House 1129Reming Street. Key
West, FL33040, for info call 800-526-3559.

Deadline for Submissions:
May 29, 1990

TRADEWINDSINN '
,

EnjoyoneofProvincetown'sfinestguest
houses. C8ntra Ily located, pa rking, patio
& Continentel breakfast Forreservations
or brochure CAll (508)487-G138orWRITE
12J6hnson St., Provincetown MA02657

,

Mailable Art Only to:
M.A.E.

•

318 10th Street
Brooklyn, NY 112115
"

....

Celebrate your sexuality .

.". Proudly. Joyously. At

Eve'sGarden, an elegant
sexuality !xxIfjque, .
created by women for '
women. We grow
pleasurable things for
your mind, body and
I
. spirit
,

NO ENTRIES RETURNED
•

CO-Sponsored by OUTWEEK

eve's .garden®
119W, 57th $I, SUite1406, NY10019 212,757~1
BOUTIQUE
HOURS:MON,-$AT.N~30
P.M,
OR SEND $2 FOR OUR MAlL-QIIOER CATALOGUE,
•

•

INTERNATIONA

,

May23,1990
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BODYRUB RELEASE
Serious pro-nude,w/oil Swede,
'
Accupressure, Reflexology, Trager, very
sensuel, fluid, deep tissue massage by
handsome young expert Lower East
Side. $55 in, out negotiable. Call John
(212)475-6550.
HOTTORSO
Athletic bodywork from boyish 145# 5'9'
27 yo with ,very muscular build and a nice
tan line. Clean cut and friendly.
Noont04am.
CHRIS (212)254-4570
RUBDOWNWrrtl MUSCLE
1 1/2 hour deep rub by sexy guy.
In/Out
B Marc (212)864-0091.

ITAUANBOY
Gives best rub
Complete satisfaction
Vinnie
(212) 255-2303.
BODY RUB BY GUY
Have your body rub the French-Canadian
way. Also body clipping.
Call Guy924-2528.
ATHLETIC PfiASSEUR
Handsome, Clean Cut
Into Wrestling and Sensuous Situations
JOHN
(212) 741-3282
A TOUCH OF ClASS
By an African Trinidadian Masseur
256ft. 2ins. 180 Ibs.
Safe Honest Clean Goodlooking
Deep Exotic Caribbean Massage
For Your Mind, Body and Soul
In or Out
Day or Night '
Emmanuel
(718)284-9622

REALMASSAGEI
Real Masseurl Real Goodll
B DAN W. VILLAGE (212) 627-2486

MIDWESTERN BOY
5'10',150# 19y-o college student with
, beautiful body and cute face available
for bodywork. Very friendly. Call for in/
out appts. 10am-4am any day. Also
,
evailable with Chris.
Damon (212)496-6710.

~
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HOT BLOND JOCK
Bodyrub by young stud 24 hrs. Call
Scott at 969-0232.
BOYISH rrAUAN
gives safe, slow, sensuous bodyrub.
Strong hands-builtto satisfy.
$75/in $1DO/out, noon to 9pm
Serious onlyl No phone sexl
Convenient West Village location I
Call Michele 212-242-4979.
MASSAGE BY DANCER
West 14th Street location
Call Robert
929-4019
BOYWONDER
in Gotham City. Sensuous bodyrub by
Italan boy, 5'10', 140#, slim & sexy,
brown eyes + wavy brown hair.
DAVID 212-254-6201.
DISCREETMASSAGE
Massage for the discreet male.
Early or late.
ERIC924-2253

,

(212) 932-1496

GOLDEN ATHLETE
6'2', 1851bs.,28yo
Friendly, handsome, All-American gives
great rubdown
Phillip (212)206-7138
VILLAGE BODYWORK
Sensitvetouch
Taking you ,away
.
Stroke
By
Stroke
(212) 989-5923

HOT FUN WITH HOT BOY
Sensuous Bodyrub and HotJ/O with
cute, slim, Italian boy. Outcalls only
$65 DAVID 212-254-6201
TREATYOURSELFI
Older sweet man with great hands
seeks clients for nude nonsexual
vigorous Swed ish/Esalen massage.
$45 an hour. CA certified. Gary 212228-2243. Serious onlyl
BOY NEXT DOOR SENSUOUS
BODYRUB
Forthe discriminating gentleman
John 19yo Bl/BL-Steve 24yo well
equipt
Cute, Cleancut and Friendly
Serving Long Island, Queens, NYC
(516)789-1753
'
HOT FUN WITH HOT BOY
Sensuous Bodyrub and Hot J/O with
cute, slim, Italian boy. Outcalls only
$65 DAVID 212-254-6201

,
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THE

LOVE
CONNECTION
The best guys for the best times.
All types
We're here for you.
Safe, friendly and discreet
24 HOUR SERVICE
(212)768-0221
New applicants welcome.
~

NUDEJ/O$50
Sensual body contact and healthy sex
with hot. friengly, gdlooking guy.
Outcalls $60
(212)242-7054 KYLE

--

•

TEDDY BEARS
NEW YORK

WOWI

from $150/90 minutes out only

New York's newest and most
exclusive agency.

TEDDY BEARS
BROOKLYN

,

WOWI

from $150/90 minutes out only

These Men Are Hotl

TEDDY BEARS
QUEENS

"-

from $150/90 minutes out only
,

TEDDY BEARS
LONG ISlAND
from $200/90 minutes out only
Our ,escorts are clean cut, safe, hot. and
dependable. We will always give
accurate information and never send an
unauthorized substitute of your choice.
- If you're tired of being taken or lied to
and tired of escorts with no personality
or enthusiasm, call us todayl

Escorts wanted.
Students, athlates, bodybuilders
make more money
Ask for Ted

WOWI
We are offering exceptional men to
provide the ultimate in pleasure for
discriminating gentlemen. Appointments from $250.

GOTHAM GUYS

BOY NEXT DOOR
Companionship and more from tall, inshape attractive masculine bOttom.
Open and affectionate. 21. FA/GR.
Discreet and safe.
MIKE (212) 239-7345.

I

I

Collegiate Swimmers
Blond All American
Strippers
Bodybuilders
PomStars
Fantasies

Wowl The Agency
(212)460-9368
Interviews accepted.

1-800-439-1555

NEWYORK'S MOSTTRUSTED
SERVICE
Athletes· Jocks· All Types·
Spirited, handsome, romantic
Ask about our no risk, sincere offer.
Rub DownlEscorts/Companions
24 hrs in/out credit cards O.K.
(212)~2&46

MARK
Models Interviewed

>

I

I

COLT MODEL
Champion body, extremely defined,
handsome, friendly, a great massage.
Safe, discreet. in/out For a greattime
call Courtney

212-Bn-3482.
I I

•

,

I

NORDIC GOOD LOOKS
20 years, 5'10", 140, blonde, green. Ask
.about selected trades of services and
discounts.
Midtown East Lo~ation
City and suburban visits
Kevin 683-8733

•

IA.,A_

•••

NYC BOYS
Jocks
Studs
Students
Bodybuilders

\,

Private
Discreet
Here To Serve You
(212)777-7563
Ask For Tray

'

Models Interviewed,'

,

,

,

HUNGITAUAN
26 years old 6ft brown hair good build
hung 91/2 inch. Massage, escort
good looking.
REASONABLERATES
CALL 212-727-8220 JAMES
,

HOT SOUTHERN STUD-ATHLETIC,
SEXY,VERY HANDSOME.
VERSATILEW/BIG TOOL
FA/GR, F/FTOP, 6'2", 30 YEARS OLD.
VERYFRIENDLY.
,
(212) 721-3810.

BIWONAIRE BOYS
CLUB
ESCORTS

,
,

Safe, discreet, dependable
The new choice forthe
discriminating male
(212)-473-1939
$150

,

Exceptional young men
interviewed
•

•
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NATIVE
Southern Califs Golden Beach Boy, 27,
fresh and refreshingly handsome. Clean,
blond, blue eyed, bodysurfer with 9 1/2
inches, great washboard stomache, tool
24 hours MARK 213-731-6080.
i

PLAYGIRL CENTERFOLD
Very muscular, defined, tan hunk, 6'1",
200#, exc.handsome, fun, friendly.
Healthy & 1110% safe. Los Angeles' best.
In/Out
(213) 392-8985. TREY
USC JOCK
'Very handsome, clean-cut stud, 23, 6',
175#. Seeks generous men for hot action.
Very muscular, well defined and hung
huge. Always horny and safe. $150min.
Serious only. Call:
Bret (213) 876-9890.
S.F.MUSCLE
X-handsome 25 y/o bodybuilder, 200#,
48c,32w, 18a. Hung and hot
KODI (415)821-2561
Take your pick:

CHIP-DAYS
or
TROY-EVFJWKEND
$60.00 and up (213) 316-1800
BACK FROM NEW YORK '

CLASS ACT

BISEXUAL BODYBUILDER
Blo. 6' 255# 22" a 55" ch
"ACT OUT YOUR FANTASY WITH
HERCULES'"
Amex. 24 Hours
(415) 563-5176

Sexy, warm, handsome young man
(27) w/ muscular gymnast build &
best abs in SFI Friendly, smart & sensitive.lnto many scenes.
Hotels. 24 Hr. In/Out Travel.
THIS ONE IS FOR REALI
DAVID (415)929-7336

YEAHI
SIX FOOT SOLOFlEX
STRONG, SOUD, SEXY '
GREAT LOOKS/ClEAN CUT
HONESTTHICK NINE
Massage Included
$100/ (415) 863-SEXY

YOUNG AND HOT
19 year old pretty guy with the nicest
legs and butt you've ever seen. 5'10",
tan, dark hair, sensual and hot
Close to airport..
Steven (213) 319-0626. 24 hours

Goodlooking Guy
Gives Excellent Massage
Smart Built and Hung. Blk Hair
Blue Eyes, 6', 170#,42" c, 32"w
JIM(415)~9688

Hung Italian
Handsome Stud
Very Masculine
Bi, 6'1", 185t

Call Tony At

NUDE MASSAGE
Very handsome Europl!Jln BB. 5'10",
190#, 47"ch, 30" W. Gwes great
massage. Total reliefl Hot and safe.
$60-$75. Call Pat (213) 939-3617. '

(213)9&M570
VIRILE HOT !TAL
Sexy handsome rockhard muscle,
athletic legs, healthy and versatile
Ex-Marine. Anytime.
Dan (415)753-8604. .

BLACKBB+
Best full/sensual massage. Hot oil, hot
body. Safe, discreet $60.
Venice Beach (213) 396-4761.
Come. 7 days. 24 hours.

~

JOSHUA
/
Young, smooth, strong, handsome,
athletic, student, 25, 160#, fun, safe,
discreet Will travel.
$100.10am-llpm.
(415)267-3082.

A GREAT MASSAGE
Experiencetrue relaxation w/profes-'
sional deep-tissue massage •
Greg (213) 666...1081.

••••••••••
Beverly Hills Handsome Hunk

••••••••••
Incredible face, great large pecs & wellmuscled bodyl

Z'-I\IIE~

MASSAGE BY HOT21 YO
Out $65. S.F. Only (415) 567-7903.

TROY
(213)277-7986
VISA/MASTERCARD

Complete satisfying massage
by handsome man downtown SF.

MIKE,
23,5'10",160#, blond hair, blue eyes,
cleancut student, smooth, muscular
swimmer, fun, safe, discreet. $100. In!
Out, will travel.
(415)267-3032.

UCLA Stud.
Personable, honest, handsome and
educ guy is available for Swedish oil
massage for sophisticated gentlemen.
Hotel calls welc.O.me
Greg (213)851-2098

(415) _2441.

,

RUSSIAN MASSAGE
Complete full body sensual massage by
Joseph, well-built, hot, warm, friendly.
(213) 657-4920

NORTH BAY!S.~.
Frien~ly, articulate college guywilltravel
to you. Tall beautiful slender body. Very
oral, sexy, bl/bl bottom. Your pleasure is
, my command, Sir. Safe and discreet
$100. Call Brad
(707) 887-9857 .Lv message.

Los Angeles & New York's

FINEST MODELS & ESCORTS

PLEASURE
Sensuous massage by good-looking
trained masseur.
Call Se,an ilt (213) 46H)313.

213'856'8689

,

To receive our exclusive models' "Photo-Folio" featuring all
of our irresistable "Z-MEN:' please send $25 cash. check.
or money order to:

•

Z AGENCY
p,o. Box 186, Hollywood,CA 90078
Allow 14 days for delivery or add $10 for Express Mail
(State that you are over 21)
(418 palm B,H,)

,
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Jeff. 24 Hours.

,

SAN JOSE
Full Body Massage
Athletic Young (18+) Student
Keith (408) 295-5026
HOT ASIAN-AMERICAN
Gdlkng, muscles. $100.
(415)541-5699.

,

,

..

•

,

,

4N ACTIVIST ,PLATFORM FOR AIDS EDUCATION.
PROTEST AND A TRIBUTE TO ..
.
OUR LOST FRIENDS.
,

,

T Lack of safe sex education

continues to kill
T Homophobia and gaybashing are on the rise
T AIDS research and drug trials proceed at a snail's pace
~ America enforces discriminatory AIDS immigration policies
THE , F1GHT IS NOT OVER. FOR BRENT NICHOLSON

EARLE, IT'S TIME TO RUN AGAIN ...
,
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In 1986 and 1987. Brent ran 10,000 miles around the U.S to awaken
America to the AIDS crisis. On -Iune 7. he begins a 1,OOO-mile'
run
from San Francisco to Vancouver B.C., arriving on August 4 for the
'
opening of Gay Games III.
,

I

.

.)

<

,
,

The run is dedicated

to two lost leaders of the gay and lesbian community:
,

Dr. Tom Waddell. founder of the Gay Games
Keith Haring, artist, activist, humanitarian
tHE RAINBOWRUN Is. 9

effort and needs the ftnanclal

and active 8Upportof ow community.

PLEASE HELP us GO THE DlSTANCE ... .8encI yo..Vol..........
are needed on the East and west Coaata.
•

now.

,
•

General coordinator/New York City:
Jay Blotcher (212) 533-4913
West Coast coordinator/San Francisco:
Rob Rodd (415) 861-1453

,,~~------------------------,,,
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:

"RAINBOW RUN FOR THE
END OF AIDS

:
:

,,
,'NAME' .
:Address:
,,
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,,

'I'U sponsor Brent for
: miles @ $40 per mile in
, honor/memory of:
1
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,
I

,Contribution Enclosed:
I $125 $75 $35 $15
.I
I
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NATIVE
Southern Califs Golden Beach Boy, 27,
'fresh and refreshingly handsome. Clean,
blond, blue eyed, bodysurfer with 9 1/2
inches, greet weshboard stomache, tool
24 hours MARK 213-731-6080.

,

,

PLAYGIRLCENTERADLD
Very muscular, defined, tan hunk, 6'1",
2001, exc. handsome, fun, friendly.
Healthy & 100% sata.los Angeles' best.
In/Out
(2131392-8985. TREY

USC JOCK
'"Very handsome, clean-cut stud, 23, 6',
175#. Seeks generous men for hot action.
Very muscular, well defined and hung
huge. Always horny and safe. $150min.
Serious only. Call:
Bret (2131876-9890.
S.F.MUSCLE
X-handsome 25 y/o bodybuilder, 2001,
48c,32w, 18a. Hung and hot
KODI (4151821-2561
Take your pick:
CHIP-DAYS
or
TROY-EVfJWKEND
$60.00 and up (2131316-1800
BACK FROM NEW YORK '

-

ClASS ACT
Sexy, warm, handsome young man '
(271w/ muscular gymnast build &
best abs in SFI Friendly, smart & sensitive.lnto many scenes.
Hotels. 24 Hr. In/Out Trallel.
THIS ONE IS FOR REALI
DAVID (4151929-7336
YOUNG AND HOT
19 year old pretty guywith the nicest
legs and butt you've ever seen. 5'10",
tan, dark hair, sensual and hot
Close to airport ..
Steven (2131319-D626. 24 hours

Goodlooking Guy

Hung Italian
Handsome Stud
Very Masculine
Bi, 6"1", 1851

JIM(4151~9688

Call Tony At

NUDE MASSAGE
Very handsome Europl!can BB. 5'10",
190#, 47"ch, 30" W. Gwes great
massage. Total reliefl Hot and safe.
$60-$75. Call Pat (2131939-3617. '

(2131960-5570
VIRILE HOT ITAL
Sexy handsome rockhard muscle,
athletic legs, healthy and versatile
Ex-Marine. Anytime.
Dan (4151753-8604. '

BLACKBB+
Best full/sensual massage. Hot oil, hot
body. Safe, discreet $60.
Venice Beach (2131396-4761.
Come. 7 days. 24hoiJrs.

&

JOSHUA
r
Young, smooth, strong, handsome,
athletic, student, 25, 1601,fun, safe,
discreet Will travel.
$100.10am-llpm.
(4151267-3082.

-

A GREAT MASSAGE
Experience true relaxation w/profes-'
sional deep-tissue massage •
Greg (2131666 ...1081.

••••••••••
••••••••••

,

Z-IVIEN

Complete satisfying massage

by handsome man downtown SF.
(415)398-2441. Jeff. 24 Hours.

MIKE,
23,5'10",1601, blond hair, blue eyes,
cleancut student, smooth, muscular
swimmer; fun, safe, discreet $100. In!
Oirt, will travel.
(4151267-3032.

UCLA Stud.
Personable, honest. handsome and
educ guy is available for Swedish oil
massage for sophisticated gentlemen.
Hotel calls welc,Qme
Greg (2131851-2098

PLEASURE
Sensuous massage bY!Jood-looking
trained masseur.
Call Se,an ilt (2131461-0313.

,

RUSSIAN MASSAGE
Complete full body sensual massage by
Joseph, well-built, hot, warm, friendly.
(2131657-4920
Los Angeles & New York's

FINEST MODELS & ESCORTS
213'856'8689

To receive our exclusive models' "Photo-Folio" featuring all
of our irresislable ··Z·MEN:' please send $25 cash. check.

or money order to:

.

Z AGENCY
P 0, Box 186, Hollywood, CA 90078
Allow 14 days lor delivery or add $10 for Express Mail
(4t8 palm 8,H)

(StatO'that you are over 2t)

,
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MASSAGE BY HOT 21 YO
Out $65. S.F. Only (4151567-7903.

TROY
(2131277-7986
VISA/MASTERCARD

NORTH BAYIS.F.
Friendly, articulate college guy will travel
to you. Tall beautiful slender body. Very
oral, sexy, bllbl bottom. Your pleasure is
, my command, Sir. Safe and discreet
$100. Call Brad
(7071887-9857. Lv message.

940UTTWEEK

YEAH I
SIX FOOT SOLOFLEX
STRONG, SOUD, SEXY '
GREAT LOOKS/CLEAN CUT
HONESTTHICK NINE
Massage Included
$100/ (4151863-SEXY
Gives Excellent Massage
Smart Built and Hung. Blk Hair
Blue Eyes, 6', 170#,42" c, 32"w

Beverly Hills Handsome Hunk
Incredible face, great large pecs & wellmuscled bodyl

BISEXUAL BODYBUILDER
Blo. 6' 255# 22" a 55" ch
"ACTOUTYOURFANTASYWITH
HERCULES'"
Amex. 24 Hours
(4151563-5176

,
,

SAN JOSE
Full Body Massage
Athletic Young (18+1 Student
Keith (4081295,5026
, HOT ASIAN-AMERICAN
Gdlkng, muscles. $100.
(4151541-5699.

•

•
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,
4N ACTIVIST ,PLATFORM FOR AIDS EDUCATION. PROTEST AND A TRIBUTE ,TO
OUR LOST FRIENDS •
,

,

,

.....Lack of safe sex education continues to kill
.....Homophobia and gaybashing are on the rise
T AIDS research and drug trials proceed at a snail's pace
T America enforces discriminatory AIDS immigration policies
--

-
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THE . F1GHT IS NOT OVER. FOR BRENT NICHOLSON

EARLE. IT'S TIME TO RUN AGAIN ...,

,
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In 1986 and 1987, Brent ran 10,000 miles around the U,S, toa1Naken
America to the AIDS crisis. On .June 7, he begins a 1,OOO-mil.,run
from San Francisco to Vancouver B.C., arriving on August 4 for .he
,
'
opening of Gay Games III.
'
,

rl

.

l

•

,
,

The run is dedicated to two lost leaders of the gay and lesbian community:

~~------------------------~

,

Dr. Tom Waddell, founder of the Gay Games
Keith Haring, artist, activist, humanitarian
•
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are needed on the East and West Coaeta.
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I

: miles @ $40 per mile in
honor/memory of:

,
•

General coordinator/New York City:
.Jay Blotcher (212) 533-4913
West Coast coordinator/San Francisco:
Rob Rodd (415) 861-1453
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LET'S HAVE
LOOKING FOR
FRIENDLY SEX!!!
,
LOVE
,Re"rv.ed and
GWF?5 mature
quiet in publio>-good sense of'
ferocious In bed. ' humor seeking
~n
lesbian, 5'6,", GWF 28'or
,
. older
120 #, shortbrown
for relationship. I
hair, spectaclEtd '
enjoy music,
brown eyes and a , movies concerts
mischievous smile.
baseball and most
SmarteSt kid in my
of all to have fun.
.' kind$rgarten
Please send photo,
class ...Now I'm
with your
(bing the teaching.
leHer.Outweek Box
What do you want
1925
to learn? Make
sure you're fun,
ONCE UPON A
unlnhibitEtd and
TIME
damn sexy. Photol
an attractive 27yr
phone please.
'did black womanUntil we meet.
awoke to discover
OutwEl$k Box
herself a lesbian.
2335.
ImmEtdiately, while
laying in bed she
, COMING THIS
threw a partY for
SUMMER
,
herself. Believe it
l$sbian nude
or not, the
sunbathing rotating
celebration
rooftop potluck
barbElque,parti$s
with a. slew of hot
bab$s. Don't miss
outl Sign up ,
nowlphone/photol
id$as pl$as$.
OutwEl$k Box 2405
EXHIBITIONISTS
Public displays,
INTELLIGENT
embarrassing
DYKE,34
situations, street,
in rEK:Ov$rysEl$ks
subway, bus,
'. ,. rI~l~tionshlp. I'm a
IockEtd-out
, littl$ mbr$ f$mm$
nude,etc. Also
thWll:>utch.
huge, obscene,
Political, comm/t.tEtdto fiQhting ,
erect, traffic-stopping bulging bas"~ms·.,Damn
ket displays in
hol)$~. I don't just,
Skin-tight sweats,
want to op$n my
spandex, too-small
h$art. No heaVy
shorts, anything
rol,es or 81M. Start
sprayed-on, rude,
by writing. Picture
vulgar. Swell it Qut
please.
,
of proportion,
,tease, pose, exHEARINGhibit. If ifs too big
IMPAIRED
to control in you r
LESBIAN
pants then contact
FEMINIST
hot, smooth 29
seeking, other
with requirEtd photo
dykes: post& phone for reply.
lingually or
Imaginative and
adventitiously
humongous only.
deafenEtd to form
P.O. Box 16,99 Old
,.. support/resource
.
Chelsea Station, .
,group. Outweek
NYC 10011.
Box 2500 ,

continues. Want te)' ,A1lphotos
retumEtd. Write:
come? RSVP with
OutwEl$k Box 2532
photo. Outweek
Box 1939
•
DO THESE
BORED
BY
PERSONALS
.
WISHY-WASHY
WORK?
INCREDIBLY
Sober GWF 24,
SENSITIVE NEW'
5'3",125#, highAGE DYKES?
energy, love to
Attractive,
really let go on the
dynamic, funny
dance floor (I have
and (okay,1 admit
some of my most
it) spiritual GWF,
intense orgasms ,
seeks hot sexy
there) seeking
fem for immoral
another woman
but deeply
who loves being in
satiSfying acts of
her body. I'm
sex, friendship and
telling it like it is.
exploration. I'm
Why don't you ...
5'2" 1171bs.,
OutwEl$k Box 2522
athletic,successful,
goodlooking.
SEXKlnEN
FROM HELL "
Leave hesitation
b$hind and go for
searching for my
itl Revealing photo
tigress. Young,
anj:l fantasy win
, strong, wickEtd and
extra bonus points.
hot, 5'4",125#,
.
,

4 SKIN LOVER-

QUEENS
GWM 6' 1751bs
yng 46 seeks utc
Latino or European
18-40. Also like
Arab or S.Asian.
,
Must be mase.1
am cut restoring
my 4skin. Write
P.O. Box 647,
Maspeth, NY
'11378 or call 718424-1 064. No JO
calls.
,

'

OVER 6'2"?
OVER200#?
Sexy GWM seekS
big brawny guys
with big imagination. Gym body
NOT necessary.
Cock size
unimportant.
Prefer handsome,
hairy, versatile ltal.
All others send
foto. Me: Attr, 36, '

,

,
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5'11",190, brlhz,
hot. PON 2520
Times Sq. Sta.
NYC 10108.
BIG GUY
SOUGHT
byattr. blue eyed
ex-cop 38 yo 5'8"
150 very musc.!
rnasc.lseeks
footbalVpowerlifter
type/200 Ib.+/very
masc./healthy
safe. You work
outfit shows=A+.
Various safe fun
OK/me = basically
top. Photo please.
Box 998201
Varick St. NY NY
10014.
GWM, 38, 5'10"
165LBS, BLOND
HAIR
blue eyes, clean
shaven,good
build. Seek~ same

dEl$p dark eyes,
dark brown fur and
retractable claws.
Tell me where you
want to be
scratched, shoW' ' ,
me where you
wanttob$
bitten ...I'1Imake
your back ,arch and
your hair stand on
end. No scratchposts please.
~hoto a must.
Outweek Box ~6
VERY CUTE GWF
WANTS MORE
DATES
that was DATES not relationships. I
am 5'6" 125# hair
in the growth stage
and CUTE CUTE
CUTEI Enough
about me YOU
YOU YOU ...
uninhibited"any
color, any size,
we'll tlave a great
WOMENS
PERSONALS
CONTINUEON
PAGE 108

on LI and/or
'
Queens for
friendship and/or
relationstlip.
Enjoys swimming,
opera, walking,
theater. Call after
7:30 p.m. 718-4542354.
HEREIAM
PWA, 32, 5'9",
1251bs, far from
dead. I would still
like to mEl$tthat
spepial someone
to share a life with.
Integrity, honesty,
and trust important.This is not for
everyone. But if it
grabs your
interest, you might
be pleasantly
surprised. I'm
active and involvEtd
in trying to make a
difficult time a little
easier. Nonsmoker

!

•

I

,

and photo if
possible.Outweek
Box 2437 ,

When you
get serious...
,.... finally
-

HOT BOTTOMI
SPANKING
Very goodlooklng
gd build GWM 34
6'2" 1901bs hot
bottom wants hot
top for safe Greek!
SpankinglENM
etc. Really like big
guys my age or
'. older or hung, or
muscular, but like'
all aggresive top
guys into my great
butt and tits. Box
1602, Old Chelsea,
Stn, NYC 10011.

The IntrorluCtory service for professionally oriented gay men
Call for a free brochure Mon.-Fri. 7 pm-11 pm
In NY (212) 580-9595 • Out of State (800) 622-MATE

----

_

~mlWc~

"Fortune 500" Executives, Busy Professionals & Active Retirees
,The Quality Service For Quality People

• Confidential Personal Sen'i,ce.
Save Time & Money
• Long-Term Relationships Only • Money Ba.ck Guarantee*
• Successful Solutions (Since J984) • No Embarrassing Videos
• Exclusive Compatibility Questionnaire
• Voluntary AIDS Screening*

There are

DO substitutes

I I

I

~

c

"

•
~

Gift urtlficak5

i

•

AMEXVISA M' C

I ,..

,

and everything else
you would expect from
a Quality Male
BookShOp!

TOWNt'IIKO MUS. N:,

i,:_",
::z. ......, .".. '
iiiii~~~~~~~~'~~~"
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500 HUDSON STREET
(at Christopher St.)
New York, NY 10014
24 H RS,
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DOM. MAN (2560) SOUGHT
Submissive, manly
GWM, 59, seeks
in-shape, dominant
man (25,60) for S/
S. No drugs, pot, , _
boozers, hustlers.
ANY ROMANTICS
Easy apt. car
LEFT? GWM, 6',
parking here. Write
34, 1~Ib$.,
brown
to Box LSA, 147
hair, blue eyes. I
W. 42 S t., #603,
am an attractive,

•

•

•

,'.

~

~

SPRING FLING I
Cute GWM, 29, br/
br,5'5w,130,
healthy, profl, shy
w/warm heart
seeks similar for
fun times and
morel I like
popcom at the
movies, candlelight
dinners and good
conversation.
Passion, humor,
and charm awaitl
Don't settle for
draft beer and
neon when you
can have champagne under the
starsl LaHer/photo!
phone to P.O. Box
5673, L1C, NY
11105.

OPEN 24 HOURSEVERYDAY LOW
VIDEO SALE &
RENTAL PRICES

I

'.

••
•

914·835·4444

NY 10528

I
,

•

u
"

~e#no.

, 211 Halstead Ave., H.rr~.

•
•

0

~

for Classic Introductions(Jll.

, For A Free 'h Hour Consultation Call Now'

~~~

>

NYC 10036. I love
men wearing
uniforms, business
. suits, and jeans.

..

,

.

'

;4.

~

'

,.'

','

,

,

• MAGAZINES, NOVELTIES
.)1_
PERIODICALS, TOYS, ETC,
• 'STATE-OF-THE-A'RT'._
SCREENING BOOTHS SHOWING THE NEWEST RELEASES

r

fLLJ

•

NEW YORK'S LARGEST
",,~fJ!.':"'~~,~>::
SELECTION OF ALL-MALE
~~~~~ .:;~-,:,,-_.:,,~~~:>:,
VIDEO TAPES FOR SALE OR
• Video Rentals
7"" ~~',<,':
RENT AT THE,LDWEST
• ::~~Of-The-Art'Screening
"THE"
ALL-MALE
PRICES IN TOWN!
'

't.

_

•

•

•

• VldeoScreenlngRoo".l,
'.Periodicals Magazines'
' ,
,
• Novelties, Toys, Etc,

I~
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UI»TOWN

BOOKSTORE

MORE THAN A BOOKSTORE , ..
A LANDMARK,
SERVING NEW YORK'S GAY COMMUNITY
FOR OVER
20 EARSt

217 West 80th Street

(btwn, B'way

& Amsterdam)
New York. NY 10024,

May 23, 1990
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FOOD HAZING
romantic, healthy,
compassion are
Open your mouth
HIV-, nonsmoking
my weaknesses.
professional who is wide and I will feed
OutWeekBox
you with food till
looking for that one
2484.
you are swollen
special person to
and fat. You can
complete my life. A
JEFF STRYKER
few of my interests ' only waddle from
dildoe' that is I
place to place. I
are: the gym,
have it and will use
music, volleyball,
will treat you like
it and make you
the pig you are.
dancing, film, and
scream with
evenings at home
Answer with photo
delight You should
and letter of desire'
with that special
be ready willing
someone. You
to: F.H., LTS
and able to take it
should be 30-44,
20053,NYC
all Answers with
10011-9993.
attractive, healthy,
photo letter phone
and desire a
# get answered
monogamous
SOMETIMES
L.T.S 20276 New
relationship.
THERE'S TRUTH
York, NY 10011Please send your
IN ADVERTISING
9993.
phone number and
Handsome, fit
a current photo to:
GWM, 41, HIV
BOY WANTS SEX
Outweek Box 2457
neg. I'm fun,
GWM 21 (looks
bright, passionate,
younger) 5'8" 125
HEATWAVE
accomplished.
tight teen body
EXPECTED
Seeking similar
mascwants
GWM 35 165 Ibs.
guy for the long
creative safe FUN
grlbr very handrun. Phone (photo
sex wlyoung cute
some warm upbeat
appreciated) to
lean straighthealthy athletic
Box 20141, NYC,
looking boys esp
curious fun-loving
10028-9991.
wlbeefy feet. Let's
preppy profestrade photo's &
sional seeks
(212) 873-2307
fantasies: J.C. Box
outgoing spontaExpert blow jobs
8007543 W. 43rd'
neous affectionate
for men with unSt, NYC 1003&.
honest responsive
usually fat cock&-bewitching sexy
know how big
YOU'RE MY
GWM 25-35 for
around it is when
BEST BUDDY
adventures etc.
you call. No
Incorrigible
Ph/ph to PO Box
hassle--just a
cuddler, silly and
,super biowl Leave
1831 Peter
thoughtful, seeks
Stuyvesant
number, I'll call
energetic pal for
Station, NYC
you right
metropolitan
10009.
back(212)873(mis)adventures.
2307.
I'm a swarthy
TINY JAPANESE
looker, 29, dark
GUYS
brown/hazel,5'9",
GWM, 28, 5'5",
5'5" or less wanted
160. You're a
120, BRIBR,
to service a tall
healthy HIV+,
"'sacred-cow tipper
hbusehusbandl
with a feisty
handsome
optimism shining,
German with extra
lover material
from your bright,
large balls & fat
seeks finanCially
cock. You'll have a
secure, stable man
boyish face. Let's
great time if you're
who loves to
buddy-up ....
cuddle and
Outweek Box 1922
fa~inated by big
pamper. Friendly
testicles. MLD
companionship
Suite 348 163
HOT YOUNG
could lead to
Amsterdam NYC
TEXAN
unlimited possibili10023.
BiWM, 20, 6',175,
ties. Honesty and
Brown hair, green
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ALL-MALE

MINI THEATER

(Lower Level)
Mon,-Sat.: 11am-11pm I Sun,: 10am-7pm

b

Ann Stre~t
Adult Entertainment Center
21 Ann Street (btwn, Broadway & Nassau St,)
New York City I (212) 267-9760
Mon,-Fri.: 7am-11pm I Sat.: 10am-11pm
Sun,: 10am-i1prn .
,

'

,

,

"

•

•

LARGE SELECTION OF ALL-MALE
.
VIDEOS' MAGAZINES'
SCREENING BOOTHS

•PERIODICA'LS
• •"TOYS'
• •
•
RENTALS'
MEMBERSHIP

NOVELTIES'
VIDEO

TOW"'-VIDro MUS.

ETC.
•

PLANS'

N:,

•

,

,

•
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eyes and handsome and new to
the NYC area
seeks BI or GWM
20 to 30yrs and
financially secure
to show me the
slgl1t$and
sounds of NYC
for hot fun crazy ,
times in the city,
must enJoy
dancing, music,
and Just pure fun
, • Send photol .
phone and blo to:
OutweekBox
1927
I KNOW IT'S
STRANGE
Establishment
but unconventional GWM, 50,
attractive,
athletic, healthy,

cuIII.nd,sux:essful,
ric~'m
all that
stuttone's
supposed to be
at my agewants date with
younger,
goodlooklng,
Intelligent,

bondage fun UR
articulate, radicaV
musc with playful
activist/E. Village
mean streak. Phi
type guy (who
.' Ph: POB 966 NY,
genuinely liI~es
NY 10113-0905.
older menHust
for the hell of it.
ROMANTIC,
Outweek,Box 1941
PROF.
TOO
musician with
, WONDERFUL
, access to feelings
•
warm, canng,
wants to share
interesting,
successes, explore
intimacy, and play.
attractive to be
alone? Me tool
46yo healthy
PWARC, basically
Lefs do something
about it. GWM, 33, asymptomatic.
5'8", 140Ibs., br/gr
5'10",150, brown!
blue, fed up with
balding, moustache, attractive,
scene, has a lotto
energetic. No
offer the right guy.
drugs, alcohol, or
Bright days and
smoke.Outweek
sultry nights await
Box 1936
us. Photo/phonel
note to: Outweek
SWEATY HORNY·
Box 1935
JOCKS
MUSCLE BONDDo you want your
big feet (size 11 +)
AGE
Hot BB 27 5'8"
serviced by a hot
175# 46c 17A 30W WM, 33, 6'1",185,
seeking that
vry hdsm, ~asc,
special guy to tie
+wks out? Then
call Ray, btwn
me up tight and
8pm-12mid, at
,make me squirm. '
212-675-7352 to
Safe sane intense

want to meet with
you and return
your "hello.·
Outweek BQx 1945

meet (no phone jI
0), for' exciting
locker room
,
scenes, explosive
action, and more.

sane secure and
sure of himself.
The new age is
upon us and one
day at a time is too
long to spend
alone. C'mon,
photo and phone
to:Outweek Box
1942

RENAISSANCE
MAN
GWM, 23, with
dirty blond hair,
5'7",135#,
swimmers build,
attractive and
demure with many
interests wants to
spend time with
GWMinNYCor
west, 18-35 who's

TO THE HANDSOME
CLERGYMAN
at Radio City
Music Hall,
Saturday April, 21 ,
from the too shy
fellow with the grey
beard and hair,
please contact me
via OU1WEEK.
I
,

GLORY HOLE
SERVICE
Hot, hors.hung, no
nonsense cocksucker. Goes
down for other,
,

,~_IUJm:lnaftwease:'}'fiot:~8ummer.4.'H8t~$tm "'"
::::::Miir:::::;::::::NH::::::6.umldig:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ilf:::::::::l::::::i:::::I~r.ir~:::::::::::::::::::::'
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a lIIinute • 40-> first
•

,

550-HARD

Gay Harclcore

,"
•

550-BODY

BodyBuild ....

550-8888

Bi•• xual Group

,

•
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RENT GAY VIDEOS! ' ONLY $9.95 EACH! *
,

horse dick dudes.
Experienced,
muscular rootmilking deepthroat
assured. Age,
race, unimportant.
Cock size is.
Serious. DUKE.
(212) 691-3601.
BALLS
Attractive blond
HIV-Ivy grad 38
sexy sensitive inshape 5'9" 150 Ibs.
friendly and well
hung seeks similar
GManyrace
under 50 into balls
and hot safe sex.
Phone (photo?) to
Outweek Box 1951
DATE WANTED
GWM, 285'6" 145
Ibs. brown/brown/
stache/straight
acting/movienqt
seeks GM 25-35
for friendship +.
Photo/phone/letter/
POB 2522 West
NewYorkNJ
.
07093. No drugs!
smokers/jerks.

OUTRAGEOUS BULLETIN BoARolem

a message or listen to one lelt by other men

,
CONHRENCE - With up to 8 hot guys
MANSCAN - Elctusive one on one rematch tnture
,THE BACK ROOM - Privately coded connections
99"

PER MINUTE I YOU MUST Be,

B

DOWNTOWN
GUY-ATTITUDE
,
FREE
Libidinal GWM 30
likes books, old
movies, cycling,
skating & classical
music; wants to
meet a guy who's
smart, fun, aware
& anatomically
correct. You're out
there, right? '
Outweek Box 2529
HOT & ROWDY
ACTIVIST
New Yorker, 30,
looking for men of
all colors who like
hot sweaty gay
sex.l like hot men
who like to shower
after a roll on the
mat. No clean
queens, please.
Write with photo/
phone.Outweek
Box 2526
GOOD LOOKING,
29 Y.O.
(looks 25) GWM,
br. hair, blue eyes,
5'7", 150 Ibs.,
smooth body, good

.111111
-•
....
,

._-
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May 2~, 1990'
•

shape, 30" waist,
smart, fun,
independent, safe.
Seeks a pal to play
with. Should be
young (25-35),
bright, independent, confident, and
very playful. Send
photo/phone # with
lette r. Outweek
Box 2521
THIS CUTE
YET
LONELY
fem. GWM feels
the pressure to be
manly, but would
rather feel a manly
pressurelWantto
have stories and
suggestions on
how to deal with
the anti-fem
discrimination
among gays~Writ~
to Andrew P.O.
Box 3731, Cherry
Hill, NJ 08034 All
replies welcome I
,

GWM
SEEKS
BOYFRIEND
5'10",145, br/bl,
38, goodlkng, nice
body, pretty cock,
HIV+ doing fine
except I want a
boyfrien~a
,
sweet, wonderful,
sexy, handsome
GWM 28-38, w/br
eyes, gd body,
smooth chest, who'
wants to snuggle
with a wise &
wonderful, creative
,& stylish, polit
ically correct,
downtown kind of
guy ready for a
relationship. I'm
nonsmoker, like to
cook, entertain,
travel, summer at
the beach & seek
love, sex, romance
~ the pursuit of
happiness with
someone who can
meet physical,
emotional, and
intellectual needs.
I need some
excitement, life is
too short, it won't
be boring. Game?
Write/photo/phone
gets mine.
Outweek Box 2528
,
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NYU JOCKS
or gymboys from
Megafitness or
Apple Gym can get
great service from
a butch little blond
only 2 blocks
away. Massage,
mutual J/O or
some of the best
head in NYC. Phi
Ph to Box 487
laGuardia PI., NY
NY 10012.
GWM 385FT 61N
BRHAIR
Br eyes 130 Ibs
looking for GWM
18 thru 30. Fun
loving warm
theater music
GMHC volunteer
Act Up member
Jack 718-7295088.
SPIT
,
stood real still as
the lance
corporal's big balls
emptied in a spray
of marine gizz
.
across the shiny
tile in the next stall.
Then he got the
swab.Outweek
Box 2540
,

TOM CRUISE
CLONE
Lefs get into some
risky business
while we're losin' it
in my room painted
the color of money.
I'll give you
endless love that's
legend-ary.
Whether you were
born on the fourth
of July or the Fifth
of May, I'm sure
you'll have all the
right moves as you
aim your top gun
at me. Our passion
taps all reservoirs
in the nights of
rain, man, or even
in days of thunder.
Outweek Box 2542

Don't Be Alone!
• Find the man of your dreams
through the science of computer
matching!

,,

• We have found exciting new
friends and lovers for thousands
of men in New York and
throughout North America, So.
don't be alone, Let us help you
too!
• lust Remember, no matter who
you are there is someone for
whom you are the perfect
match!

Callfor a free brochure!

~[IWlrnl[J[B~~TM
Malching

(;ay Men Since IIJH2

1-800-633-6969
24 huun; - lull free

,
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AMERICANS
NEED NOT
APPLY!
28 yo 6ft 170 bl/bl
" looking for
eurotrash to fuckl
Photo/phone
required.Outweek '
Box 2547

HOT, HANDSOME

GWM
34, 5'8", 150#,
seeks hot, loving, '
safe buddy, am or
pm. Reply with
photo/phone:
Boxholder, PO Box
24076, Jersey
City, NJ 07304.
25 YO ENGLISH

HUNK
looking for young
Puerto Rican boys
who can quench
my thirst. Photo
and phone a must.
Outweek Box 2549
ATT'N K-Y
SHOPPERS!
GWM, 32,6',
190#, BR/BR,
handsome, down
to earth, but not in
a rut. Likes to have
fun, but not a la
slut. My interests
do vary; great
conversation I love
to carry. You are
smart, cute and '
compassionate, no
need to ration itl
So before I gag
you wth another
rhyme, go ahead
and drop mea
line. Photo +
phone#to:
Outweek Box 25~
GWM23
BrIHz, 5'11",
140lbs. into music;
Rock! Alternative TRex to Mudhoney.
Lit.; Genet,
Burroughs.
Politically and
spiritually aware
into East Village
scene, individualistic, empathic,
romantic. Desires
, 20,-30GM.
IntelligEmt, into
underground
scene long ha ir a
+ but not vital. If
you can relate
send photo and
phone to :
Outweek Box 2553
VERYMASCULINE TOP
37, 5'11", Italian, in
shape, healthy, U/
C , beard, with low
rent, Chelsea apt.
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to share living
space or outside
relationship with
slim compatible
guy. Box 377
,, OMS, 132 W. 24th
St., NY 10011.

,

1

USE A CONDOM WHEN RJCKlNG.
Avoid oil-based lubricants such as
baby oil,Vaseline, Criscoet~., as they
can cause condoms to break. Instead
use water-based lubes like KY.The
older a condom, the less reliable, so
find cond.omswhose manufacturers'
dates are 'less than three months old.

BEST
FRIEND
AND
LOVER
GWM36,150,
5'9-, trim beard,
nice looking Italian
artist/teacher
looking for a
serious/fun!
affectionate/sexual
monogamous
relationship with a '
regular yet
, cultivated,
intelligent and
( sexual guy 30-42 (
Italian a +). I'm a
nonsmoker, into
safe sex, th e arts,
film, jazz and
classical, travel.
Letter and phone,
photo if possible.
Outweek Box 2555 ,

,

USE A CONDOM DURING ORAL
SEX. If you don't, avoid placing the

2.

head of your partner's cock in your
mouth. HIV-infected cum or precum
can enter your bloodstream through
cuts, tears or ulcers in your mouth.

USE DENTAL DAMS DURING
ORAL-VAGiNAl SEX. HIV is present

3.

in some amounts in vaginal secretions,
urine, menstrual blood, and infection- '
related vaginal discharge.

NEVER SHARE WORKS. This

4.

includes needles, syringes, droppers,
spoons, cottons or cookers. If you must
r\luse works, clean them after each
use with bleach, or in an emergency
with rubbing alcohol or vodka, by
drawing the solution into the needle
three times and then drawing clean
water into the needle three times.

5.

AVOID FlSnNG. RIMMING. OR
SHARING UNCLEANED SEX TOYS.

&.

AVOID POPPERS.

7,

AVOID
EXCESSIVE ALCHOHOL OR
"
DRUG USE. Many people are unable

•
~

to maintain safer sex practices after
getting high.
,
"

-

a.,

DON'T
HESITATE TO: Fuck with a
"

,

condom, have oral sex with a condom.
Playwith, but don't share, clean seX'
toys, vibrators and dildoes. Enjoy massage, hugging, masturbation larone,
with,a partner or in a group), and roleplaying.,
:'
o

,_

,

, YOUNG
DAD

WANTS
SON

_

,
'

,

Remember. sex is good. and gay
s.x is gre.. Don't avoid sex. just
avoid the
., virus.
..' Learn to eroticize
,
s~r .ex and you can protect
others, remain .ate and have fun.

,

"

,

"I

BENCH'
BOMB
; Hot WM, 29 seeks
muscular,
handsome,
cleanshaven,
topheavy guy with
overdeveloped,
rock-hard gladiator
pees, thick wellshaped muscle
bellies and deep
cleavage for safe
col1l>any/possible
workout partner.
Reply with
required photo &
phone for reply.
P.O. Box 1699
Old Chelsea
Station, NYC
10011.

Handsome healthy
Daddy 30's BIM .._
wants willing son
SS onlyl No phone
sex. You must be
over 21 single and
stable. Write nowl
PH/PH All ser. rep.
ans. P. O. Box
314, New York, NY
10009.

I '
,
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MANHUNT
GWM, 34, 5'11-,
170, professional,
straight-looking (
w/style, eg I shave
my head), top,
'
seeks GWM for
nights of sex,
cuddling, w~ng
up in same bed
and days of
working out, the
beach, cook-outs,
performing arts.
You must be
comfortable w/yr
sexualit y, wellbuilt, HIV-, into
jock straps, Phone,
info about you to
Outweek Box 2560
CHUNKY
HARD AND CUTE
GWM, 28~BL, 6~,
225, receding hair,
bit of a gut, masc,
preppy but funky;
silly, passion for
theatre, film,
looking'tor GWM,
secure, 26-36,
healthy, masc,
.
quirky sense of
humor. NoBallerinas or Momma's
Boys. Send ph/ph
to Outweek Box '
2561
_QUEENS
GWM 6'1751bs
~
ng 46 seeks ufc '
atino or European
18-40. Also like
Arab or S.Asian.
Must be masc. I
am cut restoring
my 4skin. Write
P.O. Box 647,
Maspeth,NY
11378 or call 718424-1064. No JO
calls.

r

OVER6'2"?,
OVER2OO#?
Sexy GWM seeks
big brawny guys
with big imagination. Gym body
NOT necessary . _
Cock size
unimportant.
Prefer handsome,
hairy, versatile ltal.
All others send
foto. Me: Attr, 36,
5'11-,190, brlhz,
hot. PON 2520
Times Sq. Sta.
NYC 10108.
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mischievous,
serious GWF 30's
with a~eep
,
appreCiation of life
and plenty of love
to share. An
,independent,
caring, very
together womanI NEED TO GET
eclectic interests
" OUT MORE
from the sublime to
safe fun, movies,
the mundane~uba-diving-seeks GF attara
,LET'S PLA YI
ctive (not just
Light-I:tearted ,
physically),
wann intellec:t
~eeks friends an,d1 sensitive, feminine,
humorous,
or others for' '
emqtionally secure
Brooklyn playtime.
for a meaningful
Photo/phonelletter.
friendshipl
Outweek,Box 2523
relationship .
•
.Ready t9 share my
LESBIAN
fantasies? Notel
FEMINIST,31.,.
Ph.#/PH (opt.)
Gentle, sensitive, '
intelligent, good
' Outweek Box 2536
sense of'humor.
HEY'SCRUFFY!
Muchmore
GRABYOUR '
interesting than
.
LEASH
can be summed up
and get down at
',.. '
in such 'a small
the Lismar '
i~~t:1t.~\i!hti;,
.~.~~
;<C'~'" .c·,,<;~~~
space~ .LQOkJngfor
"""""','.« "...
,
, -':::.\..~'. . GF
25-40
Lounge. I've
~,.,
"<,<
.
.,~ ""... .... '
. ,w h'0 s
bone to pick with
,0;:"
'mature, enough to
:8: , ' "
tL,c:"V
' ..',:: know
how to play.
you. Leave your
':.. W<fu<, .
•
4 ,
squeak toys at
NO drinkers or, "
home. Let's do the
drugs. Photo
river ~ogethe~. Ifs '
appreci,ated but ,
gonna be a long
not required. Write:
hot summer-lefs
P.O;:Box 7537,
make It something
James A. F;~rley
•
,.
to bark about for a
..
S1ation, '
....
.
long time. I'll be
NYC101'16.
howlin' at the
..'eet the men you want to meet fromithe New York ..,
,,
moon till I see you
GWF, 40, PROF,
... area. With The GayCqnnection, .talkprivately one~
.. ',,' FEMME,
again. Your pal,
,
Lucy.
'
on-9rie with others ~ho share your intere~t~.Or,£aH Gay
easygoing, seeks
playmate/Ioverto
Selections and listen to "voice person~l",messages'left by
HOTSMFEMME
enjoytheater,
26, experienced
romantic dinners,
others,~nd respond with a message'~f y~)L~r
'own. '.
'.
submissive'Seeks
,.
• movies+Y'hat~ver
.. ' , Two'. great ways to meet
~he,right one. .,,'. ,
romantic, single
, 'I else turns us o,n:
.
,dO""in~t.· '" .
, 'Yciu SIB F.Qmnie,
bet; 25-50:prof,
, ,Explotiii'gSM
'fantasie$-'o:iTline &
, mature, non~ ,,",
smoker, honest & .. ,yourt can be the
,
A'"
•
.
,.
,
,,'·6
3 3 8
" hei~ht,of passion I
sincere, notint9'
'Switchable is fine.
bar scene or .. ,
ButcheS'8speeially
, games. Photo if
Probability'of'matching ~aties,
,Only $1.00 per minut~, ','
welcome to reply.
; : possible.Outweek
Only 98" per. minute.
'
,:
'
Long-term,
Box 2535 ,
.
~,
.. ,
~,
' , Must be 18 years or ,older, © Janel,
lhe" 1990.
relationship hoped
.-.
.
,
, ,<
",.,.
•
for. POB 400454
LET'S DO A PAS
Brkln'1124O-0454.
DE DEUX!!
,
dark beauty,
,
#'s:
GWF
sensuous, funny,
Looking for a
(212)967-8809 (one-on-one)
• (212)594-1901 (voice personals)
delicious, femme,
time exploring
,eac;hother_ Send a
photo and letter .
th~
sl'\ow your tru
Iy interesting·
character.
,.
Outweek Box 2520
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dynamic, bright,
playful, emotionally
stable (non '
smoking), Top who
knows how to
handle a 45y/o
pushy Jewish
Bottom who loves
to cook, play &
meet you at the
door In a corset &
high heels.
Outweek Box 2545
,

LOOKING FOR
LOVE
GWF 25 mature
good sense of
humor seeking
GWF 28 or older
for relationship. I'
enjoy music,
'
movies concerts
baseball and most
of all to have fun.
Please send photo
with your
letter.Outweek Box
1925
LET'S HAVE '
FRIENDLY SEX!!!
Reserved and
quiet in publioferocious in bed ..
Open lesbian, 5'6",
120#, shortbrown
hair, spectacled
brown eyes and a
mischievous smile.
Smartest kid in my
kindergarten
class ...Now I'm
doing the teaching.
What do you want
to learn? Make
sure you're fun,
uninhibited and
damn sexy. Photol
phone please.
Until we meet.
OutweekBox
2335.

_.
_ - ~

-"-,~

COMING THIS
SUMMER
Lesbian'nude ..
sunbathing rotating
rooftop potluck
barbeque parties
with a slew of hot
babes. Don't miss
outl Sign up
nowlphone/photol
ideas please.
Outweek Box 2405

,

~

TRY OUR NEWNUMBER

FIRST-

970~5225

A BUSY SIGNAL MEANS THERE'SACTION ON THE NETWORK SO CALL -

•

•

LISTEN TO WHAT THEY'VE GOT AND WHAT THEY WANT -

THEN lEAVE YOUR ANSWER IN COMPlETE PRIVACY
ON OUR NEW ELECTRONIC

MAIL BOX SYSTEM

,

INTELLIGENT
DYKE, 34
in recovery seeks
relationship. I'm a
little more femme

1-900-234-2345

yO!: DON'T LEAVE YOUR PHONE NUMBER ON AN OPEN LINE!
,

.II ....I ~I'" \ \11'1 'I t-, ,.,~,.
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than butch.
Political, committed to fighting,
"isms". Damn
honest. I don't just
want to open my ,
heart. No heavy
roles or SIM. Start
by writing. Picture
please.
GWF,36, NO.
JERSEY
Seeks same for
fun, friendship,
maybe more.
C'mon, take a
chancel Write
Outweak Box 2546
.

HEARING·
IMPAIRED
LESBIAN
FEMINIST
seeking other
dykes: postling uallY or
adventitioiJsly
deafened to form
support/resource
group. Outweek
Box, 2-500
,

,

,-

,

'-

DOTHESE '
PERSONALS
WORK?
Sober GWF 24,
5'3", 125#, highenergy, love to
'
really let go on the
dance floor (I have
some of my most
intense orgasms,
there) seeking
another woman
who loves being in
her body. I'm
telling it like it is.
Why don't you ...
Outweek Box 2522
SEX KmEN
FROM HELL
searching for my
tigress. Young,
strong, wicked and
hot, 5'4",125#,
deep dark eyes,
dark brown fur and
retractable claws.
Tell me where you
want to be
sCratched, show
me where you
want to be
bitten .. .I'1i make
your back arch and
your hair stand on
end. No scratchposts please.
Photo a must.
Outweek Box 2336
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Name

__

Address

,

OFFICE USE ONLY

,

City/State/Zip~_.....:.

#_-----------Start Issue::

__:_--------

..

,

Phone,

Paid

__

All OutWeek Classified Advertising is prepaid,
The Deadline is NOON MONDAY, one week before on.sale date.
OutWeek reser\i,es the right to edit. reject or rewrite any advertisement.
In case of error on our part. no refunds -- additional insertions only,
$15,00 fee for copy changes Of cancellations,
,'
Mail sent to OutWeek Box #'s is forwarded weekly. on Mondays,
OutWeek boxes are NOT to be used for the distribution of bulk mail or advertisinD circulars,
FORYOUR SAFETY.NO STREETADDRESSES ARE PERMITTED IN THE PERSONALSSECTION,
OUTWEEK BOX ,'s OR P.O,BOXES ONLY.

CLASSIFIED RATES:

_
Keyed

Proofed,__

Return this entire page,
with appropriate payment, to:
Out~Week Classifieds
159 W. 25th Street, 7th Floor
New York, NY 10001.

CLASSIFIED I PERSONAL ORDER FORM
One letter, space, or punctuation mark per box,

$3 per line (seven line
minimum!, Please conform your
ad copy to the grid,
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RATES:
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$1,00 (seven line minimum!=
,

times

,

,

weeks ad is to run:

_lines

Give me an Out..-week Box'
and forward my mail each week for_-;-'
months @ $20 per month =
Telephone verification charge:
(if your phone' appears in ad!

@

times

@ $3,00

.'

,

-

(seven line minimum!=

weeks ad is to run:

if ad is to run four or more times,
deduct appropriate frequency discount:

$10,00 =
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by Grag Baysans,
1

12

13

14'

15

I

I

I

t

7

11

'18

20.
21.
24.
25.

112,

13
16

19

26.
120

27.

21

28.

Summer 1V fare
Charybdis
Earth's neighbor
Latin I verb
French actor
Jacques
,
At that time
Wliliam Hoffman play
Grate
Ms. Lupino

31.
32.
34. Chooses
35. Bell the cat

29

36.

38

German river

37. For fear that
40. North Sea feeder
43. Whirligig

42

, 47. Haifa is here
49. Noggin
50. Hangman's halter
51. Record
52. Scrub, as.a space shot
53. Protuberances
,
,
54. Is in debt
56. deave
57. Le
de France

63
64

66

, .67

69

, 58.
•

SOLUTION IN NEXT WEEK'S OUTWEEK ON SALE MONDAY

...-" ...

,

' girl!

59. 1969 World Series winners
60. Being, to Brutus
61. Vat
•

53.
,
55.
61.
62.
63.
, 64.
65.
66.
67.

ACROSS
1. One-armed bandits
6. Unit of resistance
9. Rabbits, deer, etc.
13. Assume
14. Territory ,
15. Above, along 36 down
16. Thespian
'
18. Bank transaction
',
19. Larry Kramer play
22. Draw a '
on
23. Sidles
,
24. Count
,28. Total
29. Nanking nanny
30. Author. Leon
33. Alpine sound
38. Percent,
39. Lowest point r
41. Leaf '
42; Smart
44. Cuinmerbund
45.
bien
46. Kennel sound
48. Newspaper circular
50. Approaches

•

Mtserables
69. Obliterate

SOLUTION TO LAST WEEK'S PUZZLE

,

114, 'OUTYWEEK

-

,

68.

,

,

Words to Nanette
Paul Monette title
VISitor to Oz
-de-camp
Is overly fond of
Employer
Arden, et al.
Passionate desires
Ernie's friend

,

,

May 23. 1990
•

1. Shoe covering
2.
Ness
3. Bone: pref.
4. Noun ending
5. Photographer's need
6. Mountain nymph
7. Mend
8. Pulverized
9.

The

•

,

Archipelago

10. "Love is

"
11. Lamb, beef, etc.
12. Sea eagle
14. Soprano Gluck

,
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,
,
,
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VOICEMAIL!

,

1·900·568·3636
9~ PER "'IN. -$2.00 THE FIRST MIN.
,

,

TALK LIVE! .

CHARGED TO YOUR MASTERCARD
OR VISA AS "PSI INDUSTRIES"
75¢ PER HALF MINUTE
© COPYRIGHT 1990 REAL filiI'>
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FOR ANY INFORMATION CALL THE
PARA MAS INFORMACION LlAMA AL
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,

•

HOTLINE212-807-6655
,

